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INTRODUCTION 
Purpose of !!!! study. The purpose of this study is 
to present a two year workable and practical training 
cour.se for sixteen, seventeen and eighteen year old 
couns.elors-in-training in preparation for counseling 
positions at girl.s• camps. 
]mmediat~ objective. To present this study in hopes 
that it will be incorporated in the camp program. 
General objectives 2!. tra.inins prosram. To prepare 
young girls as future oa.mp counselors by: 
1. Presenting a basic knowledge of the philosophy, 
a~s and objectives of camping. 
2. Teaching the trainees certain skills and tech-
niques of group work as applied in the camp 
setting. 
3. Giving the trainees definite instruction in the 
essential skills associated with camping such 
as: cam.pcratt, swimming, athletics and. others. 
4. Giving the girls practical teaching experiences 
in the skills so acquired. 
- ---· --='--==-
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5. Giving a progressive experience in continuing 
theor7 and applied leadership work over a 
period of two summers. 
Introductory information regarding training program. 
1. Typo of camp - Social agency resident camp for 
girls - ages 6 to 16. 
2. Number of girls in cow1selor-1n-training 
program - ten. 
Ages of girls - 16, 17 and lS years old. 
3 •. Duration ot training. Two year program. 
Eight weeks each season. 
4. T~e allotment tor theory and practice each year. 
a. First year - theory 2 hours, skills 4 hours. 
b. second year - theory 2 hours, skills 3 hours. 
This is a daily schedule allowing for flexi-
bility. Included in this schedule are the 
observation periods or the first year and 
assisting counselors with groups during the 
second year. 
5. How trainees are selected. 
a. If camper comes from the s~e camp where 
training is to take place: 
.....=.:.....:= --- ~-- -=-- -
2 
3 
=-=!!===-- -- --- -
(1) Accumulative records ot cam:per•s previous 
camping e~erience. 
II 
I 
(2) Checkl.ist #l - some points mandatory, 
others ean be worked toward improvement. 
Evaluat ion by key statt members. 
b. It camper comes from another camp; 
(1) Checklist #1 sent to camp director tor 
evaluation of camper, to be returned to 
training camp for approval. 
(2) Personal interview with applicant. 
o. Non-camper applying tor counselor-in-training 
program: 
( l) The present policy of the cazp;p is to 
accept girls with at least one year ot 
experience as a camper. 
(2) Exceptions - with approval ot key staff 
members, girls with potential leadership 
qualities who are junior leaders in I 
I 
I 
Trinity Neighborhood House activities .may Ill 
be acce~ted tor this program. 
I 
I 
Checklist #l rater to Appendix C 
II 
--~-
·J 
~ the trainees. The purpose of this training 
course is to provide you with a basic knowledge of camping, 
from the history and development of th.e camping movement, 
the organization and administration of the camp, general 
aspects of program planning to the skills in the various 
phases of the program which will train you as good all 
round cabin counselors, as well as provide expert in-
struction in the major field in which you may wish to 
specialize later. 
Instruction will be provided in the following phases of 
camp programming: 
1. Health, safety and sanitation 
2. Waterfront 
3. Campcraft 
4. outdoor education - nature 
5. Athletics, sports and games 
6. Music, d&.ncing and dramatics 
7. Social recreation 
8. Artw and crafts 
4 
FIRST YEAR 
Learning ~ observin~ period. The course tor the 
first summer will include the theory as well as the 
techniques of camping. 'I'he;r will be presented ill simpli-
fied form and will not require too much. serious study. 
Group discussions will be a major phase ot the program. 
The following areas will be covered the first year: 
1. History and development of the camping movement 
2. Philosophy and educational aspects of camping 
3. Organization and admini.stration of camp 
4. The counselor Ullderstands herself - cbaracter-
istias and responsibilities 
5. Understanding the individual 
6. Learning techniques and skills in the various 
activities or the camp program 
'1. Observation or groups in action 
a. The counselor and her ~ethod of instruction 
b. Counselor-in-training groUJi discussion -
trainees• evaluations of groups in action 
c. Children's reactions to counselor and her 
instruct ions 
a. The "why" and the techniques of counseling 
9. 'l1he spiritual values of o~:UAping 
• 
5 
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HISTORY AND DEVELOPMENT O:F' ~ CAMPING MOVEMENT 
Camping is as old as the human race. It is by far, 
the oldest way of living. Man has slept, worked and eaten 
under the open sky for thousands of years. He was com-
pletely dependent upon his knowledge of the out-of-doors. 
Primitive man, through his camping from necessity has set 
a pattern of living that his descendent, modern civilized 
man, voluntarily repeats again and again. Unlike the 
camping experience of primitive man, camping for Twentieth 
Century man is a voluntary adventurous and exciting ex-
perienoe for boys and girls as well as men and women of 
all ages. 
America's first campers were the Indians. They did 
not push buttons in an automat for their food, or purchase 
a large quantity of material at a store for a tailor made 
suit, or send a contractor to a plot of land to build them 
a t wenty-five thousand dollar home. If the Indians did 
not know how to hunt, or build, or make, they le~rned· very 
quickly; their survival depended upon their kno ~ledge and 
skills of outdoor life. 
6 
7 
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American pioneers moved across the country to the 
West in search of something better in the way of oppor-
tunities. Men, women and children camped out and adapted 
themselves to this mode of life from. necessity. They 
were on their own in the wilderness. The basic elements 
in the development of a new territory were food, shelter, 
spiritual influence, group living and combined community 
effort. A true democracy was created out of their pattern 
of living. 
VJhile pioneering continued on the frontiers, the 
east ern part of the United St ates began to acquire defi-
nita industrial and urban characteristics. 
In continuing the history of the camping movement, 
it i s apropos to list the follo 1ing significant dates and ,I 
' 
their effect on the field of outdoor education.1 
1861 Mr. Frederick Gunn of the Gunnery School at 
:iashington, Connecticut, instituted t wo weeks "camping out" 
as part of the school curriculum. 
lFrank L. Irwin, The Theory 2! Camping. 
A. s . Barnes and Company:-!950). . 
(New York: 
============~===============+ 
It 
r 
1876 Dr. Joseph T. Rothe rick, a V' ilkes-Barre, 
Pennsylvania physician established a summer school of 
physical culture for "weakly" boys. 
1880 Reverend G. w.· Hinckley established a pioneer 
religious camp at Gardner's Island, Rhode Island. 
With the growth of utban communities, city schools 
failed to insert into the school curriculum many of' those 
learnings which the city child needed but did not get in 
the home, in the neighboring commWlity, or on the farm. 
Instead they added more ftf the traditional subjects and 
extended the length of the school ter.m from three months 
to eight or nine months. "Kemorizat1on and recitation ot 
traditional subjects, coupled with strict discipline 
described the educational procedure in vogue." 2 
After a long winter of this type of schooling, city 
children needed some form of free and worth-while activity 
to round out their personal and social development. A 
number of educational, religious, and welfare agencies 
recognized this, and in their efforts to meet the 
children's needs began thei.r experiment with, among other 
2 Ibid •• I>· 4. 
8 
things, orsan1~ed camping. 
1881 Ernest Balch started his c~up as a result 
of deliberate plarwing to meet a particular need. All 
essential features of organized cwaps as we have them 
today were worked out by tli.m. at Camp Chocorua, New 
Hampshire. It was here that boys learned by doing. 
188~ Cun1p Dudley rounded by Sumner F . Dudley of 
the Ne\1 York c tate Comw.1 ttee of YMCA. He demonstrated 
the value ot summer camping a ,· :part or the year round 
boy • s 11rogram. 
1888 Mr. and Mrs . Luther Gulick, :pioneers of 
girl's camping, started with their own family camp. 
1.892 CWD.p Arey, New York establ ished a tour week 
period :ror girls, in addition to its regular season for 
boys. 
1890's "Fresh Air" camps originated with the de-
1Jelo:pment or settlement camping. Leaders of two Social 
Settlements in New York: the College Settlement and the 
University Settlement, the first settlement in this 
country, felt a great need of taking the children trOJJI. 
their COIWflunity off the streets and out ot the city into 
the country for goo~ food, sunshine and fresh air. 
--- ---==-c-
Hence, the name, "Fresh Air" ·camps. 
1902 Miss Laura Mattoon founded Camp Kehonka for 
girls in l olf~boro, New ijampshire. First camp rounded 
expressly for girls. 
1905 Mr. and Mrs. Ed ard Leed Gulick founded 
CW!lp Aloha, Fairlee, Vermont. 
1~12 Dr. and Mrs. Luther Gulick founded tlle Camp 
Fire Girls as 'V ell as a c.a.mp for the organization. In this 
camp the emphasis was largely on out-door life, homemaking, 
activities and physical development. 
1912 Girl Soouta ·were organized and soon began to 
establish camps. 
1935 American Camping Association was established 
following the hard work previously done by other groups 
which were also interested in objectiv$s, standards and 
other factors influencing the camp. American Camping 
Association set as its obJectives: furthering the interest 
and welfare of children and adults through camping as an 
educative, recreative and character developing experience. 
1940 An estimate of over 4 1300 camps in the United 
States. 
II 10 
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l~H50 Approximately 12,000 to 15,000 camps in the 
United States. 
1954 In addition to the great number of :private 
and agenoy caw.ps throughout the United States, many com-
m.unities and boards of education have established a 
echool camping or out-door education program as an integral 
part of the school curriculum, .Some stat$s have one com.-
munity school camp, others have many, still others have 
none. s ome of the states that are acquainted with this 
program are: ;JJ:ichigan, Cali!'orn.ia, Te~as, Indiana, New 
York, Missouri, Alabama, Tennessee~ New Hampshire, New 
JerseJ, Massachusetts, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Oregon, Florida 
and Washington. 
1960 The tollowing i .s a statement .w.ade by 
Dr. Studebaker, former United States CoDWJ.iss ioner ot 
Education: "Camping will be an essential :part of the 
year-round :program."3 
• 
3rrruda T. Weil, "The School C~:p - our Outdoor 
Classroom, " Journal of Health, Physical Education and 
Recreation, (May, 1950}', p. 317. -
11 
Today camping is cono~i ved to be an important and 
almost an indispensable element in the well-rounded 
education . of boys and girls. A camp is not thought of 
as a place where thi ngs are done for youngsters, but 
rather as a place where they can gain experience in 
doing interesting and worthwhile things for themselves. 
The well-organized camp provides ideal opportunities 
for children to gain experience and training in good 
human relationships • oi vi~ responsibility, and a great 11 
variety of healthful physic~ activity. 
Perhaps the most promising ot the newer developments 
in camping is the public school camp. Increasingly, 
public school authorities are recognizing that camping 
experience is a logical and highly des irable part of 
the educational program and curriculum of the school. 
It is reasonable to anticipate tha.t during the next ten 
years the development of public school camps will be 
one of the ~ost signiticant forward steps in elementary 
and second.ary education. This development will bring 
campinf experience to the great majority of the nation's 
youth. 
The present day organized camp is an institution 
operating on a permanent site, with a responsible director 
and leadershi.p statf', providing lodging, food, guidance 
and supervised activities for purpose of recreation, 
education, and personality development to groups ot people 
who remain given periods of time. 
4Irw1n, ~· c1t., pp. vii- viii. 
12 
Interpretations of 9am.p1ng. The following defi-
nitions of the various types of camps may help you better 
understand the past and present philosophy of the camping 
movement. 
What .U camp. We might say that camp is a. "place." 
Wa would covet tor every camper green woods, J,.akes, 
bird calls, quiet sunsets--that bis young heart may be 
warmly aware of a Creator who has made "all things 
beautiful in thei.r time." Bu,t camp is more ·than a 
place •••••• 
e might say that camp is a "plan. " ie would covet 
for every camper a program which ••• at every step, 
( fi ·ts his interests and abilities,) which ia not too 
crowded for com£ort, yet which abounds in opportunities 
for zestful endeavor all through ench day. Yet camp is I 
more than a plan •••••• 
c·amp is what happens to the campers--what they take 
home with them in their memories , in their new purposes, I 
in their improved or newly acquired skills, in their I 
friendships, in their appreciations, in their awareness I 
of God agd of' His way for the world . That's what 
cwup is. 
SWlllller resident oam.p. A summer resident caw.p is a 
:place in a country like atmosphere where boys and girls 
spend an extenaed period of time, ranging from one week to 
eight weeks, under the t wenty-four hours :per day su:per-
vision and guidance of mature leaders. 
5ptrank: L. Irwin, !}!! 'Fheorz of Campinf (New York: 
A. s. Barnes and Company, ~950), p . iill, ci ing Inter-
national Council of Religious Education, 203 North Wabash 
Avenue, Chicago. Illinois. 
13 
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Camp is an enjoyable, informal educational and recreational 
experience in the out-of-doors where an opportunity is 
provided to acquire knowledge and skills pertaining to camp 
l.ite as well as providing experienoe in many of the :pro-
cedures of daily life. This environment provides children 
i th the opportunity t o ·ark • play, and live in a grou!> 
situation which results in healthy social attitudes. 
II Camp is ~ way of lite. This "life" helps develop 
1 · the child physically, mentally, opir1tually, and emotional-
ly into a healthy well-adjusted citizen of the CWllp as ell 
as the community. 
-·--· 
Daz camp. A day ca.m.:p is an organized ca.m.p conducted 
\ 
on a daytime basis providing outdoor experience in group ) 
living. The program is v-ar y sim.i.lar to that· or a resident 
car11p. The ma jor difference lies in hours of t he day; 
unlike the resident camp t he campers return home each 
evening. Day camping is a Joint proJect, responsibility 
shared jointly by parents and camp counselors. 
Open-air school. The open-air school is a aana-
tor1u.m, playground and school .room combi ned. Briefly, 
it may be said that the open-air school is a result of 
a compromise between the educationalist and the doctor; 
the one insisted on intellectual development, and other 
on curative treat ment for certain children; both were 
satisf1·ed by the establishment of a new type 
ot sohool. 6 (Note the date of publication ... footnote.) 
Community sollo.ol cam;p g.£. ~ ;public school camp. The II 
community of public school camp is an extension and an 
integration of the usual school curriculum. Tbe progr~ is 
initiated by the school and project ed by the camp. The 
basic :premise is still t o educate; but .t.ntor.m.al camping 
technique~ are no'f used in correlation "'4ri th more formal 
educational mothods by taKi ng the school out-of-doors. The 
camping experience t hus takes place during school tillle. 
Usually an entire classroom, teacher and students, $pend a 
period from tnrde to tive days and nights together, study-
ing and :playing as one family. A joint project; r esponsi-
bility shared by parents, educator and professionally 
t rained camp statt. 
The co!D,IIlunity sohool camp is a :place and an instru-
ment tlu'ough which children and youth can have 
educational experien.ces otherwise difficult t o obtain. 
In the woods, in the fields, along the lake or stream, 
youth can hear,. see, and feel. He can taste and smell. 
Reality is all about him. In the wide-open spaces 
about the cam.P, or on the silent and f riendly trails 
dee],) in t.he forest, there are endless varieties of 
~iel :s . MacDonald, Open-Air School• (Toronto: 
McClellC,Lnd, Goodchild and Stewart, 19lS), P• 9. 
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nature to be examined; an environment abundant in 
meaningful work experiences; the conditions eliciting 
robust health; and a life that is simple and wholesome. 
Where can youth better learn about these important 
elements of successful living than in the natural en-
vironment of a school o~p.7 
Ty;pes of camps. Organized- girls, boys, coedu- ''· 
cational, adult, t~ily, school -- day, week-end, weekly, 
seasonal. 
1. Organized camps (non-profit) 
a. Settlement bouse camps 
b .• National organization camps: 
Boy scouts, Girl Scoutr:l, Camp Fire Girls, 
YMCA, YWCA, Salvation Ar11J.1, 4 H Club 
c. Church campa 
d. school camps 
e. Labor Union Camps 
t. Conservation and forestry camps 
g. Specialized camps for atypical cases, 
guidance and therapy 
h. Municipal CaDlPS 
i. Day camps (also sponsored by most ot above 
7Lee M. Thurston, Co.mmunitz school CampiAS (Lansing: 
L. M. Thurston, Lansing PUblic Schools, Lansing, Michigan), 
p. 5. 
I' 
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agencies) 
II 2. Private camps I 
'I 
II 
a. Day camps I 
b. Pre-school camps 
c. School age camps 
d. Farm camps 
e. Work camps 
t. Special interest and purpose camps 
g. Guidance, therapy and. :physical disability 
camps 
3. unorganized camps - public camps 
a. City camp groWlds 
b. State camp grounds 
c. National camp sites 
'i 
!I 
I' 
BACKGROUND INFORMATION .AND HIS'l,ORICAL DEV~LOPMENT OF 
TRINITY HOUSE CAMP 
Trinity House Camp is a social agency (settlement 
house) resident camp for girls located in Atkinson, New 
H~pshire. It is a non-profit camp sponsored by the 
Trinity Neighborhood House in East Boston, Massachusetts . 
The camp not only serves sirl~ in ~ organized 
summer program, but also serves the coiQUluni ty and other 
outside agencies and groups throughout the year. The 
participants of the various groups range tram school 
children to business and professional people . The type of 
program is educational and recrea tional; the emphasis 
depends upon the interest and desire of the group . A few 
examples of the type of :programs offered: proficiency 
badge requirement :program tor scouts, coeducational work 
week-ends, coeducational religi ous retreat week-ends, barn 
dance and party tor neighbors in Atkinson, and other 
activities. 
Looking into the future, we can foresee t'amily 
camping and public school camping as an integral part 
within the camp framework. 
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It is apropos to give a brief history of the spon-
soring agency: Trinity Neighborhood House. 
1881 Trinity Neighborhood House tounded by Phillips 
Brooks as a Day Nursery to serve children of working 
mothers in the South End. At the turn of the century the 
House moved to l~ast Boston. 
1917 The House, at its present location • was 
incorporated as a neighborhood house offering not only day 
nursery service, but also an extended recreational program 
for older children and their :parents. The House pioneered 
1n health work through the establishment of a clinic for 
mother and children, which was later taken over by the city 
of Boston and became the East Boston Health Unit. 
I 
I 
1929 Enlargement of staff by the addition of a 
II woman to extend the class instruction at the House and also. 
extend the home visiting. 
1931 A boy's worker was employed to develop a 
program of group activities and athletics for boys. 
1932 The engagement of a girl's worker to establish 
11 
and direct group activities and athletics for girls. It was 
in this year the history of Trinity Camp begins. 
~ss Caroline Orr was eillployed as the first girl's orker. 
She had the keen fores i ght to realize the potential values 
of a camping experience and the " fire" and the determi-
nation to convince the Head orker, r s . Edith Van de Carr, 
ho in turn persuaded the Board of Directors to allow 
camping to be included as a phase of the program. It was 
not as easy as it really sounds! Although the settlement 
activities had grown tremendously; camping was an unknown 
thing; especially for girls - taking them out overnight 
was unheard or. An added complication was the lack of 
funds for such a program. 
Finally, per mission as granted, a most reluctant 
permission, f or a trial experience. Certain stipulations 
were attached to the permission: no financial assistance 
would be granted, this was to be the responsibility of the 
girl's worker and the parents. The parents were to sign 
a statement allowing their daughter to go to oamp, thus 
releasing the House from a l l responsibility in case of 
accident. 
These conditions would have discouraged anyone to 
the point of completely forgetting the camping movement. 
Inspired by her generosity, love of children, kno ledge 
and appreciation of the values of camping, the ~esLre to 
20 
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have a camp tor tb.e childten of the neighborhood, the 
founder was determined to have a CW'llp. Tbe fai tb in her 
oonviction that "camping was a good thing for children" , 
her determination and perseverance resulted in the founding 
of Tr.ini ty CEUil:p. 
1g33 After many months of planning and hard work 
preparing tor the unprecedented experience of sWJUD.er camp-
ing for the girls of East Boston, the day finally arrived 
and Trinity Camp was founded and established by 
Caroline Orr. A truly rugged pioneer camp. tn order to 
eat, the campers not onl y had to cook their meals but had 
to build a fireplace first; in order to sleep, the root had 
to be mended to keep the rain out; garbage pi.ts and pit 
latrines were also in order, hence, they bad to be made; 
water had to be oarried almost a quarter o.t: a mile and 
hike three miles each way in order to obtain .milk. The 
camp was established at the Junior State Encampment Site 
at Cedar Hill, V altham, Massachusetts. The use of the 
property and three open shelters were granted in return for 
the supervision of the swimming pool for oth~r g~oups 
camping at Ct)dar Hill.; 
21 
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"A most wonderful, healthful, hardworking cazn:p :period was 
II enjoyed by all"; tns ten campers and the director. 
' 
Within the first re~ weeks the Trinity Camp 
Tradition was established, which has never died through 
all these years. Later on, the Honor Girl System was 
esta.bl.ished. Natural loaders among the campers were 
elected to membership by the counselors and honor girls. 
The same Honor Girl System is very active today • 
. 1934 - 1936 Trinity Camp enlarging in nUDLbers and 
in area at Cedar Hillt as a result, larger sites on the 
property had to be used; these included the Arlington 
Council Cabin, Boston Council's Camp, Wheaton Byers and the 
Whitman Site. The program was enlarging, broadening and 
becoming more organized. crafts and athletics were added 
to the already well established program ot cam.:pcraft and 
pioneer work. 
1937 Due to a long illness, Miss Orr left Trinity 
Camp under the direction of one of the older campers, 
Grace Flynn. The encampment was for two weeks at Camp 
Wadsworth in Sharon, Massachusetts. Only fourteen girls 
could be accomodated at the camp. 
~ 
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1~38 - 1939 Trinity Camp still located at Sharon. 
All the facilities '\fith exception of the kitchen, were 
available solely to 'rrinity Camp tor a two week peri,od. 
~'orty girls and three counselors were acoomod,ated each 
week. 
1940 Camping for girls at Trinit.y Camp received 
its first financial impetus. Through charitable gifts 
from Board Members and a grant from a generous Charitable 
foundation for camping, more money was available tor more 
and better camping for more children of East Boston. 
The Cedar Hill village buildings; the Rookery, the 'I 
Chalet, the Bowling Alley and the Coop were rented fo.r a 
month. 
1941 .. 1945 The camping experiment had :proven its 
value. Trinity Camp had won its way into the hearts and 
minds of many little girls and their :parents. 
Through the years the camp grew rapidly in its size 
due to the great demand from the residents of East Boston. 
The program grew by leaps and bounds. During its rapid 
growth, it developed along the American 08-mping Association 
I 
camping standards and the National Girl Scout standards. j 
The 1.0.us1c and drama. programs, till am:pl1f1ed nature program I 
and a larger and .m.ore advanced oam.p program developed and 
enlarged as the camp grew • The athletic and dancing 
prograiils included many varied activities. The counselor 
staff grew in num.bers as well as in professional training 
and experience. 
1946 Camp enroJ.lmen.t still incr~asing, to oompen-
sate for the larger numbers another building, the Great 
Hall, had to be rented. 
1947 - 1949 Camp enrollment increased to eighty-
five girls tor each two week session of the month 
encampment. Equipll\ent and activities still increasing. 
Fifty percent of staff eaob year were former Honor Girl 
Oa.n:rpers and the rest were college girls. 
1950 One of the best years in the history of the 
oamp. The year of decision for leaving Cedar Hill. 
Although we only rented the property we lovingly oared for 
it as if it were our very own. Through the years we had 
planted, pruned, cleared areas tor athletic activities, 
built :many fireplaces, made Council Rings and even put up 
our own steel flagpole. 
1951 After many months of searching, wondering, 
praying ana hoping, we tinall.f found a camp that sounded 
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:promising. Through an adveJ:>tisement in the New Engl,and 
Regional Camping Assoo1at1on Newsletter, we found the 
description of a camp in Atkinson, New Hampshire which we 
visited a number of times and decided to rent tor the 
month of July . Eighty-seven campers and sixteen start 
members enJoyed a successful and most happy camp season. 
The name of the camp was changed trom Trinity Camp to 
Trinity House Camp to avoid confusion with another Trinity 
Camp located in New Hampshire. 
1952 The camp was all ours now. Through the most 
generous gift of a charitable fund, we had received enQ_ugh 
money to purchase the property in Atkinson. Our progra.Ql 
waa greatly developed and enlarged. More sw1m.m1ng, more 
and better athletics, numerous cookouts for all the 
youngsters and so many other eduoatlonal and recreatlonal 
activities were ottered to t he campers and statr. A1though 
the spirit ot the oam.p and cooperation among the campers 
and statf' had always been a commendable tradition of' the 
camp; this year it was much more obvious. Democratic 
harmonious group living prevailed. This was the first 
e ight week camping period. 
1953 Since our very first year on the property, 
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endless volunteer hours have been spent beautifying the 
oamp by building, painting, chopping, s~wing, mending, and 
even :planting and oaring tor t he garden. The reaulte of 
the hard ma.uu..al labor ·were becomj.ng more. obvious. 
Iu addition to the develo~ent of the physical 
plant, the program likewiae was undergoing a major change. 
Gradually, step by step, the program developed from the 
formal regi mented type or activities previous to 1950, to 
a very democratic non-directive type or program. At all 
the developmental stages, campers, staff~ and the adminis-
trator were involved. 
1954 Although it went through many growing pains, 
the democratic camper-elective type or program reached a 
high peak after many years of exper~entation. It 
certainl y proved to be the moat valuable type or program 
for th.e camp, from the standpoint of both campers and statt. 
The o.am:p was now in A l condition; then came the 
hurricanes Carol and Edna. 'l'hey wrecked havoc and 
destruct ion, sm.a.ohing up the dam. tillQ. spillway which 
controls the swimming area. Also many trees were felled by 
the hurricanes. More volunteer hours needed--more volun-
teer hours cheerfully given. (Volunteer hours since 1951 
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total up to lO ,676 h.au.rs.) Time gE';nerous.ly given not only 
by t he staff of the <J; rinity Neighbor hood House and 
int erested citizens of the community, but al so manr service 
clubs more than willing to :pitob: in and help. rrh,e repair 
of the spillway is beyond volunteer service. It re~uires 
a hydraUlic engineer, plans tor construction and $12 .,000. 
It might be interesting to note the origin of the 
names ot the units and ea.\;! ins. They oome trom the story 
ot: The Wind in the Yfillowa by Kenneth Grahame. 
-- ............... ...,.._ ----- - .. 
Surprisingl y so; the names very neatly l,end themselve$ to 
the camp environment. 
1~55 Plan tor the future; A Oounselor-In•Training 
course to be added to the .camp program this fiSumme;r. 
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THE ORGANIZATIO!'t AliD ADMINISTRA'I'ION QE. CAli4P '' 
LINE AND STAFF QRGANIU.'l'ION FOR SUPERVlS ION 
'SWS;ll!i~~~ 
,ADMtHlSTJW"'jotl 
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Standard!,. A sate and healthy environment is 
essential for the smooth functioning of a oa.mp. The 
tollowing points covered in the standards are listed to 
acquaint you with taciliti.es in relation to health and 
the prevention of aooident and disease. For a more 
thorough knowledge of oamp standarda relating to health• 
sani'tation, safety. taoilities, administration, program 
and personnel refer to the American Camping Association Ill 
standards in A:p:pendix. 'I 
The following points are covered in the standards: 
'' land space and use; drainage; water supply; waste disposal; 
natural hazards; natural resources; build1ngs; .. sw1mming 
aroa; 1nfirmary and kitchen. 
TRlliiTY CAMP IN RELA'riON TO S'l'$WDARDS FOR THE HEALTH, 
SAFETY AND ENJOIMENT FOR ALL 
Trinity House Camp is located thirty-eight and a 
half miles North of East Boston on New Hampshire State 
IU.ghway 121"' Tha lower campus is somew·hat remote due to 
ita lower level and its distance from the highway. seven 
cabins, and seven tents provide the 111'1ng quarters for 
campers and staff. Also on the low·er campus are tour 
latrines. The m•ss hall attached to the main house, the 
barn which is used for crafts and st.orage • the nature 
museum, the counselors' room and another latrine are 
located on the upper campus. 
The pool. is fed th.rough natural springs and the. 
Little River which :flow• through the Ca..ta.P on its way to the 
Merrimack River. The pool is partly natural and partly 
man made. T'here is a cement retaining wall and a dam. and 
$p1llway which regulates the height of the pool and pro-
vides a constant flow ot water. The sanded beginn•ra beach 
bas a gradually sloping botta& and is roped ott from the 
deeper areas. The diving area is aa:re due to its depth and 
its separation from the beginner and inter.mediate sections. 
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'llhere are 1'1-ve primitive outdoor latrines looated 
apart from the oam:pus area. They are cleaned and inspected " 
daily; once a week a reliable chemical .is used. A more 
than adequate, t wo hundred and t'.if'ty gallon · septic tank 
services the .main house. Garbage is taken from. the camp 
nightly by a rar.mer who is very grateful for the food for 
his :pigs. All otber refuse is burned in a Holland inciner-
ator several t~es a day. 
There are two oold water shower heade below the 
counselors' room. In the near fut'\:U"e we :hope to have. better 
and more adequate facilities for hot water bathing. At 
this time a bas.in is provided for ~ach oam.per f.U.I.d two pails 
for lugging water tor the use of each cabin group. A wash 
basin stand and a dry well is behind each cabin and. tent. 
11 There is a faucet o.n the lower ca.m.pua area and a bubbler 
on the u:p:per oa.mpue, on Fiddlers• Green. Another plan tor 
the future: an artesian well placed behind the cabins on 
the lower oam.:pus area. 
The equipment has grown from the f irs.t year of 
almost nothing a t all to ·thousands o·f dollars worth ot 
equipment for the eam.p and its aoti vi ties. Th• librarT 
' 
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alone, has a complete collection of texts and periodicals 
on every :phase of the camp program.. 
A nurse is on the full t~e staff and two doctors 
are on call in oase of em.ergen~1ea. A well equipped 
infitmB.ry and a fi!"st ai.d room is sufficient for e.light 
~..njuries ana, t8Dlporary illness. A th.oroue;h :physical ex-
amination is provided for each camper and menber ot the 
staff approximately twent7-:f'our hours betore departure for 
c~p. Under the approval ana prescription of a physician, 
some campers are acoepted with minor physical handicaps. 
As long as the camping will not be inJurious to their well 
being, they participate in the normal program with certain 
modifio tiona wherever necessary. 
Fresh foods and milk are purchased from. local 
business men. Pasteurized milk, tested ana approved Grade 
A comes from a dairf less than a mile away. Fresh meat and 
meat yroduct s are purchased from a 'l'holesale firm in 
Haverhill. Groceries come fr om. the s . r:. Pierce Company of 
Boston. Eggs are bought by the case from a looal farmer. 
A well eqUipped kitchen and eXperienced kitchen 
start result in caretull7 planned, well prepared and 
tempting meals. 
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Th$ well-trained professional starr is more than 
adequate tor e.n efficient, safe and. happy camp. The 
c 
counselors receive an in-town training course in addition 
to an in-service t .raining period at the camp to:r tol.lr days 
before the c~pers arrive. It might be interesting to note 
that usually over 65% ot the staff' return year atter year. 
A good percentage ot the counselors have been former 
Trinity Camp Honor Girls. 
The duties are rotated daily so each camper has an 
opportunity to share in the responsibility of keeping the 
camp clean and orderly. Kaper charts inform tbe campers 
of their duties a week in advance. The campers are en-
oouraged to work together cooperatively. 
The program. is or the non-directive type. A very 
broad program of activities is availa'ble to the campers, 
yet leaving enough tim.e tor unsupervised play • time tor 
exploring within the camp area or Just plain relaxing. 
The basic time schedule, meals, rest hour, taps, swimming 
and other factors influencing the health and satety of the 
campers are mandatory, campers must participate. Other 
activities within the camp program are ottered but are not 
compulsory. 
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Under the guidance ot the cabin counselor; the cam.:pers 
may eJ,.ect the activities of their choice. The "camp 
spirit" is a cooperative and hap:py one - campers and start 
live together as one p,iS happy family. 
The evening campfires are planned by the girls, 
assisted by the oounse·lors. Usually a. cabin group or an 
entire unit is responsible for the general oampfires. A 
variety of entertainment and activities are included in 
the tour general ca.mptirea and the three unit campfires 
each week. 
The c~p is inspected; approved and passed by the 
Am.erican Camping Association. 
The New Hampshire State Department of Health sands 
an ins.:pector to test the water and to thoroughly inspect 
all camps in New Hampshire. The rating ~rinity House Camp 
received from 1~51 to 1953 was "Good." The rating wa$ 
increased to "Excellent" in 1954 after major repairs and 
l1 other minor adJustments had been made to the camp. 
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Cam;pins and education. An analysis of the following 
educa tional needs followed by an evaluation of the program 
of a good camp will show how effectively these needs are 
m.et. 
Educational needs of ohildren.l ::;;;;;;.;;;.;;.;;;;.;;.;;;;;;;.:;:;.;;;,;:. ~-.,;;;.,;;;;. - ..-.,;;;;;;.;;;;;....,-.... 
1. To develop ability to make successful social 
adjustments 
2. To learn to live in tb~ir natural envirorua.ent 
3. To develop protioiency in using the t'unda-
mental tools or learning 
4. To achi.ev.e and maintain sound mental and 
physical. health 
5. To develop cr eative abilities and aesthetic 
appreciations 
o. To learn. to use their leisure well 
7. To have sound guidance 
a. To learn to think logically 
9., To prepare tor work, tor further education, 
1James A. Wylie, flCamp i ng and the Educational Needs 
ot Children," Education, (September, 1952}, pp.6-7. 
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Camping as ,!!! agency !2!:. educati_on- The home • the 
church, and the school continually play a major role in 
the education of the child. The camp has become a fourth 
agency tor education. The camp is an ideal climate for 
learning • because the education through this agency is on 
an informal basis. 
Administrators Who are concerned with the objectives 
of camping and who applt them to the camp situation provide 
an opportunity for the growth and development of the 
"whole child.'1 By growth of ~he " hole child" we mean: 
mental, physical, social, emotional and spiritual develop-
ment of the individual child. Specitioally, it means: 
increased knowledge, skil.l, abil1 ty, apprecia.t ions rmd the 
development o1' a normal attitude for group living. 
Objectives of ca.m;ping. Most camps accept the 
obJectives of camping as stated by the American Camping 
Association. - ' 
"Camping should be an out-ot-doors experience w:.re --~ 
emphasis is placed on the enJoyment ot simple living 
and where the campers have an opportunity to take 
cons ide. rable responsibility for th_ e basic :p:r.-oblems ot \ 
day-by-day lite. Camping includes at least tive \ 
elem.ent _ ,--out-ot-doors. recreation, sroup living, 
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oduoation and social adjustment; for camping is a '-
recreational experience in the out-of-doors wh:l.oh 
provides special opportunity tor education and for 
social adjustment through group living. ( q,~oted from 
"Camping, ·Vhat is it?" published by ACA. )" 
In addition, most camps have their own obJectives 
Wllieh apply to their pa.rticular situation. Specialized 
camps such as riding, sailing and music camps, or camps 
for the physically handicapped would cel'tainly have their 
own specialized objectives. 
Trinity House Camp also has its own s:pecitic 
objectives. They grow out or the fact that our camp is 
part ot a l.argt.lr charitable agency which serves an under-
priviledged area. By undel":pr i viledged, we do not mean 
that our campers are any different basically from any other 
type of c~per. But in terms ot economic and emotional 
security many ot them have not had their fair share. 
1. we hope that our campers will leave us with 
healthier bodies and minds than they had when 
they came to us. 
2, ·We will stress the joys to be found in n,atur• 
2Amerioan c;amping Association, Cam;e Standards ~ 
~of~ Camp Practices, :P• 1. 
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and the evidences in it of the creative hand 
Of God, 
3, we Will do as much as we :possibly oan to 
provide an atmosphere of emotional stability 
and :friendliness $0 that every camper will know 
tha.t she is loved and aocep1ied - and respected 
as an individual. 
V_alues and outcomes .2!. .! good CEi.mpins experience. 
If the above objectives are attained, the camping experi-
ence will be of gxoeat value to eaoh individual. T·he 
desirable outcomes ot every cruuper as well as each staff 
member should be an adventurous and enjoyable experience, 
sound .mental and physical health, new and expanded 
interests, increased and improved skills, a satisfying 
experience in democratic group living , a greater a:p;preci-
ation tor nature and loVt;t for the out-of-doors, and 
spiritual growth and enrichJ:uent trom all associations. 'I 
,, 
THE ~ COUNS!l:LOR 
~ !!. !. good counselor? A good oounsel()r is one 
who counsels: she is a parent, friend, companion, teacher, , 
leader and guide to the cam.pers. She possessea a deep 
love of children. She possesses vision enough to see the 
possibilities of each C&.U:per anQ. a sutticient amount ot 
wisdom to anticipate and accept their limitations. She 
possesses natural qualities for leadership. She sets 
standards and goals and inspires her group by her own 
example of clean, honest and straighttorward living. She 
knows and loves the out-of-doors. Some of her qualities 
are: enthusiasm, sincer$neas, emotional maturity, 
sympathetic understanding, initiative, sense of humor and 
cheerfulness. 
The character and personality o.t the counselor are 
more important ·than the special skills she may possess. 
.-..UND...,· - -ER=S=TAND=' --.;;:IN=· ..-G ~ INDIVIDUAL 
There are many different kinds of children who go 
to camp. They differ as much in the way they think and 
act as they do in the way they look. Some are very quiet; 
they seem to day dream a great deal. They would rather 
read and write than to play games or chat with the group. 
We oan never be quite sure of what they are thinking about 
and why. These people we call "introvert$~" 
Other campers seem to bubble over with talk; 
laughter and activity. They are always on the go and often 
the center of interest in a group. These people are called 
"extroverts," and here too we cannot be sure of why they 
behave the way they do. 
In between these groups fall the great majority of 
campers who are a little of both. They have their quiet 
moods, but these can usually be thrown off for the fun or 
a game or a period in the eratt shop. 
Being an "introvert" or an "extrovert" 1s not in 
1ts.e1f good or bad. The important thing here is the reason 1 
'Yitfty a person is one or the other. A girl who appears to be 
an "introvert" because she enjoys read.i,.ng more than playing 
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ball is the girl who may be able to offer some excellent 
suggestions for oa;mpf!re :program.s.. On the other hand, the 
girl who will not enter into group activities because she 
is afraid of being hurt or because she laeks skill, this 
girl needs very special attention on the part of the 
counselor. 
By the same token, an "extrove.rt" who consietently 
.showe signs ot leadership ability, who is confident without 
being conceited, who helps but does not "apple polish," 
this girl is in good emotional health. It follows that the 
"extrovert" who bullies, shows oft, who will not accept 
the cboioe or the group aa a whole is a person who needs 
as much attention, though of a different kind, as the 
inhibited "introvert." 
WhY' do ohild,ren !.2!, ~ way they !2_? Children 
resort to unsocial behavior for a number of reasons. 
l. satisfaation of basic needs and urges which 
oan. be satisfied no other wa7 
2. Taking the path of least resistance 'between 
what they want to do and what they kno'l.f they 
should do 
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3. Trying to compensate for physical or mental 
failures which make them feel inferior 
~ ~ .!! do 12, pre;pare ~ way for .! happy cabin 
group? You as a counselor have a unique opportunity as 
well as a great responsibility. You will act in a 
threefold capacity; as friend, advisor and leader for the 
group. 
1. An understanding of the camper is the first 
~espons1bility or the counselor 
a. Find out ae much as possible about the 
c~pers in your cabin 
b. Cheek whatever records al,"e available to you 
which will nel:p you find out the baa~round 
ot your group 
2. The counselor's basic attitude 
a. Your attitude with campers must be tirm 
but friendly a~ all t i,mes 
b. Each camper should be made aware of your 
friendlinests tor her 
o. Control yourself - we all have moods ot 
despair and disgust. Do not let yours rub 
off on the campers. Keep that smile on 
your race until you are off duty. ,1 
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~ .£!.!! .!! do !2_ keep !. happy cabin group? 
1 • .Make each camper feel that she "belongs" 
a. Greet her warmly 
b. Introduce her to other campers 
e. Make it as easy as possible tor campers to 
get to know each other 
2. Remember that you are part of the cabin group 
a. Show no ra.voritism 
b. Do not be a dictator - good counselors are 
not "bossy" 
o. In so tar as possible let the group as a 
whole make decisions 
d. ¥hen you must decide, be fair - do not let 
your pereonal desires influence your 
decisions 
e. Keep your sense of humor 
Helping each individual camper. 
1. You must have a sympathetic understanding tor 
each camper 
a. Be ready to listen when she reels like 
talking 
b. Watch for moods which may vary from day 
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to day 
o. Be interested in 'what ·she is doing in her 
various activities and give her encourage-
2. Some o&'l.pers will ne~d extra understanding 
a. Check your mail oha.rt .. it can explain a 
great deal of homesickness, moodiness and. 
stubborness 
b. Conte.r with other counselors concerning 
s:peoitic campers 
c. Hel.p the shy quiet "intro~ert" to come out 
ot herself 
d" Hel:p the noisy active "extrovert" to 
direct her energy to constructive a.ct1v1-
ties 
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SECOND YEAR 
=..;;..;;.;;;.;;;;;,.-
Learning ~ Dractisins 12_eriod. This year the 
theory, training and techniques of counseling will be 
.Presented through act\lal situations. 'l'he traiuee will 
have actual experience in leading groups in various 
activit1E.ts. A review ot: the theory and skills learned the 
f'irst year will be included . In some J?bases more teohu1-
cal information will be :provided. This information and 
the following areas to be covered in the course Will better 
equip you tor a mo.re intelligent understanding and more 
intelligent counseling C.)f the owu.:pers entrusted to you. 
1. Understanding the individual (greatly 
amplified) 
2. Techniques or counseling ... discipline 
problems will be treated from the point or 
view of an assistant counselor 
3. General aspects of program planning 
4. Group discussions including evaluation of 
selt, :program and camp 
A review of mat~rial and skills learned the first 
year will be included in additions to more advanced skills. 
II 
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An opportunity will be provided tor specialization in 
your particular field ot interest. 
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UNDERST.MRING ~ .INDIVIDUAL 
The counselor should approach her position well-
equipped with the tools ot her trade. She should be 
familiar with these tools, have an understanding and 
knowledge of the :purpose of each and have the skill to 
apply them with dexterity and finesse to a specific situ-
ation. 
The satiataotory fulfillment of basic desires and 
needs result in a ha:ppy well adJusted individual. An 
unhappy child or adult is very a:pt to develop undesirable 
oharacteristios. Counselors can help the campers achieve 
these basic desires ill approved wa.ye, hence, will aid in 
the prevention of unapproved or undesirable situations. 
The cowuselor should make sure that each camper is 
accepted as au individual first and :part of the group 
second. The teeling of "belonging" is most J.l)l:portant. The 
eam:per should teal ••cure in the new environment. Children 
as well as adults seek a new experience - excitement, 
adventure and a challenge. The fulfillment of these needs 
will help m.ake the child's stay at ownp a happy and 
val~ble experience. 
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Life is a continual learning process. So it is 
with camp, everything the child does and everyt~ing that 
happens to her is means for learning. The skillful 
counselor can guide the learning process into a wholesome 
experience. 
¥Yb.at are children like? Here is a basic structure 
_..._.....,...._ . ........__. 
of the age-growth characteristics and needs of children. 
They will give to you an insight to child behavior. Each 
Child is an individual, hence, no two children are alike 
in appearance, characteristics and behavior. 
AGE GH.OWTH CHA.RACTE:RISTICS AND NEED$ OF CHILDREN 
Physical growth and development 
Large muscles better developed than sm.all muscles 
Hand.•eye co-ordination incomplete 
Motor skills developing 
Heart in :period ot: rapid growth 
Development of brain and nervous syst(:,ml 
Physical, mental and social chara.ot·eristics 
Healthy child has bright eyes, color in her race 
and great Vitality 
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Urge tor action 
Interested in activity just tor the fun of it 
Eas.ily fatigued 
Short attention s;ean 
Strong imagination 
Primarily interested in self 
Needs and interests 
Active games and vigorous activities increases 
respiration and heart action, thus developing and 
increasing endurance 
E.x:press1on through movement and noise necessary 
Running, tagging and throwing activities 
Opportuniif tor simple group play 
Rhytbm.io and dramatic activities essential 
Encouragement, warmth, praisa a.nd patience from 
adults 
!!:!!. camper ~, 10, !!,, ~ 12 years ot age. 
Physical growth and development 
Slow steady growth in height and weight 
At the age ot lO girls usually have a. spurt ot 
growth 
Heart's work is increased 
Heart and lungs not fully developed 
Appearance or menstruation: usually about age 
12 or 13 
Brain approaches adult size 
Children should not compete with stronger and more 
physical.ly mature individuals 
Finer movements still not fully developed, although 
there is growth in muscular strength 
Physical., mental and social characteristics 
The child within this age grouping 1s usually in 
good health. She is strong, sturdy and has 
boundless energy 
Still individualistic and assertive but will 
voluntarily participate in group activities 
Attention s.Pan has increased and she has a wider 
range ot interests 
More appreciative of results 
Her goals are immediate 
Rhythmic sense somewnat improv~d but apt to be 
inhibited 
Want adult comradeship, approval and understanding 
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want recognition and acceptance - undesirable 
characteristics mAy result such as boastfulness 
W1d untidiness 
More active memory 
Skilled activities can 'be started 
Willing to work towards i mprovement and definite 
achievement 
Needs and interests 
Needs assurance of position in a social gro\l:p; to 
t ill this need, girls tend to join or form gangs 
or secret groupe 
Opportunity should be :provided for vigorous 
activities involving use of whole body tor the 
development of body control, strength and endurance 
Opport\Ulity f'or partioipation in organized team. play 
tb.ereby developing skills througb. :p;raotice 
An understanding and appreciation of group living 
Knowledge and understanding of changes taking :place 
:pcysioally and emotionally 
Opportunity should be provided for the give and 
take of group discussion 
i3'"''>t rrn ln~K) 
';chool of Educatio!t 
Ubrary ..--
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The cam;per 13 ~ 1:! years g! age. 
Physical growth and development 
Uneven growth still prevails 
Muscles in rapid growth and may result in 
restlessness 
Heart still growing slower than rest of body 
Physical, mental and social characteristics 
Physical and emotional changes taking place 
Emotional instability 
"Know-1t.-all" attitude 
Greater interesta in outdoor activities due to 
increase in size and strength 
Competition apt to be keener 
Unskilled child ir:; selt-oonscious about undertaking 
new activities 
Group approval is important 
Sometimes a-wkward, restless, lazy, overcritical, 
moody, rebellious and unco-operative. These 
characteristics are usually the result from rapid 
and uneven growth or environmental factors. 
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Needs and interests 
Need of careful supervision of aotivitieQ 
Need to develop skills through instruction and 
guidance for successful group paJ;ticipation 
Games of high organization needed (kickball, soft-
ball and other team games) 
Encouragement and understanding tor those indi-
viduals showing insecurity 
More challenging programs should be :provided for 
developing mature interests 
Humu.n element in counseli,ng. tfhe children entrusted 
to our care are human beings - they are not machines. We 
should treat them with the kindness and understanding they 
need so badly. We should give them a maximum opport~~ity 
tc develop their knowledge, ekills, understanding and 
a.ppreciatiop.. 
Let us study some or the 1uost co:mm.on :problems 
confronting the camp counselor. Remember, there is no one 
answer for all children - even though the problems may be 
similar, children react ditterently, Keep in mind that 
each child is an individual - that there is no one set 
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formula to remedy or cure all problems. These merely 
are suggestions to familiarize you with the usual patterns 
of the most common problems and possibly, a ethod for 
effective suidanoe. 
Basically; acceptance, affection, appreciation, 
acoom:pl ishm.ent in at least one area • security and the 
opportunity for adventure and change will be the most 
valuable assets in helping a child become a well-adjusted 
and happy camper. 
T.b.e ow.uper needs at':fac·tion and sympathetic under-
standing. overprotection will be detr~ental to no~al 
emotional development. She needs ho.nest praise when 
deserved, as well as criticism. 
Why discipline? "Training whicll corrects, molds, 
strengthens or :perfects."l It is developed by instruction 
and exercise. It is training in self-control or obedience 
to given standards. Without discipline we have confusion. 
When everyone does just as she pleases without thought or 
consequences to herself or consideration for others, the 
1webster, Webster's Collegiate Dictionary 
(Springfield: G. & C. Merriam Company, l94'7), p. 287. 
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results are unhappy from two points of view. 
1. The life of the group as a whole suffers 
because there is nothing on which to focus 
the activities. There 1$ no common goal. 
2. The individual suffers because there is no 
training to correct her faults, mold and 
strengthen her charact~r e.nd :perfer;t her 
skills. 
No child subw.lts 'to disoi:pline volv.ntarily. Our 
ne:x:-~ :problem, tht .. retore is to discover ways of gaining 
di soipline. 
~discipline! ' Discipline achieveu through oo-
o:perative group a.ctlon is healthier tllan that forced by 
tear of punishment . Good discipline is never achieved 
through threats . 
1. A counselor should gr~sent a good example or 
self-<iiseipline and self-control before she 
can develop it in the C8.lll:pers. 
2. Appealing to the better nature o! a child 
will, more often than not, develop a 
co-operative camper. When the camper is given 
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a choice between two paths or action, one 
right and one wrong, with the results ot both 
explained, the child will usually choose the 
right one. (If only for self-protection) Two 
good things rE;Jsult from this: 
a. The counselor has obtained the desired 
results. 
b. The child has been given the responsibility 
of making a decision which is one more 
step on her road to self ... reliance. 
3. "No because": There are tilllee when the 
counselor must say "No," but in many instances 
there is time at the moment to explain why 
she must say "No." An example ot this i1;1 a 
child mistreating an ani..w.al. 
4. "NoJ" The use of a flat, definite "No" is an 
emergency measure. It is necessary when the 
safety of the camper herself and the safety 
ot others may be involved. The waterfront is 
an example of where this might happen. 
However, the counselor has a responsibility to 
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seek out the camper at the earliest possible 
moment after such an emergency and explain 
the reasons tor the "No." 
Good discipline is measured by the degree to which 
cabin members change !rom se1t-centeredness to co-oper-
ativeness; from ten.sion to ease; from hostility to 
friendliness. Friendliness to and aobeptance of strangers 
(pe.opl.e of different religion • race or color) and a 
willingness to live harmoniously with others - these are 
the fruits of good discipline. 
"· . 
Discipline in ~ dining ~· 
l. As in all other phases of life, the counselor 
should set a good example. 
a. She sits straight but relaxed 
b. She obeserves the etiquette of table 
manners but does not make an issue of it 
c. She is always aware of the wants ot the 
campers 
2. Light conversation concerning tbe days 
activities adds to the pleasure of the meal 
3. When a camper's table manners are unpleasant 
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to watch, a quiet suggestion is in order. 
Usually repetition of· the suggestion is 
necessary - habits are not changed overnight. 
4. Never embarrass a child by calling the 
attention or other s to her bad manners • 
5 . Conversation or a quiet game is reoomwended 
while waiting for announcements. 
If there are no announcements; each group ma-, 
be dismissed when their table has bean evm-
pletely cleared. 
6. T'ne ownper who eats too much should be served 
good-siz.ed portions of ·the main dish, and 
discouraged on the intake ot starchy toods. 
7. The "t'inickf" eater .should be encouraged to 
try small portions or the too·d. 
Discipline !!1 ~ hour ~ ta:ps. 
1. At rest hour a counselor is on duty in each 
unit. A:!:J. honor syst om helps to eliminate 
rest hour disturbances. 
2. A halt hour ot complete rest on the part of 
the older camper and the remaining time spent 
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reading or writing on their beds is advisable. 
Reasonable quiet should prevail at this time. 
3. ~ui~t s1nging and the closing circle at the 
end ot e"V"ening cam:ptires settle most ot the 
exuberant spirit .•. 
4. A warning whistle, fifteen. minutes before taps, 
means that everyone m.u$t be in her own cabin 
or tent. Especially with younger campers, a 
quiet story is a good means ot calming them. 
5. When taps 1a blown the day is over and silenoe 
prevails. Here again, our honor s1atem. avoids 
many infraot1ona. For 1rre$prees1ble giggling , 
or whispering, a quiet word trom the counselor 
is sutticient. 
Housekeeping. 
1. Duties are assigned to each camper • either 
OWilpUs or cabin. '.:['heee assi~ents are 
different each day, so that all girls may have 
a turn at each dutf. 
2. Inspection charts are marked each day. These 
cover both performance of assigned duties 
and :personal 1nspeo~1on. 
3. A friendly oabin spiri~ will aid in a 
successfUl clean-up of cabin and grounde. 
Remember rou live there tool 
--- --=-- ===--==-= 
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Eili)TIONAL PROBLEMS 
Behavior problems ~ children based .9.!!. conflicts. 
The basis of this type ot problea which appears at ca.mp, 
may arise in tb.e home or aohool ot the camper. These 
behavior problema may be exaggerated through camp experi-
ences and contacts. 'l'he disguised expressions ot :resent-
ment toward others and the efforts to gain attention a.l"e 
usually the result o:t insecurity and doubt or being loved 
which is the most common element found in children. 
Pb.ysioal habits 
Bed wetting. Bed wetting may be the result of an 
emotional conflict, or it may be the result ot mere 
laziness or lack of training. The habit induced by a 
conflict usuallJ disappears when the child regains 
assurance ot her own ~portance. Bed wetting may be 
increased at camp due to the stillness, the cold, strange 
noises in the woods, tear or darkness and other strange 
or different exl?erienoea of the new environment. 
1. Make the bed wetting Child feel welcome, 
accepted and happy. Punishmen~ is not the 
answer - it tends to emphasize the feeling 
6l 
ot rejection and does not help correct the 
habit .• 
2. Children should be guided in use ot - tacil1t1~s 
both durj,ng the day and evening so the path 
is tam.iliar to her in t.he clark. 
3. Do not shame or ridicule o~per. 
4. Ass:ure camper of your love a.nd understanding. 
5. Help camper completely accept the new environ-
ment and her new experiences. 
&. Handle wet sheets and zo.attress casually - do 
not treat the a1tuat1on any different than 
any other aooident. The bed wetter, strangely 
enough, has no reaction ot disgust or 
discozu.tort to the odor or wetness. 
7. Protection ot mattresses is provided by 
plastic covers tor all the beds at camp. This 
will not only protect the mattress, but also 
the pride ot the victim.· 
Finger suok:1ns !!!S, nail bitins. Infantile habits 
basically caused by unhappiness. When tension, anxiety or 
something unpleasant threaten&., their f'irst impul.ee is a 
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hand-to-mouth action as a means for comforting themselves. 
1. Help the campers deal more directly with their 
anxiety. 
2. Help the camper reach out tor a more mature 
type of adjustment. 
3. Discipline or physical punisl:unel:lt is 
absolutely useless. 
Character traits which m.ay cause problema tor the child. 
Moodiness. The child wbo withdraws from others ia 
actually eXpressing a deep tendency toward depression and 
selt•pity. This may be based on an unhappy home situation. 
a release from this depreseed state is usually so welcomed, 
the child reacts with an excessive burst of good feeling. 
She may become too active or aggressive, too generous or 
too quarelsom.e. ·Sometimes physical discomtort (menstrual 
period) can be the cause tor apparent moodiness. 
1. Best to let the child see the mood through 
rather than try to pUll her out ot it. 
Emotions tend to wear themselves out. 
2. When she is well try to make her realize that 
she can help herself. 
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:3. Try to help her to be a "good sport" and learn 
to take the bad with the good. Learn to 
struggle against self•pity. 
4. ShQ may counteract her tendency for moodiness, 
if she can learn to give to others without 
e:A.-:pecting in return and also it she oan lose 
her .self ... oonoern by first thinking of others 
and their needs.. 
Homesickness. 
1. Basic cause is proba.bly J.onging for the 
familiar environment and all it implies. 
2. Laok ot mail from home. 
3. Dislike ot camp in general (routine, hours, 
work, program) 
4. Physical handicaps 
5. Lack of spending llioney. sufficient clothes 
and other· material benefits. 
Ways of treating homesickness: 
1. Alertness on :pa~ of counselor - catch it 
early. Watoh tor camper who has a tendency 
to go off by herself, especially evenings 
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anQ. Sundays. 
2. Do not try to m~e the camper "forget" home. 
3. Find a "parent" substitute. A counselor or 
.an old~r camper who can provide the needed 
i ndividual attention. 
4. Keep the own.per f a irly busy i n activities 
that interest her and appeal to her the most. 
5. Look tor :possible phya:Jioal ditfioultles such 
as bed wetting, indigestion and constipation. 
6. Let the camper know that homesickness is a 
common experience ot :persons away :trom hoiQ.e 
tor the first time. Abov• all, <lo not 
ridioule. belittle or shame the homesick 
camper. 
·7. It hyst erioal behavior develops, isolate 
camper iiamedia~.ely. An audience is usually 
required for hysteria, and when audience 
is no longer present, hysteria generally is 
brought under control .. 
8. Educate parents by; 
a. Advising and encouraging them to stay 
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away trom camp for awhile. Via.iting 
allowed only on speo1t'ied days. 
b. Tactfully in.atruot them as to the type of 
letters to write their child, but 
emphasize the necessity of their writing . 
c. Urge them to discourage child, if there is 
a desire to leave the camp. 
d . Instill in them confidence in the camp 
director and her st af'f. They will capably 
handle situation. 
e. Share 1ntorii1B.tion with · them about the 
s1gnif1oanoe ot releasing or weaning a 
child from parent dependence. 
Timidity and fearfulness. The timid and fearful 
camper is likely to be overwhel.w.ed with homesickness - a 
desire for the comfort and love of' those people she is 
familiar with. The fearful child, unfortunately. is often 
seem.ingl.y helpful and co-operative; her tendency to submit 
becomes a virtue in the ayes ot an untrained counselor 
rather t .han an actual handicap. There are a number ot 
reasons for this tearfulness and timidity; excessive 
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over-pro~ection by parents; she expects privj,.lege and 
attention beyond what is log!<lal and possible and expects 
someone to tight her battles; she succumbs at once to 
demands that parents, adults and .children make upon her. 
Usually this apparent co-operativeness may be an indication 
of a child who is poorly prepared for meeting and adjusting 
to ~he world. Unnecessary aggression IJJAY be arouaed in 
others due to her failure to Dlix freely with the group. 
1. Forcing this camper to do what sh~ is ·afraid 
of will not remove the tear. Example: 
throwing her in the water will not teach her 
to enjoy it. 
/ 2. She needs encouragement - especially 1n fine 
/ 
muscle aoti vi ties. 
3. Teach her to trust her olQ;l strength ... par-
ticipation in activities with group of 
children of comparable strength and ability. 
4. Child must not be forced beyond her physical 
or mental level of ability. 
5. She should receive recognition for even ~all 
achievements. 
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6. A sense of being accepted and approved by 
even one of her fellow campers will do wonders 
tor her. A t .rustworthy camper can be en-
couraged to be a. "big sistertt to her. 
7. This type ot child is usually teartul ot 
adults and is unable to respond to them, 
the:retore, the "big sister" attitude is far 
m.ore helpful and et:t'acti ve than undue 
attention on the part of the counselor. 
N16htm.ares, sleepwalking ~ talking !.!! slee;p. The 
child so atflioat~d raay be suffering Just from over-
stim.Ul.ation from ·tne activities of the day. Repeat·ed and 
persistent nightmares and sleepwalking poiut to a serious 
disturbance within the child. Very gently wake up child 
it' she is noticeably .having a disturbins dream. There is 
no danger in waking her. A release from the distress is 
ordinarily welcomed. If it persists ask for help of nurse. 
Problem.s ot bahllvior directed to·ward otl:ler cam,Pers. 
Talebew.·ing. ·rhe child that carries ta.l.Qa about 
the misconduct of others does so for one of two reasons: 
either she has a deep resentment and ther~fore, it is an 
II 
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act of aggression against a rival or because of her deep 
desire to imitate another misbehaving and she has a fear 
ot the :punishment that follows or she may be developing 
and attempting to strengthen her own ethical sense. She is 
impelled to bring into the. open the temptation as a rein-
force.Dlent of her resistance. as seoreor encourages 
misconduct. 
l. Thank camper and praise her, not for the 
report, but because she realizes and agrees 
that the misconduct is undesi rable ( 11' 1 t is 
seriously undesirable) however; encourage her 
not to bring any more reports. 
2. Ylith t he persistent Whi ni ng ''squealer" pay no 
attention or change the subject immediately. 
Malicious lying. This may be caused by . an element 
of direct aggreBsion (such as untrue reports of misconduct) 
or often, this malice may be directed to everyone and 
everything in general; general hostility to everyone, by a 
thoroughly unhappy camper. At times the child m.ay tell 
lies about herself in an effort to call attention to 
herself. 
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1. never take s urface value o!' the Inalicious 
lying of' a campe~. May be damaging to others. 
Highly skill$d treatment is needed. 
a. True facts must be asoertainecl an.d brought 
out in the open. 
b. some form. of direct punishm.en~t must follow. 
Stealing. MQst ot the stealing do.ne by cam.:pers is 
not tor· the sake of obtaining the article taken. At times 
it is done tor the sake of daring adventure, the desire to 
match wits with those in authority. :Sometimes it is a 
means for revenge that the timid and weak resort to; 
occasionally, it is an evidence of undeveloped realization 
of property rights. 
l. study 'behavior carefully betore passing 
Judgment. 
2. The motivation behind the aot sbould determine 
the kind of punishment. 
3. Handle situations such as this with the 
greatest of delioasy and privacy. 
4. Protect !.!!! CulJ2r1t • s reputation. (Stealing 
may be the means of calling. attention to the 
?0 
legitimate needs for the emotionally or 
materially depriv~d yqungater.) 
Boastin~. The boaster is most commonly trying to 
fight down her sense ot interiority; her need to emp:Qasize 
her importance is usually an lndioat ion of an underlying 
self.-doubt. The boaster is definitely trying to make a 
;place for herself. Some people are completely convinced of 
their superiority. Normally the truly convinced person 
does not have to display her superiority, her actions show 
it. The boaster does not easily convince children with her 
claims, they demand proof rather than words. 
1. Do not leave the boaster entirely to the 
mercy of her fellow campers, they are often 
harsh judges. 
2. Try to help and give some attention to the 
boastful camper in. a quiet, unobtrusive way. 
3 • . Be generous with praise when she deserves it. 
Be sure recognition is honest or boaster will 
misuse the importance gained. 
4. Try to help the boaster achieve success in an 
area she has not been using tor her boasts. 
I 
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5. She IQ.ay X"equire protection against dislike 
within the cabin group. Cooperation and 
understanding ot the problem by other oampe:rs 
of'ten turns the tide and merits tor the 
boaste:r real cons1dera.tion and listening, 
when real achievement has been accompolished, 
cruel tr .~ bullying. Cruelty and bullying covers 
the Sa:Dle sort of insecurity as does boasting, the under-
II 
cover teeling is l om,ewhat different, it leads to 11 
~~ destructive aggressiveness in acta rather tban words• This 
behavior J.llS.Y arisa from a sense ot muscular power which has 
not been disciplined enough by physical activity into 
socially acceptable channels. (Her childhood experiences 
may not have prepared he:r tor the true-to-lite situations 
and experiences ot the world that she must live in.) Her 
unpleasant behavior .may arise from the environment sd the 
atmosphere in which she lives; Where a display of power is 
the normal behavior expf:tcted .in the group. 
1. Sometimes there is a real pathological back.-
ground that requires p~otessionel handling. 
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3. Rational discussion is the only ettective 
method that we can use in exp1aim.1ng that this 
sort of attitude will not be tolerated. Point 
out oonsequenoes ~ immsdiate and future. 
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PERSONALITY PROBLEMS 
There is a wide range ot :Personality :problems among 
chi~dren. Let us loo.k into some of the most colDIQ.on :Person-
ality problems among campers. This basic information will 
h.elp us better understand sam$ ot the causes and res~ts of 
the personality problems. Also, information for possible 
methods or techniques of htlping the girls adjust to their 
environment. 
Unwholesol!le asgressiveness. This child behaves in 
a forcing way, she seems to be fearless of danger and have 
a hard boiled attitude. She tails to indicate any degree 
of consideration for the feelinss or r ights ot others. she 
tails to show respect, kindness, sy.fQ.pathy or understanding 
for counselors or fellow campers. 
1. Determine the ••why" of a given action. 
2. Each ease different. Hence, no two answers 
alike~ 
3. Meet casually and quietly. Do not meet 
aggression with aggression. 
4. Fair, decent and kindly treatment. 
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Daydreaming. This is a norm.a.l. and pleasant activity 
tor youngsters.. It is a means of mEntal escape ot 
unpleasant or unsatisfactory surroundings and trom. the 
humdrum of her daily existence. She praters living in an 
imaginary world to participation in no~al social activi-
ties, games and other activities of daily lite. In tne 
early days of childhood, the castles l>uilt in the air by 
active imaginations .may develop into definite plans ot 
action for the future .. 
1. Befriend this camper. Do not ridicule, shame 
or l>eli ttle or treat her harshly. 
2. Give the extrem.e daydreamer things to do in 
the company of other campers. 
3. Help her develop and es.tabl.1sh social contacts 
and friendships with other campers her own 
age. This may help her release some ot her 
tendencies for extreme introversion and self-
centeredness. 
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TECHNIQUES Ql. CQUNSE!L!NG 
Techniques .2! counseling. Specific information 
esJ?~cially for the cabin counselor. 
1. Getting acquainted. 
a. Previous to campers arrival study whatever 
records may be available. It will be 
helpful in understanding and guiding her 
~ore etteotively. 
b. E$tablish a friendly relat.ionship with t ·he 
camper as soon as she arrives. 
o. Help her with unpacking, bed-making and 
living arrangements of cabin. 
d. Take cabin group on tour or camp. Point 
out the various featues of the camp and 
obat about the fun they are going to have. 
· e. The getting acquainted proces~ can be made 
. easier if older campers are encouraged to 
talk &.bout their ;Past experiences. 
2. Dealing with problems. 
a. Be sympathetic in understanding camper and 
her problems. I' I 
I 
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b. Find out the underlying reason for the act; 1 
why it was rdone, as well as what was done. 
In most instances this will be enough. 
c. More serious or continuing problems should 
be referred to unit head. 
d. Group p:ressure - under the guidance ot the 
counselor; the group m.ay work out its own 
solution of the behavior :probl~. 
e. Do not make snap Judgments. 
f. Talk with camper and discuss the :possible 
reasons for her conduct and the conse-
quences. The camper is more likely to 
respond through respect rather than through 
tear of authority. By this method the 
counselor will create an atmosphere of 
mutual trust. 
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ACTIVITY FBOGRAM 
Campers .go to camp to have funl Th.~ major aspect 
in :program planning is the tuli'illm.ent of this ·desire. In 
:plannins a program several things should be taken into 
account. 
l. Needs and interests of campers as e. whole 
2. Age. mental ability and :physical oapaoitY. ot 
oam:per individually 
3. Physical tao1l1t1es 
4. Duration of camp stay 
What do we do fir.et? We establish a framework - the daily 
schedule. This tells us now muoh time we have to ~se. 
-- - --==--==- -==--====-=-= 
'18 
i 
I 
I 
7;30 
7:45 
DAILY SCHEDULE 
REive.ille 
Waiters t o Mess Hall 
7:55 Colora 
8:00 Breakfast 
9;15 In&peet1on 
9:30 - 12:15 Activity Periode 
12:15 - 12:4e Free Period 
12:45 Wai,ers to Mess Hall 
1:00 Dinner 
2:00 - 3:00 neat Hour 
3:05 - 5:00 Activities 
5:00 - 5:45 Freet Period 
5:45 Waiiers to Mt$8 Hall 
5 : t)O Ret ree. t 
6:00 Supper 
'1:00 Free Period 
7:30 - 8:30 Rven1ns Progrwa 
9:00 Tapa 
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1. Set u,p waterfront :periods according to 
evr1mm1ng ability. This we do first as it is 
the one activity requited ot all oam.:pers. 
They must attend :period to whiOh they are 
assigned. 
2. set up perio,ds tor. sports; oratta, nature, 
all music; ac~ivities and unit meetings. 
a. Periods are set up on a weekly basis in 
each activity taking into consideration 
the age and ability ot camper. We keep 
in our minds the swt.mming program. and do 
• 
not set aot 1 vi t iee tor campers who ElJ!iy be 
on the waterfront. 
b.Direot planning in eaoh activity now done 
by activity specialist. 
3. Assignment ot counselors assisting in all 
activities. 
Afternoon 1>eriod ~ ~ p.m. 12. 5:30 p.m. 
1. Set up waterfront "t•ree swim" :periods on unit 
basis .,mytbmic swimming and lite saving. 
2. Other activities in afternoon are: 
a. Unit choice - (campfires. cook-out plan-
ning, gamee and miscellaneous projects) 
b. Individual choice - (oratts, nature or 
camporatt) 
Evening period trom 7:30 p.m. 12. 9:00 p.m. 
. . . 
l.~ Assign evenings t'OI' unit Qamptires. Planning 
here done by campers and u.ni t coWlselors. 
2. Assign even1nss tor all-camp general campfires 
to each unit in turn. 
3• sat\lrday night all-oam.:p campfire reeponsi-
bili\y ot C.I.T. unit. 
4. Sunday night Vespers responsibility ot various 
counselors with camper planning and partic1-
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OOUNSELOR·![-TRAINING DAILY SCHEDULE 
The counselors-in•training 111 follow t .he basic 
all-camp daily schedule. During the activity periods 
regular assignments will be made for each girl. At times 
the .gitis will work together as a unit and at other times 
they will work alone. Unlike the cwnpers wbo are allowed 
to elect their own· activities with counselot guidance; the 
trainees are assigned a schedule of activities to be 
followed, covering every phase o:t' the program" This is 
part of their training. 
In order that the counselor-in-training schedule 
will be :practioal and l'Wl smoothly with the other camp 
activities, it will be planned co-operatively by the entire 
staff during the pre•Qamp training :period. 
Included in this program are the following acti vi-
ti$s: 
Health, safety and sanitation 
Waterfront 
Campcratt 
The outdoor education program - nature 
Sports and games 
L_l _ 
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Music, dancing and dramatics 
I~for.m.al pro grams 
Campfires, storytelling and special events 
Arts and crafts 
In addition to theory, skills and the methods ot 
teaching in the areas listed above; each gi.rl will have an 
opportunity to work. in the kitchen, the store and in other 
activities within the camp framework. This will give her 
a basic knowledge of every activity, thus providing her 
w.ith practical e:xper1enoe and preparing her as a well-
informed counselor. 
All these ~ctivities plus lecture and discussion 
periods b.a.ve to be caretull.y woven into the total camp 
program. 
il 
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PART II 
--
The following pages are set up as a workbook tor 
yo\1., the counselor-in-training. This section will not be 
broken into two definite summers of activity - it will be 
a continuous program used both summers. It will serve as 
an evaluation of the skills and knowledge gained through 
the training course. The theory :presented and its 
practical application to the camp environment will be 
reviewed and important information will be recorded by you 
in the workbook. 
Theory and practice in specific skills progressing 
from the fundamentals to teachi ng methods will be under 
the leadership and guidance of the specialist in charge of 
the activity. 'the director will provide information 
regarding the organization and administration of' the c~p. 
The head counselor will direct instruction and discussion 
on :program planning. The camp nurse will aid in the 
health, safety and sanitation phase of the program. The 
waterfront director, the nature, athletic, eratts and other 
specialists wlll a l o provide instruction in their ph ae 
of' t .hc progr&.Ul. 
If used correctly, t he . ork.book c be a very 
valuable tool~ 5 e.ea · ill ul.Bo b . provided tor your 
original thought~ nd ea. ~~na. the umm.arie or qie ... 
cussions hel. , • 
h c0111pletion o£ th orltbook i l l give yo\1, the 
future counsel ox•, a fru:Ul1ar and ract leal ret renee tor 
tha various activit!. s ot the oamp program. 
Note: Boating activities, tennis and horaahaok riding 
have been omitted tro:m this workbook; mainly, because there 
would not be an · qppor;uni ty to apply theory to a practical 
situation. Due to the :physical lay out ot the camp, we do 
not have facilities to Qrov1de tor activities of this 1 · 
nature. 
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LEADERSHIP POIN'l'ERS 
Objectives. 
l. Clearly defined obJectives should :p~eoead 
each ac~ivity - wbat you expect camper• will 
gain from. activity 
PreP!ration. 
1. A working knowledge of subJect matter 
2. Plan program or a.cti vi ties well 1n advance 
3. Pla.n ·for more than stated length of :program 
4 •. Allow for tl~xibility .. have an alternate 
:program ready 
I 
~ 
ll 
5. Plan program to age, aize, ability and desire 11 
ot group 
6. Plan tor definite progression ·throughout 
various act1vit1es ... tro~ simple to more 
complex 
7. Make all necessary arr8ll.gements in advance 
for the use of facilities and equipment 
needed 
a. Plan carefully; think through every angle ot 
the· program. 
g. Plan program to last detail - .sequ&nce 
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is i mportant 
10. Equipment 
a.. Check tha·t all equi]?lO.ent is safe and ready 
f .or use 
b. Have all necessary equipment ready 
pl•ece~ing aQt i vi ty-
e. R~turn equi~ment to proper place atter use 
d. Instruct the campers as to pro_per use and 
care of equipmQnt not only for safety sake, 
but also for financial reasons 
Specitio Program. Be ready to: 
l. Adapt, modify or rearrange program for the 
needs of the group 
2. Have specitic objective for each activity 
3 . Stress satety measures at all times 
4. Teach !rom known $kill or theot>y to the · new 
Starting with something familiar or simple 
will help the camp.ers gain self'-confidenoe 
5. :Present information, skills or activities 
based on level, experienee and interests of 
campers 
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6. Teaoh the selected material specifically, 
tor the needa ot the campers 
Procedure. 
1. Be on hand before activity is to start -
prepare area tor activit1 
2. Organization ot group 
a. · Gain attention betore starting. A smile, 
a litt ed hand., a pian,o, chord, a snappy 
"everybody ready?" i .s usually su.tticient. 
A whistle is allowed on the waterfront and 
athletiQ tield, avoiQ. use other places. 
Above all, avoid shouting and dictatorial 
attitude 
b. stand where you can be seen and heard by 
entire group 
o. Get group into desired formation 
3. ExpJ.anation ot activity 
a. speak in a clear normal voice when giving 
directions - do not ehout over the noise 
ot a group 
b. Explain directions briefly and clearly in 
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I in langua~e undt\li'f;Jtandable to the. group 
participat.ing 
o. Approach subJect in an informal manner 
4. organized activity 
a. start with familiar or simple activities 
b. Atler selt-oonfidenoe and some :proficiency 
is gained, progress on to new and more 
difficult activities 
c. Demonstration is a key to faster and more 
effective learning • show them how 
d. Active participation on part ot leader 
delights children - the leader becomes a 
guide, helper and a leader in the true 
sense of the word 
e. Enthusiasm and a pleasant attitude on part 
of counselor is of utmost importance 
f. Climax is important - cut ott at its peak. 
There should be a teeling that the closing 
activitr was just the thing to top ott 
the period ot fun 
Evaluation. Make an honest evaluation of activity 
I 
I 
. I . 
giving oampera a chance to evaluate - next program 
will be better as a result, 
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SELECTED GENERAL REFERENCES FOR COUNSELORS-J!-TRAINING 
Brass Tacks tor Counselors 
· -
Q!!!ffi Counseling 
~ ;;s .. c.-o.:::ut.:.. Handbook: 
Handbook !2£ Boys 
Proeram ot !!!,! Modell'D. _ Camp 
.. 
b Uiili.ilvr Magic 
~ Book Pl. Caznping · 
lli Camp Counselor's Manual 
~ Camp Progr am Bo ok 
Wa1ter H. Bentley 
Mitchell and crawford 
Girl scouts. Inc. 
Bo1 Scouts ot America 
Gerald P. Burns (Editor) 
Kenneth B. end susan H. 
Webb 
Robert Bub in 
John A. Ledlie and ]'rancis 
w. Holbein 
Catherine T. Hammett ~d 
Virginia Musselman 
The selected references at the end ot each section 
in the workbook. the selected retere,noes in the bibliography 
and many other per i odicals and texts are available in the 
oam.p library. The trainee.s will pe enco ~aged to use these 
reference materials. In addition, a.sr;ignments will be made 
tor research :pertinent to activities being studied.· 
• 
HEALTH, SANITATION ~ SAFETY 
St.mitation. aasically, the sanitation of the camp 
is an adm~nistrative res:ponsibility. The counselor's 
knowledge and understanding of the major, yet fundamental 
information regarding sanitation is essential for trips, 
overnight hikes and :primitive camp situations. 
Describe methods for: 
1. Purifying water 
2. Waste disposal 
a. Human 
b. Kitchen 
3. Camp housekeeping 
4. Pest control 
a. Insecta 
b. Animals (protection ot food) 
• 
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Health. Good heallh habite are not only beneficial 
to the individual but to the entire camp. Personal 
h}"giene, cleanline.as, neatness, good eat 1ng babi 'ts are 
indications of courtesy and good manners as well aa a good 
personal health attitude. 
Explain the following: 
1. Personal hygiene 
2. The :purpose and va1ue ot pre-eEl.!Up .medical 
examinations and fol.low .. qp 
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Sat'ety. Safety is necessary to good health. The 
reasons :tor having safety rules should be understood by the 
campers and start. Safety is prevention r!:lther than oure. 
~afety ie au int.eg:ral :par·c of all act1vitiee -~ithin the 
oamp. Skills and activitiee geared to the phyaice.l ca:pa-
bilities of the camper are iiilJ~ortent safety m~asures. 
Removal of or .minimizina hazards is anot.hex- def1nit~ safety 
measure. safety for others is just as important as 
personal safety. 
What are the safety 1.'a.otors involved in the following: 
1. Campcra.tt 
2. Waterfront 
3. Natur.e 
4. Sports and games 
5. Arts and crafts 
•' 
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First Aid. ':rhe camp nurse is res;ponsible tor tne 
health ot the camp. She is responsible for administering 
first aid; calling the doctor it necessary. '!'here are 
times when immediate tempol'ary treatment will 'be needed 
when the oamp nurse is not present, such as on a hike or 
trip. The counselor in charge of the group should be 
:prepared to administer immediate and correct first aid. 
The first aider must not take her responsibilities lightly -
it may mean the di.tterenoe between rapid recovery and long 
illness, between temporary disability and permanent inJury. 
Remember: in case of serioue inJury approach the first 
aid problem confidently and intelligently by following the 
directions listed below: 
1. Keep injured person lying down iu a comfort-
able position, head level with bod;y. 
2. Carefully observe patient • look tor hemor-
rhage, stoppage ot breathing, poisoning, burns, 
fractures, wounds and dislocations 
Treat the following in the order they are 
liste~: 
a. serious bleed.ing 
b. .Stoppage or breathing 
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c. Poisoning 
3. Keep victim warm 
4. send someone to call a doctor 
5. Keep calm - do not move the injured person 
unless absolutely necessary 
6. Never g1 ve liquid or any kind to an u.nconscious 
person 
7. Keep crowd ot onlookers away from in~ured 
s. Make patient oo~ortable - keep him cheerful if 
:Possible 
9,. Do not let inj.ured person see his inJury 
To stop bleeding: Pressure points are found at six 
places where the main arteries (pumping bloo(}. out) cross 
bones near the eurtaoe. Pressure applied to these points 
with the tingers will collapse the blood vessels due to the 
pressure against the bone and thus st.op the flow or blood. 
After practising with cabin mate, indicate where the 
pressure points are :round and tell where each point will 
stop arterial bleeding: 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
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Bleeding f'rom veins or CaJ?illaries flow in a steady stream; 1 
slight J?ressure directly on wounds with a compress 1a 
usually su:t'ticient to control tlow ot blood. 
Shock: List the most i m.portan.v measure tor 
treatme.n' in shock: 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
I' 
1 Explain each of the following and give treatments 
,, 
1. Fainting 
2. Poison Ivy 
describe 
leaf 
3. SWlburn 
4. Burns 
5. Sprains 
Prevention Treatlllent 
Sym.:ptoms 
Preventio.n 
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6. Fractures 
'1. Wounds 
8. Bleeding 
from nose 
9. Spider :Bite 
10. snake Bite 
ll. Bli.sters 
(not from 
burns) 
12. Splinte~s 
13. Foreign bodies 
in the eye 
Type 
Kinds 
Sym.ptoma 
Prevention 
Bandages: List all uses for each of the followins 
types of bandages: 
l. Triangul~ 
,I 
'• 
2. cravat 
3. Four-tailed 
4. Roller 
First 414 Kit tor trips: Suggest and select most 
appropriate tirst aid supplies tor a trip. Make 
and assemble own kit if possi'bl~: 
= 
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SELECTED REFERENCES - HEALTH, SAFETX ANP SANITATION 
First Aid T,_e,;;,.;xt;;;;.;.;;.b.;;;.o,;;.;ok;;:;;.< ........,....,, ,.._ __ American Red Crose 
catherine T. Hammett 
CAMP AQUATICS 
Camp aquatics includes all activities taking place 
in or on the waterfront. At our camp the waterfront 
program adheres strictly to American Red Cross Standards. 
Instruction and tests are given tor the Beginner, tater-
mediate and Advanced Swi:mm.ers, plus opportunity for all 
levels of Lite saying. In addition to formal instruction, 
the waterfront program includes recreational swimming for 
all levels, rhytbmio swilzam1ng, games, stunts, water shows 
for special events, and a Water Safety Aide traing course 
tor the counselors-in-training. 
This total program provides enJoyable and adventur-
ous activities. 
Safety on the waterfront is ot utinOst im:portancel 
strict adherence to rules must be tollowed. 
The methods of teaching are geared to the needs ot 
each age group in addition to their ability. Progression 
ot aquatic skill development is provided trorll the beginner 
to the advanced. 
Answer the following: 
Brmon Un~ttv 
School of Education 
, Ubrary __..-
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1 .. Why is it neces$ary to rope ott areas in the 
pool tor the va~ious groups? 
2. Should tbe diving area be reserved tor ad-
va.noed swimmers or open tor all? 'Why? 
3. List a te.w hints which make for a better 
standing tront dive? 
4. List safety- measures to be considered for the 
waterfront 
5. What values are received from the aquatic 
program? 
&. What is meant by rhythmic Jw1.mm1ng? 
V. List some aet1v1ties ot this phase of program. 
a. Can recreational swilnil11ng be ot value? Row? 
9. List some strokes used. Which is your 
tavorite? Why? 
10. Describe the metllod of one type ot resone. 
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ll •. Describe how to give artitioial :-es:piration 
12 • . List so;me act 1.v1 tie.s you think would be good 
in a water obow 
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SELECTED REFERENCES -~ AQUATICS 
Life saving and Water satety 
More Fun in the Water 
---.-. ..-.- - _...,.. . -
sw1Iwains and. D 1 ving 
T~aoning sw1mm.ins 
Ameri9an Red Cro.ss 
E1dola J. Bourgaize 
American Red Croaa 
Paul Lukens 
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CAMPO RAFT 
What !.!, cam12cratt? Cam.pcratt is t he . ability to 
sustain lite in the out-ot-doors. Cam:pcraft not only 
i ncludes the skills and knowledge that make camping a 
comfortable, s.ate and healthy experience; it a..~ so provides 
ll.l.l opJ;lortunity tor group cooperation, practical naturelore 
and the enjo;y.Dl.ent found in living without artificial con-
veniences of a highly mechanical oi vilizat1on. 
Camporatt helps the campers Q.evelop resourcet'Ulne.as, 
initiative, selt ... relianee and respect tor the out-of-doors. 
The skills of CWilpcraft should be a major part of' the all 
camp progr~. Basically, all campers should have a 
knowledge of' how to take care of themselves and their 
quarters both 1n fair and inclement woather. 
Handlins ~ ~ ot tools. A tool should be used 
only for what it is intende~. Learn to use it safely not 
only tor your own protection, but also for those around yo~. 
Take proper care of the tool, keep it clean and sharp; and 
return the tool to its proper plaQ~. 
1. Describe briefly and be ready to demonstratf;l 
how you handle, . hold when in use, carry safely 
and :pass to someone t .he following: 
10t5 
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a. Knite 
b. Hatchet 
a. Saw 
o.. Hammer 
2. Deeo;r1be and; be ready to demonstrate how to 
sharpen, oil, olean, relllove n,icks on knife and 
hatchet, and protect when not in use 
a. Knife 
b. Hatchet 
c. saw 
d •. Rammer 
3,. List a few important uses tor each tool& 
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a. Kn1te 
b. Hatchet 
c. Say 
d • Hanuner 
Firebuildins. There are tour rules of tire building. 
1 • .Build the tire in a sate and adequate place 
where the fire can be kept under control 
2. Build a tire large enough tor the need, but 
small enough for comfort, economy and aatety 
3. Never leave a fire unattended; control the 
fire at all t1mes 
4. Make sure the tire is completely out before 
leaving the area. 
Answer the following; 
1. Where is tbe safest place to build a fire? 
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2. How should you prepare the area be.tore 
building the tire? 
a. open grassy area 
b. open gravellf area 
o. wooded area 
3. What are other factors to consider 'be:tore 
building a tire? 
•· List or sketch at lea•t tour common types ot 
t1r•·•· Method ot bldlding each and their most 
important use• 
a. 
b. 
o. 
d. 
5. List the three types of material tor burning, 
in the order ot use; in building a tire 
a. 
b. 
c. 
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6. List three bard woods tor a long burning tire 
a. 
b. 
c. 
'1. List three sort woods tor a qu1Qk hot tire 
a. 
b. 
o. 
e. :aow oan you make sure a fire is completely out? 1 
outdoor cooking. 
1. Plan well-balanced and praotioal meals tor 
eight people on a day long trip, state amounts 
needed 
a. breakfast 
o. supper 
2. List a few aids tor outdoor cooking and 
explain their use 
a. 
lO~ 
I 
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3. Li.st a tev methods ot oqtdoor cooking 
a. 
b. 
d. 
J?ri.ra1t1ve camp sanitation 
l. Desoribe a wet oaohe and 1~$ use 
2. Dosoribe a dry cache and i'ts uee 
3. :oesoril:»e o:r akotoh a :primitive but practical 
latrine 
4. How tar should a latrine be trom aw~ing 
area. and source ot water? How deep? 
~. Wbat are the steps tor dishwashing? 
a. 
b. 
o. 
d. 
llO 
o. List two methode of garbage disposal 
a. 
b. 
Tooleratt and ooderatt • ..:..=;.--..;~-..... -
1. Describe 'briefly and be ready to demonstrate 
the steps in cutting down a tree 
a. 
b • 
. 2. When uS.ing a bucksaw two per$ons should do 
what, alternately in rhythm? 
3. How should a woodpile be arranged? 
4. List a tew practical household, sanitation and 
living oomtotts which can be me.de trom natural 
resources and tools 
Knots and lashinS· 
1. Briefly describe how to tie and give use ot 
the following knots 
a. equare knot 
b. bowline 
o. clove hitch 
d. sb.eet b$nd 
2. Why is whipping a rope necessary at times? 
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3. What are some ot the uses ot lashing? 
4. List items needed for lashing 
a. 
b. 
o. 
5. List the four ty:pes ot lashing and name one 
use tor eaoh kind 
a. 
b. 
6. Lashing always begins with a ______ and 
ends with a 
----
'1. crafts with natural wood can be tun too. List 
a oou:ple of articles which can 'be made 
a. 
b. 
o. 
Tents and shelters. 
~ -
.l. Where should tents be :pitched? 
a. 
b. 
2. What is needed to construct a simple shelter? 
a. 
b. 
o. 
d. 
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This is a type of shelter used at Trinity House 
Camp. can you name it and identity its :parts? 
a. 
b. 
o. 
d. 
e. 
t. 
g. 
h. 
1. 
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3. Briefly list procedur~ in pitching a simple 
tent 
4. The purpose ot a deep trench around tent is: 
5. List the steps in pitching a wall tent 
a. 
b. 
o. 
d • 
... 
t. 
g. 
h. 
1. 
j. 
k. 
1. 
m. 
6. List important :points for the protection and 
durability ot · tente 
a. 
b. 
7. How do you strike a wall tent? 
a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 
e. 
f. 
S• 
Trail marking. ·stones.. twigs, gx"asses and trees 
are excellent natural materials tor marking trails. 
1. Sketch or describe two ditterent methods ot 
mar king a trail 
a. This is the trail 
-- -
----
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b. Turn this way (right) 
c. Turn this way (lett) 
d. stop 
e. Danger - Ralp1 
Hikes !!!S. trip oam:pty. 
1. What are a few taotors to be considered when 
planning. a :trip? 
a. 
b. 
o. 
2. 1$ an essential t.aotor in building 
end.uance, :physical stamina, interest and 
eventually resulting in faster and more 
erteet i ve learning. 
3. List. the three methods or t ·elling direction 
and brietly describe each 
b. 
c. 
4. List types of maps which can be made by you 
a. 
b. 
c. 
II 
I 
5. List in order, the general instructions which 
should be followed in case you get lost II 
I 
I 
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a .. 
b. 
o. 
6 • 
•• t.. 
g. 
b.. 
1. 
3~ 
k. 
6. List a tew of the most important safety 
m.eaeuree for trips 
7. What eq_uipment should be included fo.r trips? 
8· •. What is the most effective way to paok? 
9. Briefly describe or 1lluatrat• methods in 
making a blanket roll 
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10. How about the courtesy that shows appreciation 
------ your outdoor manners? 
11. List the four most important and effective 
"tools'' and senses for tor·eoasting weather. 
What do•a each contribute to the prediction? 
b. 
c. 
12. Where is the sateat plao• to so tor protection 
during an electrical stona? Why? 
13 .• Name and descl"ibe tour cloud formations. hat 
kind of weather does ~aoh indicate? 
a. 
.. 
I 
o. 
d. 
14. How Qan you Judge th~ distance of lightning? 
11? 
I~ 
II 
15. What oauses rainbows? 
16. How ¢oes wind 4irect1on contribute to weather 
prediction? 
17. List a tew indications. of stormy weather 
a, 
b. 
o. 
d. 
le. List a few indications ot tair weather 
a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 
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· SPORTS AND GAMES 
--=-=-
The camp environment is an ideal one for s:ports and 
games and other forme of :physioa.l education. This phase 
or the program st~$8588 phfaioal growth and development and 
thus, helps to fulfill one ot the objectives ot the oamp. 
The terrain and taoilitiea will determine the type and kind 
ot activities to be offered. 
Sim.pl e gamO$. 
1. Explain two games of low o-rganization 
a, 
2. What are the advantages of .games of low 
organization? 
3. List at least two appropriate games tor; 
ages 6-8 
a. 
b. 
ages 9.-ll 
a. 
b. 
II 120 
ages 12-16 
a. 
Games for bigh organization 
1. What are the individual values to be gained in , 
games of high organization? 
2. What are the group values? 
3e. List games ot high organize:~ ion included in a 
good. sports and games program 
a. 
b •. 
o. 
d • 
•• 
4. What are the satety measUl'es tor the various 
sporls and physical activities 
Individual sports 
1. What are the satety precautiona to be taken 
before shooting on the archery range? 
,, 
2. What is a jumping pit? Why are they necessary 1 
tor certain track or tield event$? 
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Stunts and tumbling 
l. Wllat 1e the purpos~ ot ~"recetver"'? 
2. v1hat safety meatn.\res sho..Ud be ta~en before 
tumbling? 
3. List five a~unts which will appeal to the 
campers 
a. 
b. 
o. 
d. 
e. 
4. List five activities in tumbling which oan be 
performed by most oampers 
a. 
b. 
o. 
d. 
e. 
5. What are values obtained from individual 
sports and aot.ivities? 
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THE OUTDOOR EDUCATION PROGRAM - NATURE L --- . . -- -- . 
. · 
Nature is wbat we see, heat, taete, smell and touch. 
Camp is the natutal setting for an outdoor education 
program. Nature Gurrounds us all day and night; from the 
tiniest insect to the evening sky dotted with brilliant 
constellations and glittering stars. 
~ature instruction in camp sho\lJ.d be on an inform.eJ. 
basis; it should be an enJoyable, adventuring and exploring 
experience rather than a regimented or formal educ-ational 
1. Learn the Conservation Pledge and explain what 
it .Ill&ana 
2. Identif1 ten trees on oam.p grounds. Give 
ob.araoteristios ot each 
a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 
f. 
g. 
h. 
i .• 
j. 
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3. List above trees according to type - evergreen 
or deciduous, hard or so:rt. List practical 
uses ot each at camp 
a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 
e. 
r. 
g .• 
. h. 
1. 
j. 
4. Name and desctibe ten flowers found at camp. 
Indicate where found. (swqp, wooded area) 
a. 
e. 
t. 
g. 
h. 
1. 
5, Name some flowers whi·Oh are ra:re and should 
not 'be picked 
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a. 
b. 
4. 
d. 
6. Locate and d~so;r1be the following: 
a. Int.errupted. tt:t:rn 
b. Bracken 
c. Hay scented 
'1. Find two different mosses. Name and describe 
a. 
a • .N6.!4e and desor1b~ three poisonous plants: 
a. 
c. 
9. Sketch a plan tor a bird house 
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10. List the four ways ot identifying a bird 
a. 
b. 
o. 
d. 
11. Learn to observe carefully over a period of 
t .inle then: identify and deaoribe three 
ditferent bird• found in the following 
habitats 
1. Field. or m.eadow 
a. 
b. 
2. Woodland. 
a. 
b. 
3. Swamps or marshes 
a . 
b. 
12. · hioh is your favorite bird "i' Whf? 
13. Checking the rock and mineral collection, 
scout around camp and see if you can find 
anything similar. If :possible start a 
collection. Label each item ... type and when 
tound 
14. Draw a few tracks formed by some animals. If 
you locate any. name and list 
12'7 
I 
I 
II 
15. Obsetve one insect tor as long as possible. 
Write in detail all his activities 
16. Name the circumpolar constellations 
17. Where is the North Star in relation to the 
~Jor constellations? 
16. Be able to tell three star legends and to 
draw the constellation (e) which each concerns. 
19. Make, and design if necessary, a piece ot 
equipment tor torec~ating the weather. (barometer, weather vane, rain guage, weather 
tlags or any other instrument) 
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20. Using as mfJ:tly ntocls'~ ~s n-ecessary, forecast 
the weather tor a week. Keep a log to check 
on your accura.oy. 
-- -- ·- ---..=---::::-=-
I 
I 
I 
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D~SECTS 
American Insects 
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!iitlSIC, DAl'lC ll'~G iuT.L} I.>R.AMJ\.T ICS 
~!· Almost all music in camp is of an informal 
nature. The program ranges from a spontaneous burst of 
song to directed group singing at campfires. 
The songs of birds; rhythmic sw1.mmJ.ng and the making 
of simple. instruments in. the craft shop are some waye in 
which music is extended into other areas of the OEmlp 
program. 
The bond of friendship is drawn closer through 
singing around the campfire at the Close of day. 
1. 'When and why' do we use: 
a. rounds 
b. action songs 
c. quiet .songs 
2. List and be prepared to lead at least three 
rounds 
a. 
b. 
c. 
3. List and 'be prepared to lead two action songs 
a. 
b. 
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3. Plan for a unit of songs to be sung at 
a. general campfire 
b. unit campfire 
o • ve s:p ers 
4. How and why are the noisy and q_uiet songs 
arranged in a specific pattern? 
5. Where do tolk songs originate? 
6. List a tew major points to be re~embered when 
conducting songs 
Pancins~ ll'un.damental movements, creative rhytbmio 
activities, singing games, tolk danoing and square dancing 
are listed among the es·sential activities ot the aam:p 
program. Dancing not only provides exercise but f'un also. 
It 4evelops skill, grace, coordination and social grace. 
1. List f'ive singing games 
a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 
e. 
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2. List two circle dances 
a. 
b. 
3. List six folk danoos a.nd the country of origin 
for each. It possible have a g$neral idea of 
t he costumes worn !n each country 
4. Ex~lain how to do the following: 
a. Honor your partner 
c. P.romenad • 
d. Circle lett, cirele right 
e. Do-si-Do 
t. Allemande lett , allemande right 
g. Grand right and left 
h. Right and left through 
1. Ladies 9hain 
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5. Name three American Square dances 
a . 
b. 
0 .. 
6. Plan for an International Folk Festival - try 
to use ~oat authentic songs, dances and 
co~tumes ot various countri•s 
Dramatics. Drama contributes a special magic to 
everyday cwn.p activities. Spontaneous dJ"a.matic activities. 
dramatized stor1e$ and songs, panto:uU.mes. skits and stunts, 
puppet shows, shadow plays and chax-ades are some of' the 
activities aove.red in this phase of the program. 
l. Why do you think dramatics is valuable in 
camp·? 
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2. Llet and be prepared t o lead six informal 
dramatic activitiea 
a. 
b . 
o. 
d. 
e. 
f. 
3. How can uram.a tios be related to other phases 
or the camp program? 
4. How elaborate tlhould scenery, props and other 
staging be t or a cam.:p tt:product ion" '? 
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ARTS AND CRAF'l'S 
~----- - I . . 
The arts and. crafts progam. in oam:p covers numerous 
activitifUJ. They :range trom ver y simple orarts which oan 
be done i n less than an hour to more difficult :proJects 
which require a great deal or skill, tim.• and ettort. 
Both natu.ral and oomm.eroial materials should be used. The 
:project, regardless of a1z t should be honest from design 
to completion. Originality is more im:portant than 
perfection. 
1. What opportunities may be provided in an arts 
and oratts p;rogram? 
2. What values are received from a good arts end 
crafts :program? 
3. List some natural materials which can be used, 
in crafts 
4. Know the name, use and. care ot every tool 1n 
t he craft shop . 
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5. List at least two appropriate craft aetivitiea ' 
fOl": 
ages 6-S 
a. 
b. 
ages g-11 
a. 
'b. 
ages 12-15 
a. 
b. 
6. Sketch an original design belo• - use it. tor 
e. proJect. Work it out tbro~ to it• 
coD1plet1on 
'1. outline the steps in the prooesa ot making 
th~ above proJect 
I 
I 
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INFORMAL ffiOG:RAMS 
Campfires and council rings. The fire is as old ae 
man. The fire provided in the past, as it does _ today, a 
means for cooking food and tor warmth. The fire also 
became part of man's social and spiritual lite. Since 
the discover1 ot fire to the present day, a feeling of 
companionship and group unity is found around the o:pen fire. 1 
so it is at cam:p ~ the campfire; friendly yet mysterious, 
dangerous yet essential, provides a .means for cooking, 
warmth and above all, enjo1Jllent• 
Most evening programs revol,.ve around the campfire. 
All campers should have an opportunity to gather wood, 
build, light and tend a fire •. 
l. Name a few tyPeS of campfire programs 
a. 
b. 
c• 
d. 
e. 
2. List some important suggest ions tor planning 
a campfire 
a. 
b. 
o. 
d. 
e. 
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3. List values ot unit campfire• 
4. Plan a unit campfire 
5. List values ot a general oam:p1'1re 
6. Hel:p in the planning ot a general campfire 
7. Assist in planning a vesper program 
Storytelling. W~ know from history that story-
telling is as old as the human race. Today, as in past 
generations . peopl e of all age$ love to gather around the 
story teller. "Story time" is almost anytime, but a 
cwuptire or a hilltop at suns~t are especially conducive to 
an atmosphere of wal'JQ.th and triendliness. Bedtime stories 
for the very young are always in great demand. For all 
oampers 1 the most popular aspect ot star study are the star 
legends. 
1. List some t.portant reasons for telling 
stories in Owa.p 
2. How can the counselor prepare for telling a 
story? 
a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 
({ 
3. List a tew practical hints for telling a story. 
4. NEWe and be prepared to tell ( ell) three 
appropriate stories tor the following: 
ages 6-8 
a. 
b. 
o. 
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ages ~-11 
a. 
b. 
c. 
ages 12-15 
a. 
b. 
c. 
Special events. S~ecial events at camp are always 
considered a treat. The program may last a tew hours • 
such as a ~rogressive party or my la$t a whole day, such 
as a "backwards" day. These programs may be stored away 1n 
the duttle bag tor a rainy day or th.ef lllAY be a Yeekly 
event. It conducted properly, sheer enjoyment results tor 
all. 
1. Name tive special programs appropriate tor use 
1n our camp 
a. 
b. 
c. 
d • 
•• 
2. Plan a program tor special event {such as a 
hobo hike .tor the total camp participation) 
3. Plan a simple special event tor your own unit 
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SUMMARY 
The training course just comple-ted will provide 
you with basic, yet excellent baokgroWld material in every 
phase of camping and its program. The extensive camp 
library- is for your usa for further "searching" in this 
field. Ve encourage you to take advantage of this 
opportunity. 
The completion of two summers of concentrated 
training bas prepared you as a mature and intelligent 
Junio:r counselor who is ready to assume responsibility. 
Your training will not end here; learning and 
training will be a continuous process. More tecbnieal 
information, practical information and more advanced skills 
will be :provided as you step up. towards senior counselor-
ship. 
Do not forget tbat life is a continual learning 
process, even though you wi~l be oounseling and teaching 
the young. They can give you much in return; as a result 
you learn along with them.. No one person knows all the 
answers. We must be open-winded and prepared to receive 
constructive su~estions and criticism. -. then do something 
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to correct our taults ... all are part of "growing up." 
These are occasions when the h'W:Ilan spirit lives 
with an intensity freed from limits of time and space. 
The beauty of surroundings, the warmth of oompanionship 
with respected peers, admiration tor a beloved counse-
lor -- such :precious memories ot a cam:otire or ot other 
enchanted moments during the summer linger on long 
attar the campfires are quenched and the te!t of youth-
tul listeners started on the trail of lite. 
,; 
lKenneth B. and Susan H. Webb, Summer Magic 
(New York: Association Freas, 1953), ·P· 159 •. 
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Issued by 
WATER SAFETY SERVICE 
Bo$tOn Metropolitan Chapter 
575 Boylston Street 
Boston 16, Massachusetts 
ADVISORY COMMITTEE 
Ellery H. Clark, Chairman 
Dr. John M. Harmon 
Arthur 0. Phinney 
Miss Gertrude Sharman 
Miss Louise Lester 
DIRECTOR-Alexander Houston 
CHANNELS FOR ORGANIZATION 
AND PRIVATE CAMP SKILL SHEET 
RECORDS 
Organization Camps: Instruc-
tors conducting water safety 
courses in the territory df the 
Boston Metropolitan Chapter, or 
at organizatiOn camps With head-
quarters m this t'err.itory (Arling-
ton, Belmont, Boston, Bramtree~ 
Brookline, Canton, Chelsea, Ded-
ham, Dover, Everett, Medfield, 
Millis, Norwood, Revere, Sharon, 
Watertown, Westwood, Woburn) 
obtam materials and submit test 
forms to 575 Boylston Street, Bos-
ton 16, Mass., from which cer-
tificates will be issued. 
Private Camps: Instructors 
teadhing at private camps and 
outside of the territory of Boston 
Metropolitan Chapter should ob-
tain material and submit test 
forms through Area Office, 300 
Fourth Avenue, New York 10, 
N Y., or the local chapter cover-
ing the t~erntory of the orgamza-
tion. 
Important: No mstructor is 
permitted to charge for instruc-
tion when conducting Red Cross 
courses. 
The forms, publications and 
posters are availabl·e without cost, 
for use m carrying· on instruction, 
and these may be secured If 
needed. 
CREDIT FOR TEACHING AS 
ASSISTANT INSTRUCTOR 
Instructors assisting in teachmg 
a course for which certification 
LIFE LINE 
will be made should also sign the 
test forms. This is important as 
It indicates active service and de-
termmes whether or not instruc-
' tors renewing will be required to 
take the short or long refresher 
course m applying for reappoint-
ment the following year 
SUGGESTIONS FOR ORGANIZING 
YOUR CAMP WATERFRONT 
Planmng now will simplify 
your camp job later 
1 Inventory waterfront eqmp-
ment and facilities. 
2. Check safety hnes and buoys. 
Paint If necessary to make them 
distmct. 
3 Hammer down all rais·ed 
nails on walks, cribs, boats, etc. 
(Replace or secure loose boards 
4. Clear waterfront approaches 
of all nails, glass or debris left 
from construction work. 
5 Check bolts, mattmg, and 
fastemngs of diving board. 
6. Give diving board two coats 
of hot limeed oil. 
7 Oil bolts on diving board 
and cover them if possible to 
prevent stubbed toes. 
8. Make sure diving board is 
placed over water of sufficient 
depth-9 feet for 3 foot high 
board. 
9. Check and clear area below 
diving board and ,edge of docks 
making sure that no dangerous 
objects have been deposited there 
into which campers may dive. 
Mark shallow stumps with buoys. 
10. Mark off swimmmg areas 
for different classifications of 
swimmers. 
11 Provide a "buddy board" 
and bulletin board. 
12. Check life saving eq4ip-
ment and repair; boats, oars, bam-
boo pole for reaching rescues , 
buoys, lines, grappling Irons, etc. 
13 If possible, provide slip 
for boats and tie up bow and 
stern to prevent splintering caused 
by boats rubbing against each 
other 
14. Prepare safety procedures 
and rules for following Circum-
stances: 
a. Waterfront watch when 
waterfront IS .not in use there Is 
still danger that campers while 
unobserved may wander to water-
front area to play m boats or be 
otherwise attracted to dangerous 
play 
b. Swimming penods. 
c. Boa tmg and canoeing penods 
recall in case of bad storm, etc. 
d. Counselor swims. 
e. Use of facilities by parents, 
VIsitors and camp help. 
f. Overnight canoe tnps. 
g. Fishing periods. 
15 Use judgment in disciplin-
ary measures. Depriving a camper 
of swimming periods may mean 
depriving that camper of the op-
portunity to learn a life saving 
activity-abihty to swim. 
16. Water patrols consistmg of 
pairs of Junior Life Savers patrol-
ling in canoes who may issue a 
summons for boatmg violations 
have proven realistic and a practi-
cal means of controllmg unsafe 
behavior in some camps. 
'17 Meet with life saving crews 
for purpose of training, explana-
tion of duties and procedures. 
18. Check campers medical 
records With the camp doctor or 
nurse to determine physical limi-
tations of campers. 
19. Classify campers accordmg 
to swimmmg ability and designate 
appropriate dr·ess for classificatiOn. 
I 
20. Read and explain water-
front regulations to all campers. 
--
LIFE LINE 
BOSTON METROPOLITAN CHAPTER AMERICAN RED CROSS 
~17 575 Boylston Street, Boston, Massachusetts KENmore 8160 
PLEASE READ CAREFULLY AND KEEP THESE NOTES AS THIS INFORMATION IS VERY IMPORTANT 
HEAVE THAT LIFE LINE-
The Water Safety Service since its 
inception in 1914 has had as its purpose 
service to the various organizations that 
teach Red Cross Water Safety methods. 
Hundreds of thousands have been taught 
swimming and life saving in the past few 
years. Many persons have neither had the 
opportunity nor taken advantage of the · 
training offered. Today this training is 
needed more than ever. We need more 
instructors and we need more indoor pools. 
WHO IS ELIGIBLE TO CONDUCT 
CLASSES and Submit Test Forms 
for the Issuance of Red Cross 
Swimming Skill and Water Safety 
Certificates? 
Instructors holding current yeat Red 
Cross Water Safety Instructor Authoriza-
tion certificates. 
All instructors who have successfully 
completed the requirements for appoint-
ment or reappointment and hold current 
year Water Safety Instructor certificates 
may teach. Two certificates are issued for 
this. 
1. Completion card: 
Certifies that the Instructor completed the 
Course and is eligible to 'apply to Chapter 
where he will teach for authorization card. 
2. Authorization: 
Issued when definite class work is to start 
or when definite assignment has been 
given and the applicant has a completion 
card. All instructors MUST hold this 
certificate before submitting records to 
Chapter. No certificates are issued to 
individuals completing the various water 
safety courses unless the instructor is the 
holder of an Authorization certificate. 
Instructors may purchase the emblem 
or pin by presenting certificate at 17 
Gloucester Street, Boston. The cost of 
each is 50 cents. 
PROGRAM CHART OF RED CROSS 
COURSES 
The inside page provides a summary 
of water safety courses, certificates and 
tests.. It is designed to serve not only 
the instructor, but also pupils who are 
anxious to know how they may qualify 
for these courses in water safety. These 
notes may be posted in prominent places 
to help promote this important program. 
These are available to everyone upon 
request. 
SMALL CRAFT SCHOOL 
Courses in the spring of each year 
are given on the Charles River in cooper-
ation with the Community Sailing Asso-
-ciation whose generous help in charging 
a most nominal fee of one dollar per 
person gives instructors an opportunity to 
secure a more nearly well-rounded ex-
perience in aquatic work. 
The school operates the last two weeks 
of April, the first week being spent upon 
theory during the evenings with old 
salts doing the teaching. The second week 
is spent on practical work handling 
small craft. 
NATIONAL AQUA TIC SCHOOL 
Camp Kiwanis in So. Hanson, Mass., 
an aquatic school, operating in the month 
of June of each year, has allowed Boston 
Chapter twenty places in their apportion-
ment plan. Those who are accepted at 
the school must be 19 ye!lrs of age or 
older, in good health and sound physical 
condition. Selection is based upon the 
extent to which the volunteer will con-
tribute toward the swimming and life 
saving program. 
The cost of Aquatic School to the 
student or to organizations which send 
the student is $35. This covers board 
and lodging while the school is in session, 
registration, and cost of text-books and 
materials used in the courses, and in-
signia earned. Apart from costs of travel 
to and from the school, there are no 
further expenses. 
PLACEMENT SERVICE 
Instructors holding current Water 
Safety certificates may make application 
for camp counselor, lifeguard, or other 
swimming positions. Write or call in 
person-575 Boylston Street to file appli-
cation. 
Upon receipt of an application, in-
structors are referred to organizations re-
questing personnel. 
In order to improve this service, em-
ployers and employees are urged to advise 
this office as soon as employment is 
completed. 
F1RONT HEAD HOLD, release used by rescuer to break drowning hold, is demonstrated to 
pupils at Red Cross Aquatic School, Camp Kiwanis, South Hanson, by Alexander Houston, 
director of Water Safety, Boston Metropolitan Chapter. Victim is Justin Walsh, Thayer Place, 
Brookline, recently discharged from Army after three years' service. 
.. 
THE LADDER TO WATER SAFETY 
___ _,J._,o,_.s..,e~p!!h_!M!!.Jo!.....J;lBa'Al.!.Cd~W!!JinY!_ _ , INSTRUCTOR , 
IS AUTHORIZED TO CON D UCT &&uimming, filft &nuing, anb 
llntrr &aftly Qloursrs FOR THE 
Boston Metropo11tan 
--------~:...:_:...:_:::_ __ .CHAPTER 
~~8:&:;& . 
CHAPT.O .... U.NTAToY• g ~ 
P'lllt . T AID, WATIER 8.\P'I:TY ~NO 
ACCIDENT PllllVENT ION' 
Instructor 
Minimum age: 19 years. 
Prerequisite Senior certificate 
within 3 years . 
Time required for course : 
30 hours. 
Expires: Dec. 31st of current 
y.ear 
Renewal time 
Active instructor- 9 hrs. 
Inactive instruct<>r- 30 hrs . 
WHO MAY TEACH LIFE SAVING AND WATER SAFETY 
Teachers of life saving must be men or women in sound .physical condi-
tion and possessed of mature judgment, holding instructor's certificates. 
They can be qualified for instructor rating only ·by attending an instructor 
training course oonducted by a life saving field representative of a National 
Aquatic School or •by especially designated Cha,pter representatives in some 
places, and successfully passing the instructor 's examination. 
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THE AMERICAN NATIONAL RED CROSS l 
+ 
Robert Pelletier 
IS QUALIFIED AS AN 
J\buanrell ~fuinuner 
HAVING PASSED THE REQUIRED TESTS AT 
Boston, Massachusetts 
Nov. 22, 1946 
AO~INI$TIIIATI0111 . rliiiST AID. WAHJI $.U UY 
AMO ACCIOUH l>iii['UMTIOH 
THE AMERICAN NATIONAL RED CROSS 
+ 
Joanna Berggren 
HAS COMPLETED THE Sonior COURSE OF 
INSTRUCTION IN LIFE SAVING AND WATER SAFETY AT 
Boston, Massachusetts 
Nov. 22, 1946 
&D,.. INISfltATOit , "tiT AIO. W'AUII SHilr 
.UtO ACCIOIW f ~IIVlNTIOIII 
THE AMERICAN NATIONAL RED CROSS 
+ 
Hichard Houtilier 
HAS COMPLETED THE~--~J~U=n~1~·~or~-----•COURSE OF 
INSTRUCTION IN LIFE SAVING AND WATER SAFETY AT 
Boston,r.iassaonusetts 
Nov. 22, 1946 AONINISfiATOit. "ISf AID. WAH It SArUW 
&NO &CCIOUH ,.II[V(N1'10" 
THE AMERICAN NATIONAL RED CROSS 
+ 
James O'Brien 
IS QUAL.IFI~D AS A 
J;fuitmtter 
HAVING PASSED THE REQU I RED TESTS AT 
Boston, Massachusetts 
Nov. 22, 1946 
AOMINI S TIIATOII fiiiSl AIO. WATlll S Af[l"' 
THE AMERICAN NATIONAL RED CROSS 
+ 
Dorothy Cushman 
IS QUALIFIED AS AN 
~n!ermebiate j&fuimmer 
HAVING PASSED THE REQUIRED TESTS AT 
Boston, ],'asse.chusetts 
Nov. 22, 1946 
AOMI141STIIATOII , fiii ST AID WAH II S Af[l Y 
UID ACCI1)UIT ,llfVUITION 
THE AMERICAN NATIONAL RED CROSS 
+ 
John t. Allen 
IS QUALIFIED AS A 
~rginurr in _;Sfuimming 
HAVING PASSILD THE -REQUIRED TEST AT 
Boston, Massachusetts 
Nov. 22, 1946 
a OM INISfiATOII,. fiUT AID. W,\TU S .H liY 
AMO ACMOI"f ,IIIVUUIOII 
Advanced Swimmer 
Minimum age· 12 years. 
Prerequisite· Jr or Sr. Water 
Safety certificate. 
Pass Swimmer test. 
Time requirement for course 
As needed. 
Senior Life Saving 
Minimum age: 16 years or 11th 
Grade in school. 
Prerequisite Pass preliminary 
swimming test. 
Time required for course· 
17 hours ~inimum, 
including examination. 
ExJPires . 3 years from date or 
issue. 
Junior Life Saving 
Minimum age 12 years or 7th 
Grade in school. 
Maximum age: 15 years. 
Prerequisite Pass preliminary 
swimming test. 
Time required for course : 
15 hours minimum, in-
cluding examination. 
Swimmer 
Minimum age : None. 
Prerequisite: Pass Inter-
mediate Swimmer test. 
Time required .for course 
As needed. 
Intermediate Swimmer 
Minimum age: None. 
Prerequisite Pass Beginner 
test. 
Time required. As needed for 
course. 
Beginner in Swimming 
Minimum age: None. 
Time required if or course· 
As needed. 
TEST 
The person whose naane a;ppears on this certificate has completed an 
Advanced SWimmer c-ourse and has passed the following tests . 
1. 50 yds. elem. ·back stroke 8. 100 yds. crawl or trudgen--crawl 
2. 100 yds . breast stroke 9. 5 min. floating 
3. 50 yds. inverted breast stroke 10. 5 min. support (in place) 
4. 100 yds. side stroke 11. Surface dive 10 yd. swim under water 
5. H>O yds. overarm side stroke 12. Standing front dive 
6. 1<00 yds . trudgen 13. !Running front dive 
7 100 yds. back crawl 14. Thirty minutes swim 
PRELIMINARY SWIMMING TEST 
1. Standing •front dive, reasonably good ·form . 
2. Swim 440 yds. continuously employing a hand-over-hand stroke (crawl, 
trudgen-crawl, double trudgen, trudgen), a side-strok·e using scissor's kick 
of the legs; swim on the hacK with inverted scissors or inverted breast-
stroke kick. These strokes may be alternated as desired but pupils should 
sustain each stroke when used for at least 20-25 yards. 
3. Dive from sur.face to minimum depth of six feet and swim two body 
lengths under water. 
4. Tread water one minute with hands beneath surfa,ce for use as auxiliary 
supports. 
5. Float motionless or rest in a floa ting position with minimum movement 
of arms and legs for one minute. 
E~MINATION 
Classwork Knowledge test Practical test 
PRELIMINARY SWIMMING TEST 
1. Standing front dive, in reasona!bly good •form. 
2. Swim 220 yds. continuously, employing a hand-over-hand stroke (crawl, 
trudgen, crawl, ·double trudgen, trudgen) , a side-stroke using scissor's kick 
of the legs · swim on the •back with inverted scissors or inverted ·breast-
stroke kick: These strokes may be alternated as desired but pupils should 
sustain each stroke used •for at least 20-25 yards continuously. 
3. Dive from surfa,ce to minimum depth of six feet and swim two body lengths 
along bottom. 
4. Treoo water one-half minute, using hands -beneath sur.face for auxiliary 
support. 
5. Float motionless or rest on back in floating position with minimum move-
ment of arms and legs for one minute. 
EXAIMINATION 
Class work Knowledge test Practical test 
TEST 
The person whose name a;ppears on this certificate has completed a 
Swimmer course and has ·passed the following tests: 
1. 100 yards breast-stroke 6. Surface dive 
2. 100 yards side..stroke 7 Tread water (1 minute) 
3. 100 yards back-crawl, crawl or trudgen..cra,wl 8. Plunge dive 
4. 5'0 yards back swim (legs alone) 9. !Running front dive 
5. Turns (.for closed course) 10. Ten minute swim 
TEST 
The person whose naane appears on this ·certificate has compJeted an 
Intermediate Swimmer course and has passed the following tests. 
1. Three types of leg stroke 7 10 yards scull 
2. Three tYJPes of arm stroke 8. One-half minute tread water 
3. 50 yards elem. back stroke 9. Underwater swimming 
4. 100 yards selected stroke 10. Standing front dive 
5. Turning in a closed course 11 . Running jump into .d·eep water 
6. One minute float 12. "Fiv-e minutes swim 
TEST 
The person whose name appears on this certificate has taken a course in 
and has learned a series of beginning swimmer skills which has enabled 
(him-her) to pass the following tests . 
1. Jump into dee.p water, swim 15 yards, turn about and swim back to starting 
point. . 
2. Dive into deep ·water, swim 15 yards, turn around, turn over on the back 
and rest in floating position for 1/ 4 minute; then turn again and swim 
back to starting point. 
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State Department of Health 
REGULATIONS 
Governing the Sanitation of 
Juvenile Recreational Camps 
With 
Texts of Related Laws 
Advice to Camp Directors 
CONCORD, N. H. 
Aut,'lls t, 19 .)3 
FOREWORD 
This manual embodies a revision, adopted March 
13, 1940, of the original regulations pertaining to 
juvenile recreational camps as last published in 
the edition of 1931. New Hampshire was the first 
Sta te to adopt (in 1925) a system of licensing and a 
code of regulations governing the conduct of such 
camps. 
While the essentials of the original regulations 
have been retained, these have been elaborated and 
rendered more explicit, and considerable new matter 
has been added. Camp managements are requested 
to note and observe these new requirements, an 
important one of which, it will be "observed, calls 
for the use of pasteurized milk. Some of the others 
relate to medical and nursing care. The latter 
are essentially those recommended in 1939 by a 
special committee appointed by the New York 
Health Commissioner to study and report upon this 
matter. 
In other respects, the texts of the regulations of 
certain other States, notably New York, have been 
freely drawn upon. 
In addition to inclusion of pertinent laws, there 
are also incorporated in this pamphlet certain 
recommendations to camp directors respecting main-
tenance of the health and safety of campers. 
Division of Sanitary Engineering 
First Aid Cabinets and Kits 
It is recommended that the first aid cabinets and 
kits include the following items. In addition to the 
cabinet kep t at camp and which may be more elabo-
rately equipped, a smaller kit or bag, to contain the 
more important emergency items, should be carried 
in camp cars and on hiking trips. (Regulations 14, 
18.) 
Steri le gauze compresses 
1 inch adhesive compresses 
Adhesive tape, V2 inch 
Roller bandages, I, 2 and 3 inch 
Bandage compresses, 2 and 4 inch 
Sterile gauze, 1 yard packages 
Triangular bandages, 40 inch squares 
Burn ointment 
Tweezers and scissors 
Tourniquet 
Mild tincture of iodine, 2% 
Chloramine tablets 
Aromatic spirits of ammonia 
Ammonia inhalants 
Castor oil, in small tubes 
Calamine lotion (for ivy poisoning and 
browntail moth irritation) 
Drinking cups (folding paper) 
Handbook on first aid 
2!1 
Camper's Physical Examination 
It is recommended that this form include 'spaces 
for recording data taken from the pre-camp exam-
ination record, also that the following be recorded 
on entrance and thereafter periodically during the 
stay in camp: 
Age at examination (years and months). 
Weight 
Height 
Temperature 
Neck 
Chest: Girth expanded 
Waist 
Biceps: right left 
Calf: right left 
Nutrition (good, fair, poor) 
Skin (cuts or blisters, impetigo, scabies, 
nits, athlete's foot) 
Ears, eyes, nose, mouth (infection) 
Allergic tendencies (hay fever, asthma, etc.) 
Heart (enlargement, murmur) 
Hernia 
Other findings 
General estimate of health (good, fair, poor) 
Special health needs 
22 
Regulations Governing the Operation 
of Juvenile Recreational Camps 
Adopted March 13, 1940 under authority of the 
provisions of sections 23-26 of chapter 147, Revised 
Laws, which require that the issuance of licenses 
shall be "conditioned upon the maintenance of 
clean, healthful, sanita ry conditions and methods, 
as determined and approved by said board." These 
regulations supersede those previously adopted. 
Regulation 1. Recreation Camps, What 
Constitute 
It is ruled that the following shall be regarded 
as constituting recreational camps within the mean-
ing of the statute: 
(a) All places of camp character, as the term 
is commonly understood, which are utilized wholly 
or in part for recreational purposes and operated 
for a period of thirty days or more during one or 
more seasons of the year, whether continuously or 
otherwise, and which receive the patronage, whether 
paid or not, of five or more children who are not 
bona fide personal guests in the private home of an 
individual, and any of which children, not accom-
panied by parent or guardian, is under eighteen 
years of age. Such patronage may be for recrea-
tional purposes solely or for a combination of 
recreation and instruction, and may be for profit 
or und& philanthropic or charitable auspices. 
(b) Any permanently constructed camp con-
tinuously operated for thirty days or more on a 
mutual or pro rata basis by the same or different 
groups, each of five or more such minors. 
Regulation 2. License 
(a) Application for annual license shall be made 
in writing at least thirty days prior to the opening 
of the camp, on the form provided by the Depart-
ment, and shall be accompanied by the required 
fee.• 
*$10.00 payable to St a te Tn·asurer. 
3 
(b) If the Department is satisfied that the exist-
ing or proposed camp will not be a source of. danger 
to the health and safety of its occupants or to the 
general public, a license will be issued. 
. (c) The license may be suspended at any time. 
for cause, upon notifying the holder of such pro-
posed action. The existence of any unapproved 
conditions in connection with the physical or 
operating features of a camp which may affect the 
public health, or any violation of any of the pro-
visions of these regulations, shall be cause for sus-
pension of a license. Any license may be revoked 
for cause deemed sufficient after a hearing granted 
the licensee. 
(d) The license shall be posted in a conspicuous 
place at camp headquarters. Failure to observe this 
requirement will justif-y a presumption that the 
camp is being illegally operated. 
Regulation 3. Camp Sites 
Camps shall not be located where adequate sur-
face drainage is impracticable. The sites shall be 
on elevated ground, with porous soil such as to 
provide good drainage. Swampy areas shall be 
avoided. Camps shall be so situated that they 
may receive abundant sunshine. Underbrush shall 
be kept cut down. 
Regulation 4. Buildings, Sleeping Quarters and 
. Equipment 
(a) All buildings, tents, vehicles and grounds 
shall be maintained in a clean sanitary condition 
at all times. 
(b) Adequate sleeping places shall be provided 
for each person. Arrangement of sleeping places, 
floor area, and ventilation of . sleeping quarters 
shall meet requirements accepted · as standard. 
(c) Ventilation in sleeping quarters, kitchens, 
dining rooms and mess halls shall be of such char-
acter as to provide a reasonable movement of air 
and assure the comfort and protection of the occu-
pants. 
(d) The doors, windows and other outer open-
ings of kitchens, dining rooms and mess halls shall 
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Is child a-check 
Cardiac 
Ep!leptic 
TBC contact 
Asthmatic 
2. Health Examination-by the physician 
Age Height Weight 
Underline condition found 
Skin: clean scars rash 
clean nits pediculi 
normal myopic 
Scalp: 
hyperopic conjunctivitis 
Glasses worn: yes no needed 
Eyes: 
Ears: normal deafness 
Nose: normal discharge 
Pharnyx: clear congested 
Tonsils: normal removed 
infected 
enlarged infected 
Teeth: clean tartar carious 
Lungs: normal rales 
Heart: normal abnormal (classify) 
Abdomen 
Feet: normal flat deformed 
Nutrition: normal undernourished 
Posture: good fair poor 
Hernia: _ 
Boys: genitalia 
Girls: menstruation 
date of onset regular 
dysmenorrhoea vaginal smear 
Urine examination 
' · U 12 years old and not yet matured, is child 
prepared mentally for camp life? 
Doctor's recommendations, before camp season. 
Doctor's recommendations, to be carried out at: 
camp. 
Date of examination ......... . .. . . ...... .... · 
Signature . . ....... . ......... . ... ........ M. D. 
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mended as embodying information to be recorded ; 
exam ina tion to he made within two weeks before 
camp entrance: 
1. Health History-to be secured by examin-
ing physician from parent; 
Previous illnesses-dates 
Measles 
Diphtheria 
Scarlet fever 
Whoopi ng cough 
Chickenpox 
Mumps 
Ear trouble 
Rheumatic [ever 
Typhoid fever 
Undulant fever 
Other illnesses 
Operations and injuries 
Last illness, past four months 
Is child subject to-check 
Frequent · colds 
Sore rhroa t 
Tonsillitis 
Sinus infection 
Fainting spells 
Bed-wetting 
Sleep-walking 
H eadaches 
Attacks of vomi ting 
Constipation 
T emper tantrums 
Any a llergic tendencies 
Immunization and tests-date 
Whooping cough 
Smallpox 
T yphoid 
Diphtheria 
Tetanus 
Schick test 
Wasserman or Hinton 
Nose culture 
Throat culture 
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be adequately screened. Su itable pro tection shall 
be provided in sleeping quarters against fli es and 
mosquitoes. 
(e) Any permanent buildings in \\'hich persons 
are housed shall provide ready exi t in the case of 
fire. Fire ex tinguishers or o ther approved fire-
fighting apparatus sha ll be conveniently accessible. 
Regulation 5. Location of Buildings 
No occupied building, tent, garage or stable sha ll 
be situa ted wit hin fifty feet in a horizonta l direction 
from the water's edge of any pond, lake or stream, 
wi thou t special permission of the Board. 
Regulation 6. Camp Water Supply 
(a) Water supplied to camps for drinking and 
culi nary pu rposes sha ll be adequate and of safe 
san itary qu a lity; and only water which is of safe 
sa nitary qua lity shall be delivered or piped so as 
to he accessib le for d rink ing and culin ary p urp oses. 
P rovided, that where this may be approved, use o f 
untrea ted lake or pond 1\'ater for cooking and wash-
ing purposes may he permitted if such water is piped 
directl y to a water heater in such manner that it 
ca n be d rawn on ly after passage through the la tter, 
and only as hot water. 
(h) :'-/o cross-connection shall exist between ap-
proved and unapproved sources of supply. Fixtures 
sha ll he so constructed as to involve no interconnec-
tions and no haza rd of back -s iphonage. • The use 
of lead pipe as a conducting mediu m is prohibited . 
(c) Wells and springs shall he so located as to 
avoid any cha nce of con tamination from buildings 
or other sources, and shall he adequately protected . 
Such sou rces shall be properly encased in masonry 
or tile, this to extend well above the surface of the 
ground , and a tigh t coveri ng provided. R emoval 
of ""<Iter by dipping or drawing by a bucket is 
prohi bi ted . 
*See rules and regulations governing the installation and 
maintenance of plumbing. 
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(d) In every case at least one analysis of the 
source shall have been made by the Department, and 
such additional analyses as may be necessary, and as 
supplemented by inspection, to give assurance that 
the supply is continuously of safe and sanitary 
quality. In the event that an analysis discloses un-
satisfactory quality, immediate steps shall be taken 
to overcome the conditions 1·esponsible and, if 
necessary, another source substituted. To be deemed 
of acceptable quality, the supply shall be free from 
appreciable turbidity, sediment, odor, excessive color, 
iron and organic matter. Organisms of the colon. 
group shall be absent, as well as excessive numbers 
of other bacterial organisms. 
(e) Where a water treatment process is em-
ployed, accurate daily reports on the operation 
thereof shall be submitted at monthly intervals to 
the Department on a form supplied by the latter. 
Such records shall be . open to examination at any 
time by the inspector. 
(f) The use of common drinking cups is pro-
hibited. If drinking fountains are provided, these 
shall be of sanitary design and construction, such as 
to meet the requirements of the State plumbing 
regulations.• 
Regulation 7. Bathing Beaches and Swimming 
Pools 
(a) Waters used for swimming and bathing 
shall be clean, reasonably clear and free from sew-
age contamination. •• The bottom shall be of sand 
or gravel, free from excessive mud or silt deposit 
*See rules and regulations governing the installation and 
maintenance of plumbing. 
**In this connection attention should be directed to an 
illogical practice on the part of some camp managements of 
requesting containers to permit of analyses of lake or pond 
sources before the camp season has commenced. Not only do 
such analyses as a rule represent wasted effort but to hold 
out such an analytical report as evidence of fitness for bathing 
purposes tends to be deceptive. · This is for the reason that 
the lakes and ponds on which juvenile camps are located are 
inherently clean, and any contamination which may develop 
may result from operation and activities of the camp in 
question, or of other resort activities. Hence such analyses, 
where desired , should not be requested earlier than about the 
middle of July. 
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Check weekly : 
1. All screening. 
2. Medicine chest and kit supplies. 
3. The development of any . fire. hazard . . 
4. Accuracy of residual d;tlcirine tests . 
5. Adequacy of supervision and safety equip-
ment and stamina of campers in connection with 
hiking. 
6. Condition of privies; whether fly-proof below 
seats. 
7. Condition of chemical toilet system. 
8. Condition of wells, top water-tight and pump 
tight in cover. 
9. Removal of excreta from privies. 
Check monthly: 
1. Maintenance of posting of required notices. 
2. Stock of chemicals for water and sewage 
treatment. 
3. Monthly report to the State Department of 
Health of water treatment. 
4. Record results of physical examinations of 
campers (the latt~r preferably made oftener than 
monthly) . 
Annually, before camp opens: 
1. Have effected any requirements of State 
Department of Health pertaining to criticisms made 
during previous season-especially inclusive of any 
required improvements in water supply or sewage 
disposal. (Annual analysis of water supply unneces-
sary if previous tests and inspections have uniformly 
denoted good quality and adequate protection.) 
2. Recharge and check operation of fire ex, 
tinguishers. 
3. New supplies of reagents and color standards 
for 1·esidual chlorine tests. Insure that test equip-
ment is in order. 
4. Supply of chlorine or hypochlorite. 
5. Depth of sludge in sewage tank (repeat at end 
of season; tank should then be cleaned if necessary). 
Pre-Camp Health Examination 
In connection with the required pre-camp ex-
amination (Regulation 17) the following recom-
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When away from camp investigate water sup-
ply and type of milk served to children. (Regula-
tion 18.) 
Expose children to sun gradually. Blonds 
burn easily. 
ector. 
Encourage short rest periods before meals. 
Do not allow children to go without shoes. 
Report psychological problems to camp dir-
Do not allow children to sit about in wet 
bathing suits or clothing on cool or rainy days. 
Avoid excitement just before children retire. 
Eliminate exciting bedtime stories. 
Suggested Health and Safety Items to be 
Checked by Camp Managements* 
Check daily: 
I. General health of each camper. 
2. Health and cleanliness of food handlers. 
3. Record results of residual chlorine tests of 
water. 
4. Check labeling of milk containers when re-
ceived. 
5. Spacing of beds and ventilation of sleeping 
quarters . 
6. Temperature and cleanliness of milk and 
food storage. 
7. Cleanliness of toilets; privy seat covers kept 
closed. 
8. Buried garbage completely cove;ed. 
9. Cleanliness of kitchen and equipment. 
10. Cleanliness of grounds. 
II. Note if flies in kitchen, dining room or 
around garbage cans. Latter properly emptied 
and cleansed and kept covered at all times. 
12. Adequacy of supervision of bathing and use 
of boats. 
*Adapted from "A Check List for a Healthy Camp," by 
Andrew F. Allen , Chief, New York State Bureau of Camp 
Sanitation, as published in "Camping World ." 
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or vegetation. Shores shall be kept free from any 
litter or unsightly material. Care must be observed 
not to exceed the bathing load. 
(b) In the case of art ificial swimming pools, 
these shall be constructed and operated in com-
pliance with the regulations governing. 
(c) No bathing at bathing beaches or swimming 
pools shall be permitted without being under the 
supervision of an operator or competent attendant 
trained in life-saving procedure. 
(d) Urina ting or spitti ng, or the washing of 
vehicles or animals in the waters of bathing beaches 
is prohibited. 
(e) No person having sore or inflamed eyes, 
or mouth, nose or ear discharges, or any communi-
cable disease, shall be permitted to enter any arti-
ficial pool , or any other bathing place in associa-
tion with other bathers. 
Regulation 8. Toilet and Sewage Disposal 
Facilities 
(a) There shall be provided convenient and 
adequate toilet fa ci lities, so located, constructed and 
maintained that they shall not be offensive to the 
users, become the breeding place for flies, nor by 
leakage or seepage offer a possible contamination 
of adjacent waters. Sewage disposal systems shall 
not allow seepage of sewage to the surface of the 
ground. Defilement of camp grounds by excre-
tions shall not be permitted to occur. 
(b) Where privies are used the construction shall 
involve a pit at least two feet deep, with suitable 
shelter. No such pit shall be permitted to become 
filled to less than one foot below the surface of the 
ground, and the excreta shall at all times be kept 
covered with earth, ashes, oil or other adequate 
agen t for excl uding or repelling flies and other in-
sects. Both the shelter and the pit shall be made 
fly-tight, self-closing lids on the seats shall be pro-
vided, and clean and sanitary conditions maintained 
at all times. Privy contents shall be removed as 
often as necessary and disposed of in a satisfactory 
manner. 
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(c) Chemical toilets, making use of caustic alkali, 
may be found preferable to privies. The accumu-
lated fluid shall be so disposed of underground 
that no hazard of pollution of any water supply 
or of any body of water will be entailed. 
(d) Septic tanks shall be properly constructed, 
of adequate size, and the effluent therefrom shall 
not be permitted to discharge into any body of 
water nor upon the surface of the ground. 
(e) Unless with the Department's permission, no 
privy . shall be within 100 feet of any place where 
food IS prepared or served, or within 75 feet" of any 
lake, pond or stream, or within 100 feet above or in 
direct line of drainage thereto of any well or spring. 
(f) Camp managements shall exercise every 
proper and reasonable precaution to so dispose of 
wastes that sources of water supply and lakes, ponds 
and streams shall not be contaminated. 
Regulation 9. Garbage and Wastes Disposal 
All garbage and kitchen wastes shall be deposited 
in covered metal receptacles, which shall be regu-
larly emptied and cleansed, and the contents burned, 
buried or otherwise disposed of in such manner as 
not to give rise to offense or permit access of ani-
mals or flies . Rubbish and litter in or on the camp 
grounds shall not be p ermitted to accumulate. 
Combustible matter of this k ind shall be burned 
periodically. Empty tin cans shall be so disposed 
of as not to serve as feeding or breeding places for 
flies and mosquitoes. 
Regulation 10. Protection Against Flies and 
Mosquitoes 
. Every means shall be employed for the elimina-
tiO? or control of the breeding places of flies, mos-
qmtoes and other insects. Flies result from in-
~anitary conditions or methods, and their existence 
m a camp shall not be tolerated. Recognized 
J?easures shall. be taken for the exclusion or repul-
siOn of mosquitoes and for the treatment of their 
bites. 
*A gene~al regula~ion prOvid.es. that except where the Board 
may permit otherwise, no przv1es, septic tanks or cesspools 
shall be located within 75 feet of a body of water. 
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16. Study personalities of campers in order to 
be prepared to discuss with counselors psycholo-
gical p roblems arising. 
17. Require counselors to report concerning the 
daily functions of each child. 
18. Study camp grounds and water front con-
cerning safeguard against accidents . This includes 
lig_hting of la~rines, boat ~_Vharf and paths used by 
children a t mght. Investigate for stumbling haz-
ards, roots and stones. 
19. Institute a series of talks to campers and 
counselors on the following subjects: 
(a) First aid in case of drowning, cuts, hemor-
rhage and fractures. 
(b) A health program to include talks on 
food, care of bowels, methods to prevent spread of 
respiratory infection. 
(c) In camps for older children, those in 
their teens, talks on sex hygiene will prove of value. 
These talks must be given to small groups only. 
Health Suggestions for Counselors 
1. Your personal hygiene: 
Safeguard your own health. 
Eat well. Assure yourself a proper amount 
of sleep. 
Wash hands before each meal. 
Avoid undue fatigue. 
2. Concerning the children under your care: 
Study the physical, nervous and psychological 
constitution of each child. 
Keep their feet dry. Have them wear rubbers 
in the early morning dew and on wet days. 
Supervise their clothing, dependent upon 
the weather. 
Make certain each child has regular bowel 
function. 
Report daily any indisposition, respiratory 
infection, appearance of a skin rash, injury how-
ever slight. 
Encourage campers to report any indispo-
sition. 
Avoid fatigue of campers. 
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2. Take temperature of each child upon admis· 
sion, thence daily for ten da ys,. to recognize early 
manifes tations of contagious disease. Temperature 
should be taken at rest period. 
3. Immediately upon admission make an ex-
a mination of the throat, skin and feet. This may 
a void the spread of contagious disease or athlete's 
foot. 
4. Weigh all campers every two weeks as an 
index to the result of activity. 
5. Isolate all campers who present a temperature 
of 99.5 ° or above. (Regulation 14 (f)). 
6. Make a daily examination of the throat for 
the first twelve days of the season. 
7. Restrict diving for those campers who have 
a sinus infection. 
8. Counselors to report each morning relative to 
condition of campers. 
9. Ma ke a list of all campers who report to the 
infirmary. Keep records of illnesses and injuries. 
10. Report to athletic director after breakfast 
all those who should be restricted in their activities . 
11. Study the menu of food served to the chil· 
dren and be assured that this includes the proper 
elements in diet necessary for growth. A proper 
diet, adequate in quantity, is of the utmost impor· 
tance. Any evidence of camp managements failing 
in this respect will be deemed ground for denial of 
a license another season. 
12. Study all physical activities in re lation to 
fatigue. Remember that fatigue renders the child 
more susceptible to disease, accounts for loss of 
appetite and weight, and irritability. 
13. Give no serum, particularly tetanus anti· 
toxin, without consulting parents or family physi· 
cian relative to the possible existence of allergy in 
the child. 
14. Keep in the infirmary a list of the prevent· 
ive inoculations which each child has had (from 
pre-camp examination record). 
15. Regularly inspect water supply, toilets and 
kitchen. (See regulations 2:overning.) 
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Regulation 11. Food and Food-handling 
No article of food which is misbranded adultera-
~ed, contaminated or decomposed within 'the mean-
m g of the laws governing shall be stored or served. 
Adequate provision shall be made for the sanitary 
storage, handling, protection and service of all 
food supp~ies, including refr-igeration of perishable 
products, 111 accordance with the requirements of 
the Samtary Food Law and of the regul a tions there· 
under. Noperson concerning whom there is ground 
f~r suspectmg the ha rboring of a communicable 
dtse.ase shall engage in food-handling unless and 
unttl a competent examination shall have demon-
strated the absence of such disease.• 
Regulation 12. Dishwashing 
. (a) Wher~ runni_ng water is available, the camp 
shall be provtded wnh an ample supply of running 
hot water. 
(b) . Fo!lowing t!1e last preceding use, all eating 
a nd dnnkmg utensils, including cups, glasses, dishes, 
~poons, forks a nd knives, shall be clea nsed by wash-
tng with use of a cleansing preparation in water of 
not less than 130° F. and then be exposed to live 
steam, dry sterilization, or be scalded by thorough 
drenching with water of not less than l SOo F. 
(c) In lieu of the foregoing, final disinfection 
may be effected by complete immersion of the article 
for ~ot less . tha t~ two minutes in a cold chlorine 
solutiOn whtc.h ts . renewed with such frequency 
that ~uch cltsmfectmg solution shall at all times 
con.tam not le~s than 100 parts per million of 
avatlable chlonne. This treatment shall in all 
cases fol.Iow. the cleansing process and shall in no 
case be m heu thereof or in combination therewith. 
Such other method of disinfecting may be em-
ployed as may be approved by the Department. 
Following disinfection, the article should be set 
on a sanitary drain rack to drain . Draining on 
towels, cloth or flat surfaces is not permissible. 
*While such an t:X~mination is not required by the Depart-
m.ent as ~ prerequiSite for employment camp managements 
Will exerc1se their own discretion in this' respect. 
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The wiping of glasses with towels is deemed ob-
jectionable. 
(d) The bacteriologic content of such cleansed 
and d isinfected article shall not exceed 100 organ-
isms, as determined by the method of the American 
Public Health Association. 
Regulation 13. Milk and Cream 
Milk and cream and mixed milk drinks supplied 
to camps shall have been produced and handled 
in accordance with the regulations governing, and 
shall conform to the requirements respecting com-
position, labeling and bacteria content. Only pas-
teurized milk and cream shall be used except with 
the Department's special permission to the contrary, 
the latter to be granted only where it may appear 
that these pasteurized products are not reasonably 
obtainable. 
Regulation 14. Medical and Nursing Ca re 
1. At all regularly established camps there shall 
be: 
(a) A definite arrangement• by the ca~p 
management with a physician licensed to practice 
in this State to be on call at all times for medical 
service and to supervise all first aid and nursing 
service in the camp. "Definite arrangement" shall 
be construed to include a detailed statemen t in 
Writing by the camp · manager and made available 
for the guidance of the person in charge in the ab-
sence of the manager. 
(b) Someone, either the camp manager or an 
employee designated for this purpose, in the camp 
at all times, who is especially trained in first aid 
service, such training to be that given by the Ameri-
can Red Cross in the advanced course in first aid, 
or its equivalent. 
(c) Standing orders issued by the physician 
to the person responsible for first aid service to be 
followed in the absence of the physician. 
~"Definite arrangements" for such service should prefer-
ably be written contracts and in detail as to authority and 
responsibility of botb parties. 
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19. Similar Rights. Nothing in this chapter 
shall abridge the rights of any class of persons to 
whom authority is given by any other statute to 
perform any acts which might be deemed the 
practice of medicine. 
~1. U~lawful Practice: Penalty. Whoever, not 
bemg_ registered and licensed according to the law 
of t~1_s state, shall advertise himself as practicing 
med1cme, . or shall _rractice medicine, according to 
the meamng of th1s chapter, or in any way hold 
himself out as qualified so to do, or whoever does 
any of said acts after receiving notice that his license 
has been revoked, shall be fined not more than one 
hundred dollars, or imprisoned not more than three 
months, for the first offense; and for any subsequent 
o!Iense he shall be fined not more than two hundred 
and fifty dollars, or imprisoned not more than six 
months, or both. 
Health and Safety Care of Camperst 
Observance by camp directors is urged of the 
following health and safety program, to be carried 
out by camp physicians, nurses and counselors as 
may be appropriate to their respective duties . 
1. Make a complete physical examination of each 
child upon his entrance to and exit from camp. 
Make other examinations when necessary. Record 
this and following pertinent data on an appropriate 
filing card to serve as a complete health record of 
each camper. 
fThis , and the topic following, essentially as recommended 
by a well known physician camp director and member of 
Camp Committee of the American Academy of Pediatrics. 
Although designed more especially for those camps which 
have resident physicians, this program ought to be observed 
by all camp managements substantially as here presented. 
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conditioned upon the maintenance of clean, he~Ith­
ful sanitary conditions and methods, as determmed 
and approved by said board, good only ~or the cal-
endar year in which it is issue~ and subject to sus-
pension or revocation at any time for cause. 
Section 25. , Fee. The fe~ f_or such 
license shall be ten dollars, to be patd mto the 
state treasuty. 
Section 26. Penalty. Whoever violates any of 
the provisions of these subdivisions shaH be fined 
not more than one hundred dollars. 
Extracts from Law Relating to the Practice of 
Medicine 
(Chapter 250, Revised Laws) 
I. Practice. Any person shall be _regarded ~s 
practicing medicine under the meanmg of thts 
chapter who shall operat~ on, prescril?e for or other-
wise treat any human atlment, phystcal or mental. 
18. Persons Excepted. This chap_ter shall not 
apply to anyone while actually serv_mg on the 
resident medical staff of any legally mcorporated 
hospital; nor to any legally qu~lified physicians !n 
other states or countries meetmg regularly regts-
tered physicians in this state in consultation, _nor 
to any physician residing on t~e border of a netgh-
boring state and duly authonzed under the laws 
thereof to practice medicine therein, whose practice 
extends into this state and who does not open an 
office or appoint a place to meet patients or to ~e­
ceive calls within this state, nor to regular or famtly 
physicians of persons not residents of this state, 
when called to attend them duriHg a temporary 
stay in this state, provided such family p,~ysicians 
are legally registered in some state, nor to chtropody, 
simple treatments such as massage or baths, nurses 
in their legitimate occupatzo.ns, cases of emergency, 
the administration of ordinary household remedies•, 
the advertising or sale of patent medicines or those 
who endeavor to prevent or cure disease or suffer-
ing by spiritual means Or prayer. 
*Italics ours. 
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(d) A telephone in camp, or available within 
ten minutes travel time therefrom. 
(e) A first aid cabinet which shall be kept 
at all times fully equipped. A stretcher kept near 
such cabinet. A first aid bag which shall also be 
kept fully equipped and available for emergencies 
distant from the cabinet. 
(f) Definite arrangements to provide for any 
needed isolation facilities. Where the camp is of 
such size as to warrant provision of an infirmary 
building or room, such quarters shall be suitably 
isolated from the regular living and sleeping 
quarters such as to insure both quiet to the patient 
and safety to other patrons, shall be suitably equip-
ped and shall not be utilized for any other pur-
r~~- -
2. (As amended March 18, 1941.) In all camps 
operated for children who are not physically nor-
mal, or at which the total number of persons, in-
cluding campers, employees and other administra-
tors, is at any time greater than 75, there shall be em-
ployed (l) a registered nurse, (2) a medical student 
who has satisfactorily completed two years in a 
medical school approved by the State Board of 
Registration in Medicine, or (3) a physician in 
residence. For the purpose of this section and of 
section 3, "registered nurse" shall mean one who 
has qualified for such service under the laws of this 
State, and at camps in which this service is in lieu 
of (2) and (3) herein she shall be so qualified. For 
the purpose of this section, "physician" is not to 
be construed as meaning necessarily a physician 
licensed to practice in this State. 
3. • At all camps at which the total number of 
persons, including campers, administrators and em-
ployees, is never at any time greater than 75, there 
shall be definite arrangements to provide for the 
employment of a registered nurse in camp whenever 
*It is urged that where the total number of persons ordin-
ar~ly approximates 75, or may even be somewh~t less than 
thts, camp managements endeavor to meet · th1s standard 
wherever doing so may be feasible . Particularly is this 
desirable, and regardless of camp size, where the campers 
are small children. 
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such employment shall be advised by the physician, 
and when he so advises, a registered nurse shall 
be employed. 
4. (As amended March 18 1941.) At camps 
where there may be in regula; residence ~ physi-
cian licensed to practi.ce in this State, reqlllrements 
1 (a), 1 (b) and 1 (c) foregoing need not be ob-
served, but requiremen t 3'" shall apply to all camps 
where there is a resident physician so licensed. 
Regulation 15. Communicable Diseases to be 
Reported. Isolation 
All cases of communicable disease occurring in a 
camp shall be immediately reported to the State 
Department of Health and also to the local health 
officer,_ Where no resident physician is in attendance, 
this shall be the duty of the camp nurse, or where no 
such nurse is provided, it shall be the duty of the 
person in charge of the camp. Such report shall 
include the name and home address of any individ-
ual in the camp known to have or suspected of 
having such disease. Until official action on such 
a case has been taken, strict isolation shall be main-
tained. T .he method of isolation shall be one ap-
proved by the local health officer. . The person 
in charge shall not allow the patient to leave or 
be removed without permission of the health officer. 
Regulation 16. Other Illnesses 
Whenever there shall occur in a camp any out-
break of suspected food poisoning or an unusual 
prevalence of any illness in which fever, diarrhea, 
sore throat, vomiting or jaundice is a prominent 
symptom, it shall be the duty of the person in charge 
of the camp to report immediately the existence 
of such an outbreak or disease prevalence· to the 
State Department of Health, verbally or by telegram 
or telephone. 
Regulation 17. Physical Examination Prior to 
Admission 
Prior to arrival at camp all patrons shall have 
been examined for the possible existence of physical 
defects or weaknesses or conditions of disease, and 
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the records of such examinations shall be kept on 
file and accessible to inspection. No person found 
to be harboring any communicable disease shall be 
admitted. 
Regulation 18. Temporary or Overnight 
Camping 
Where the patrons of camps are escorted on hikes 
or on trips which may involve a stop overnight or 
longer, the managements shall exercise due vigilance 
in seeing to it that their charges are properly ac-
commodated, are not unduly fatigued, and that no 
water or food of questionable character is consumed . 
If the trip extends overnight, first aid equipment 
shall be carried. All stream sources of drinking 
wat!!r, also wells and springs in close proximity 
to dwellings or stables, are to be regarded as of 
dubious safety. When resort to a water supply of 
this character becomes unavoidable, such water 
shall be suitably disinfected by addition of a prep-
aration of chlorine or iodine, to be carried in the 
party. 
Law Relating to Juvenile Recreational Camps 
· Chapter 147, Revised Laws: 
Section 23. Definition; Exception. Camp 
means any place set apart for recreational purposes 
for .boys and girls. It shall not be construed as ap-
plying to private camps owned or leased for indivi-
dual or family use, or to any camp operated for a 
period of less than thirty• days in the year. 
Section 24. License. No person, corporation or 
association shall, for profit or for charitable pur-
poses, operate any camp designed or intended as a 
vacation or recreation resort, without a license issued 
by the state bpard of health. Said license is to be 
*The Attorney General has ruled that inasmuch as the 
licensing requirement applies to all camps ol'erated for thirty 
days or more, each of any parties conducting such a camp 
is subject to a license and may be held liable to pay the fee, 
even though each may himself operate for less than thirty 
days. The owner of the camp is not the "operator" and is 
not liable therefor, unless he does actually operate it. 
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1\PPENDIX B 
Physical Lay out ot Trinity House Camp 
- - - - -- -- -== 
PHYSICAL ~ Q!l! .QK TRINITY HOUSE CAMP 
Fifteen and one halt aores in Atkinson; New Hasnpshire. 
Toad Hall - Main House - 11 rooms 
!"irat Floor 
Kitchen and baek kitchen 
Small bathroom 
otfio• 
Libra:ry 
First aid room (a1so nurse's quart&rs) 
second Floor 
Apart~ent - 3 roomo (caretaker) 
Infirmary 
Bathroom 
Third Floor 
Bedrooms - 2 .(sleeping quart era for oook) 
Storage roolll 
Mess Hall (oft library on first floor) 
Fireplace 
Capao1 t y tor :m.eala - 115 
Baxon - 3 floors 
Basement - Storage tor equipment in uae 
Main Floor - Crafts and area fo"¥: cam.p store 
Top Floor - (sleeping quarters tor kitchen staff) 
Nature Museum - l floor 
Small building 
very low ceiling 
Large room 
Cement floor 
F1J"&:piaoe · 
Nature exhibits - equipment and supplies 
Counselors' Room ... 2 1'1oors 
J...ower room - storage, laundry and showers 
Upper room - recreation room for oounselors 
sink and running water 
I 
---- ----- -- --==-=--J;c 
Fiddlers• Green 
Garden 
Large level area tor games, outdoor dancing and 
other activities 
Large area 
Oampers care for e;ardell 
Plante include: !.Orn, beets; pe:p:pers, tomatoes, 
carrots, squasht cuoum.bers, green beans, wax beans, 
swiss chard and asparagus 
Latrines 
Upper campus - l double 
Lower campus ... 4 double 
Portly's Pool 
Lawns 
Beginners beach 
Intermediate area 
Advanced and diving area 
Front lawn in front ot Toad Hall 
Side Lawns running on each side o.t the camp road 
one side - lenglh ot pool 
Other side .. length ot house 
Flower Beds 
Front lawn I 
Side lalrll 1
1 Flowers include: poppies, iris, violets, lilly or II 
the valley and other plants 1 
Parking Lot 
Area beyond front lawn and Fiddlers' Green 
Athletic Field 
very large area beyond garden 
Presently, level area is used tor archery, s:ports 
and unit campfire site 
Unleveled area to be developed 
Primitive Pioneer Unit 
Developmental stage - senior unit proJect 
Roadway from upper campus to lower campus 
Attractively l>ailked with a rioh green carpet of 
gr.aas, ev·ergreens and wildflowers. T.b.e brook starts 
trom water flowing over spillway and runs beside the 
road, backs up to a small swamp, rolls over taJ.la 
and tinder bridge, winding on through. the property. 
Vildwood • senior Unit -Tents on platforms 
l - 12' X 14 1 
4 - 14' X 16 1 
Rabbits - . 6 campers 
weasels - 6 campers 
Stoats - 6 campers 
P'er:ret s - campers 
Wild Ducks - 4 counselors 
r illows - Junior Unit ... Z cabins 
Ratty's House - 12 campers, l counselor 
Open RoaQ. - 8 campers, l counselor 
Hedgerow - Intel·.w.ediate. \Jni.t #l - 2 cabine ,.. l tent 
Wayfarers' All - 7 campers, l counselor 
Mole's House ... 12 campers, 1 counselor 
Dulce Domum - 5 campers, l counselor 
(14' x l6' plattorm tent) 
Parthenon - ~' x 12' platform tent - 2 counselors 
:aadger' s Den - Cab.1n - Director and Head Counselor 
Dungeon Ke.ep - room adjoining Den ... storage tor athletic 
equipment ancl oa.mpcratt equipment 
Pan Island - Intermediate #2 - 2 cabins 
otte:J."'s House ... 6 campers, l counselor 
Riverbank ... 12 campers, 2 counselors 
Horseshoe Formation - for:n1ed by cabins and tents 
Used da i ly for Colors antl Inspection 
Used as play area , also other activities 
Unit Campfire S.i tee ... 5 outdoor council rings 
General Camp Council Ring - being developed by oa:rnpers 
Wooded Area - surrcun.ds eampu.s 
Counselor-in-Training Unit - 2 tents - site to be 
developed 
APPENDIX C 
Letter to Prospective Counselors 
Camp Counselor Application For.m 
Trinity House Camp Contraot Fo~ 
Camper Al?Pl1cat1on Card 
Intormation to parents and Equipment List 
Budget Card 
Health Record For.m 
Counselor-1n~Training Information Letter 
Counselor-1n-T:~;a1n1ng Ap:plioation .Form. 
Counselor-1n-'l'ra1ning Qualification Checklists 
Checklist #l The Counselo.r-in-Training 
Checklist #2 Preparation tor Counseling 
Cheok:liet #3 Professional Attitude 
Instructions and information to specialists and 
counselors &as1sting in the counselor-in-
training program 
TRINITY NEIGHBOHHOOD HOUSE 
406 Merid~.e.n - Street 
East Boston; }1aea·~ 
Your name has been given to me as a possible applicant 
far a summer oa.m.p poa1t1on ae a \'le 
havo such a position open in our ciinp and woUld be ver-y gJ.ad 
to talk w1 th youo As a t1ret st p would you pl.eaM ~111 out 
tha enclosed app11cat1on term 11ettr~ carefUlly al.l your various 
nnd s'Ul'Jdry abU1t.1es e.a e. prospective oounseloro 
Ours 1B a Red FEather camp serving 85 ·gtrla :f'rom to1.~ 
Boston settlement houses and girls fl-om ot~ retter~ agenc·iesc 
Th~ main balance or the campers are our own House membet 'l'bey 
aro eager n1ce kids w1th a: dGnrU1sh propensitr tor getting ahead 
of us all moat ot the t'.meo · so; as a reauJ.t; they otter a 
constant. oha.llt.t~• to OlD" minds a.nd bod1ea; a~ not least o~ all · 
to our sp1r1t8o NO matter what the salary you might reo ive -
hether 1t be low or h!Bh; your d1v1derd will . come att r you 
have been with ~¥1 but two weekl!lo Yqu wUl know that .nm are 
neaded and thatAf5u do 1s appreciated· o 
OUr salary soale is not too lc:JW' as I want well quaJ.1f1ed 
counselors that oa.n do a good job. I think most oollag students. 
do a better job if' they knOW that they are earn1ng a goodl7 
ps.rt of their tuition as well as rece1v1ng the 1ntarG1bl.e good 
el'..'p0r1enoeo 
We are a member ot the American Camptng Asaoo1at1on and 
ha'V'e been 1nspeoted ana pasefld by their' board or examinQra and rate 
exoellentC! Our rating With the health dept, ot NoB. is l1kew1se 
excellento And eo are the attar taps snaoka! 
So wt~n you ~111 out the application blank also 1nd1oate 
a time when you can oome and talk with me so we oa:n evaluate eaoh 
other a.nd see 1t we both woul.ll like to work together 
S1ncer-elJ yours; 
~n.._~. 
Oarol1:ne Orr •':" 
Head't'lol~ker and Dtreettor ot camp 
T~ pr ITY HOU S~ C'J'<:P 
Deer P2.rent : 
P~:?O~I =-'~.1'101'~ SlEET 
-I-l ec-.se re=--c1 c2.:<."efu l lv ! 
Trinity House Crmp , for our s ir l s , i~ lac -ted in AT~inson , 
New H~mpshire ( just the other s i de of H~verh i l l, Y~ [s ,) 3G miles 
f rom Bo~ton . We h?v~ 15 - cres of vood l ~ n~ , ~~tur2l swimmin~ pool 
m:=.in f :>rmhouse •rlJ ich includes t he Dining H" ll \·rith 2 servi~~: C2.p-
Pcity of 100 , l::itchens, office .-nd infirn:e.ry, cr.::-f t :nd recreC?,tion 
houses , crb ins ~ nd tents , r thletic field s , ~ nd ~ ve3et-b l e srrden , 
::.nd r P.b.~Ji t s t h- t the c eo ffii)ers c" :.."' e for t hemse l v e s . 
We offer 2 progrcr o~ outdoor ~ ctivitie s ge~red fo r the dif-
ferent ,..2~e ~!:rouy s . No g irl i 's -llo'rec1 to pr' rtici:J- te in ~ny phys -
ic~l uctivity . t lJrt is too mu c h for her . On the otb9r h~nd Ell 
c ~~pers h2ve ~n op~or tu nity to t : ke pert in e ll pb ~ ses ~f the pro-
r:; r om . Sw imr.c in~ in ::tT1.1ction is unc.er the C,1J i dr;.:.1ce of 3 qve.li f i ed 
Red Cross cou n selors. Cr a ft8 , ~ th letics , nrture , mu s ic, ~nd drrm-
e.tics :..r e :-- 11 under tbs eX1)ert ~tmerv ision of coun Eelore ''lb o h"'ve 
been wit h ou r c ~ mp fo r ~n ~ver- se· of 4 ye~r s or more. 
The c::-r' p t v it ion fee of ~j..~. S a "'reel?:: covers c 11 expenses of 
Bb~rd :nd room, tr~nsDort ·· tion , rnd hs2 lt h ("' nd ~ ccident in cur -nee . 
Thi s fee doe s . not 9~Y t he sn t i r s co~t of~ c- mper 1 s ~t"y . Th e 
Community Fund rnd ot her ch- r it ·b l e trust fun4s nrovide t he b r l-
e. n c e of c o s t • 
BANI~ ..:".C80UI~TS : To rn:-l~e c ." l!'p IJ .~yment e2 sier on your 'Gud 7. et , 
~e h ~ ve ~ c Pmp b e n~ -ccount syst e iT . You mry d~~os i t in your ~c­
coun t ~s little or Ps much ~r y0u •1i2h ~ t P~y ti~e . 3y mr ~inc 
sm2ll deposits regu l~r ly , th e c~~p f se could ~e p~ id f 6r one week 
before c F.mper l erves for c ...,m:9 .. 
Fecilitie s r re prov id ed for PttendPn ce ~ t churc hes of r ll 
f a iths. 
Th e c~ mp i s jus~ ly ; r oud of i tc ·menu . Ka2 l s ~re well pl2nned 
rnd e. ttr P ctiv e l~r r sr·"t ,-·ed.Cl .A. ll g 1'1oceri e e. come from S. S. Pierce Go . 
:-n::'; fresh ms- .... , 'Y:C. ;)o.t~ lt. :"'-7 ,-re ott .:-:- ined :~rom los.:: l producers d2.i l y . 
EJ :.S Fi , mi U:: ~ v esc, t :- ~)l eB , ,~ nd i r::: a creem .: re mrp:p l ieG. by loc :- 1 dec.l -
€rB wbo h- v s a8 en j~s2ed ~y St ~ te Bocr d of Be: lth of New Hrmpsh ire. 
The c2~p ~q ~ic sn aed to oper~te b y t he St ~ te He~lth ~ nd Licen-
s ir";· 30.'rd of' r:~~\'r Hc- ::np rb :':. r s . The c::-mp is ;:~ l so [' ms1n"ber of t he 
Amar i c ~n C~mp inc Assoc i-tion ~ h ich l i~~r ise h- s r sys tem of rig id 
in spection . 
Th e c ::rn•J ~-s sponsored C'-nd o~Jer ~ ter1 by the Trinit~r Peishc orhood 
Eov Pe c·. "::=t <:>d .. F sr th.el"l' "·E,ency me~ber o:f United Corr.muni ty Serv ice r: 
of Bo s ton • . 
(re~d otber s i de ~ l so ) 
.Gir.ls Y',,r:.y }JUrc h..,se incident:--ls such F.'.s toothp: · st'3, soep , 
pencils, St ~ tiDnary, bobby pins, St2mps , · f ilrn s, etc. ~e susgast 
th~t $1.25 v ·week ·pocket money is sufficient. 
Ple.sse rsmember to send r t ler.:.st · 2 \V'ARl~ BLA~KETS ., Ttve do 
not h :' ve too mrny extro. bl::'nl\~--
Ple2 se see · t h..., t your d"'UG".hter h2 s one pc.ir of N::wy Blue 
shorts, one p~ir of white socks, one ~11 white T shirt or Qll 
,white blouse, ~nd instruct her to keep these f~r just SundBy s. 
· Ple2 se remgrr.~)er to 1vri ty y our dc:.ug.hter often! Cheerful 
moil 1·1ill 2-h.rr•.vs cur s homesic1mess • . r:lrite c-. letter the dr.y_sbe . 
lec-ves · for co nm , 
~'lith your cooper-tj_on V·Te <re lookinr;: fo r v·r'-'rd to~ happy ond 
successful summer . 
Sinc erely yours, 
C.s,roline Orr 
Director 
Dire ctions bv c~r: Fro~ Ecst Boston Generrl Sdw2rds Hi Rh -
vrr:;y to Rou te 1 (Newb1J r yport TlJnrpiJ.re ). Turn righ t on Route 133 
rot~ry tow2rds Hcverblll. Pic k 1JP Route 97 j_n Georg etown ~nd 
st'2.y on it to H ~· v srhill. I n Heverb ill r- t f .ire.t set of tr 'ffic 
ligh ts te ~e right turn of rlout a 125 to Plaietow, N.H . for ~bout 
1 3 1/2 miles . Then t-ks rtouts 12 1 for r mile. T.H.C. i s on risht . 
Drive in. 
J.?il~5.C 7, i O:[!~_.'?ll_ t r.:::_:iJl; · 
St8 t i_on foi" :.nf •::1·-n; "' t ·i.r:r: . Je 
not :l_ij (.' ~ 
For tr2.ins to Hr verhill -ce.ll Ncr t b 
will me~~ tr~~n s if g iven sufficient 
l 
_ / THINITY HOUSE CAMP 
.QO,~..Q&,m::rEAINCIM ,I}PPLICATIQ.N_j'.QE!1 
1~?9 .. !111 1n nll information oonmletely 
________________________ _.ADDRESS: ------------------------
DATE Olt'' BIRTH&. ___________ YEAR IN SCHOOL---------
Height: Weight: ____ .____ Rel!g1on :. ______ _ 
General oond1t1on ot health: ------~--------Date of last physical 
Are you a. :former camper? How long? ---------
What camp d1d you go to? _ Address:.__________ ..... 
Awards won at camp: _________________________ __ 
I,ife Savi.ng cert1f'1cates: (check) Senior------ Junior------
What subjects do you like best 1n school?---------------
What do your report cards average? (o1rcle one) A B a D 
What d.o you plan to do when you graduate from High School? 
1 o go to college? 
2 o go to work? 
3~ other 
-·-----
What. do you hope to do a.s your 11t'e ns work?· What prot"esa1on or kind ot 
wo~k _do you want to do? 
'Hmt aoti.v1t,.aB do you 11ke best at camp? 
tt you plan to be a camp counselor as a result o~ your tra1.n1ng what 
apec1a1 ~1sld would you l1ke to major 1no Check one or more ot ~allowing: 
nature 
athletics 
nurse 
arta and crafts 
a.:rohery 
ar~ other interest please add: 
waterf~ont music 
small games dramatics 
storytelling campcraft 
pioneering _ dancing 
cabin or group counseling 
(OVER) 
Even if you shouldn't be a camp counselor do you think this training 
l't1ll be valuable to you? t'lhy? 
Please read following carefUlly before xou sign th~s appl1cat1gn2 
I understand that I am applying tor a counselor-1n-tra1nb1g 
course at Trinity House Campo I know that I am to be 1n camp tor t.he 
ent1ra summer season of e1ght weeks o I realize that I am no longer 
a camper but a young adult With a serious purpose 1 and that I will 
give my best, physically, mentally and eptritually to the process of 
learn1ng to be a good lea.del"o I w1ll ramember that I have been 
selected especially as a potential ~ounselar for the tuture and that 
the more I learn, the more I praot1ce the various techniques that wi l l 
be taught to me, the better equipped I Will be when the time. comes o I 
w111 ever keep in front of me the goal of l ea.dereh1p. which mee.ns that 
others will be entrusted to me in the ~uture and that I must be prepar ed 
1n all ways for that respons1b111tyo 
SIGNED: 
·- --- - ------ - - -- ----- - -- --- - --- -
------------------~- $5600 application fee must be 
returned with this appl1cat1onl) This is not applicable on tuitioni; 
nor will 1t be returned 1~ applicant can~ells out~ 
Return application to lvfl.ss 0f!l'o11ne Ot~r 
Trinity Neighborhood House 
4o6 Meridian Street 
East Boston • Masso 
I 
/ · 
~ COUNSELOR-.!! -TRAINING 
UA.LIFICATIONS CHECKLIST /11. 'Used as a guide to 
camper's acceptance in training course. Same points are 
mandatory, others can be set as a goal and achieved through 
maturity and experience. Characteristics to be checked in 
correct column. 
l. Inferior 2. Poor 3. Average 4. Good 5. Superior 
l 2 ~ 4 5 
1. Emotional maturity and stability 
2. Good moral character and i ntegrity 
3. Common sense in matters of personal 
health 
4. Friendly, warm personality 
5. Neatness in personal appearance 
6 . Poise 
7. Courteous 
a. Intelligent 
9. Ethical 
10. Prompt 
11. Unselfish 
12. Reliable 
13 • . Faith in campers as well as self 
=- --=-.r=-- -· ==--==--==-== = -= ==---==-
I 
I 
;E>REPAHATION FOR COUNSELING 
Q.UA.LIFIOATIONS CHECKLIST /12. U•ed as a guid• 
after counselor-in-training has oom.:pleted her first year 
in the training program. Chara.eteristioa to be checked 
in proper oolumn. 
1. Interior 2. Poor 3. Average 4. Good 5. Superior 
1 2 3 4 5 
1. Ability to asaume responsibility 
2. Love ot ohildren 
3. Interest in: 
Oamp obJectives and philosophy 
Prograa ~ ao.tivit1ee 
Campers' ideas, undertakings 
and problema 
4. Ab111tt to adjust and adapt to 
various situations 
5. Sincerity and interest in doing 
a good j .ob 
6. Resource~ulness 
'1. Initiative 
a. Sympathetic understanding of 
qampers and staff 
--- - - ---- - -----==--
1. Interior 2. Poor 3. Averag$ 4. Good 5. Superior 
l 2 3 4 5 
9. Good $port smanship 
10. Sense ot humor 
11. Enthusiasm. 
12. ,Love ot the ou;~-of ... Q.oore 
13. Ability to work ha~ 
14. Humility 
15. Creativeness 
'I 
I 
PROFESSIONAL ATTITUDE 
·oiUALil!"' ICATI ONS CHECKLIST #3. Used as a guide 
atter counselor-in-training has completed her second 
year of training. An evaluation of her aaturity and 
experience gained through this speoial1zed training. 
Cb.araoteristics to be checked in correct column. 
1. Inferior 2. Poor 3. Average 4. Good 5. Superior 
1 2 3 4 15 
1. Unselfish interest in growth of' 
each camper 
2. Ability to understand the needs ot 
own personal desires 
3. Willingness to go beyond s:peoitio 
responsibility 
4. Ability to tit into the total 
camp program 
5. AdJustment to statt and director 
6. Knowledge and skills of oam:ping 
applied to the various aspects 
of a specific program 
7. Ability to guide and supervise 
various group activities 
a. care in the use of voice and manner 
II 
1. Interior 2. Poor 3. Average 4. Good 5. superior 
l 2 3 4 5 
9, Awareness of the values and 
results of a good campins experi-
ence 
10. A:p:preoiation o·f tlle beauty 1n 
music and nature 
HEALTH, SAFETY ~. SANITATION 
l. A basic knowledge and understanding of the need 
tor a healthy, sate and sanitary environment. 
2. Information regarding sanitation tor primitive 
camp situations. 
a. pur itying wat e;r 
b. waste disposal 
a. oamp housekeeping 
d. :pest cont:tol 
3. Information regarding good health habits. 
a. personal hy'g1ene 
b. proper and well-balanced die-t 
a. the need for pre-camp physical examinations 
and the "follow-up." 
4. Explain: 
a. why safety rules? 
b. prevention of accidents 
o. safety tor self' and others in: 
l) oampcrat'b 
2) and on the water 
3) nature 
4) sports and games 
5) art a and cratt s 
6) all other act i vi tie a 
7) and at all other times 
5. Firat aid instruction - what to do tn an emergency 
when nurse is not present. !'allow American Red 
Cross :E'1rst Aid Textbook. 
6. Discuss most important and appropriate f'irst aid 
supplies for a tri.p. 
7. Allow time for questions in each section 
a. Allow tim~ tor discussions throUghout course. 
CAMPCRAFT 
1. A basic knowledge and . understanding of ce.mpcratt 
and its importance in tb.e oam:p program·. 
2. A knowledge ot n8Jl1es, purpose and care ot all 
oarnporart tools. 
3. Explain in detail .safety measures involved in the 
use of tools, fires and all other phases of' the 
4. Satisfactory completion of all eamporaft skills 
in the following: 
a. fire building 
b. outdoor cooking 
c. primitive camp sanitation 
d. t ool craft and 'fifoodcraft 
e. shelters Wld tente 
f. ;pitch;tng and ~t;r.•·iking a w·a ll tent 
S• knots and lashing 
h. traU marld.ng 
i. hikes and trip Ca:w.];>ing 
1) use of comvass 
2) reading maps 
~) packing 
4) rolling blanket rolls 
j. weatllet 
5. Allow time tor quest~ons and diseussions. 
&. At least one proJeet making a practical object 
in any of the above areas. 
7. :Methods of teaching in the various areas. 
a. Allow time tor individual praotioing of skills. 
1. A basic knowledge and understanding ot sports 
and games and values derived from the program. 
2. A knowledge ot the following activities. 
a. aim:ple games ... games ot low organization 
b. g~es ot high organiz&tlon 
c. individual sports 
d. stunts and tumbling 
3. Explain in det~il t.he safety measures to be taken 
in the total program, plus spec11'ic information 
regarding each activity. 
4. stress the import.ance ot good "followership" as 
well as good leadership. 
&. Allow time t'or inO.ivid~l IJractieing ot skills. 
'1. Allow time t'or queF.~tion$ $ld discussions . 
a. Methods of teaching skills and group activitie• 
OU!'DOOR EDUCATION - ffATURE 
l. Information regarding observation. How to 
ettectively see, he~r, smell and tast$ nature. 
2 .. An informal program :providing adventure, 
exploration , recreation and education. 
3 . Develop tt basic k.nol'rledge, understanding, enjoy-
ment and appreciation of the o~t-ot-doors. 
4. Information on where to t'ind things, how to look 
at thEIXl, where and how to find out what we do 
not know. 
5 .. Intorm&ti.on regarding conservation. our 
responsib1li"Y - a greater l'&speQt for lite and 
all liVing things. Learn to live the Conser-
vation Pledge. Provide opportunity tor increased 
observation - investigation into whys, wheres 
and hows. 
6. EX»lain the code of outdoor good manners. 
7. Intorm.ation regard ins:. 
a. oonservat ion 
b. trees 
c. flowers 
d. ferns 
e. birds 
t. minerals and rooks 
• h e 
1. 
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II 
MUSIC, DANCING ~DRAMATICS 
1. A basic knowledge. understanding and appreciation 
of music, danoins and dramatics. 
2. A knowledge of almost all camp songs. Di:tter-
entiate between rounds; action songs and uiet 
songs. 
3. Teaching t eohnique on leading songs. 
4. A knowledge ot creative rhythmical activities, 
singing games; folk dances and square dancing. 
5. General information regarding tolk customs and 
costumes of · the various countries. 
e. A k:aowledge ot tour singing games .. 
7. Proficiency in at least tour simple and three 
advanced folk dances. 
a. noticiency in all the basic skills ot square 
dancing and ability to pertor.m and teach at least 
three square dances. 
9. Teaching techniques on square dance calling. 
10. A knowledge and understanding of the proper 
sequence ot dances for a program or dancing. 
How and why are the following dances used: 
a. m1xers 
b. longways 
o. couple 
d. square 
11. An understanding of the values of dancins. 
12. Information on the methods ot teaching dances. 
13. A knowledge of the relationship ot folk songs, 
ballads and folk dancing. 
14. A knowledge of at least three dramati~ed stories. 
15. Information regarding: 
a. skits and stunts 
b. charade.a 
e. pantomimes 
d. :puppet showa 
e. shadow pl,.aya 
16. An understanding of the values of informal 
dramatics in the camp program. 
17. A knowledge of the relationship of dramatics to 
other phases of the camp program. 
18. A sufficient amount ot time should be allowed 
tor questions and discussions. 
1. A working knowl$dge ot every tool in the cra.tt 
shop, its care and use. 
2. Ability to do all the simple cratts such as: 
a. lanyards 
b. gimp bracelets 
c. pot holders 
3. Knowledge of the ve.rio~s phases within the arts 
and crafts program. 
4. Co~pletion ot three articles 1n advanced crafts. 
5. Completion ot an article made f'~om nat ural 
materials. 
6. An understanding of why an arts and crafts 
program is necessary .•. 
7. A knowledge ot natural materials whieh can b •~ 
used tor the arts and crafts progr8IQ. 
8. SuffiCient time for questions and discussions 
g. Sutficient time for individual work and creative 
aotivitr. 
10. ~ethods ot instructing in the various phases ot 
the arts and crafts program :f'rom the standpoint 
ot a counselor. 
APPENDIX B 
Physical Lay out ot Trinity House Camp 
PHYSICAL b!X .Q!l!:. O:E' TRINITY HOUSE ~ 
Fifteen and one halt acres in Atkinson; New Hampshire. 
Toad Hall - Main Bouse - ll rooms 
i'irat Floor 
Kitchen and balk kitchen 
Small bathrOOill 
ott ice 
Libra:ry 
First aid room (also nurse's quart&rs) 
Second Floor 
Apartment .... 3 rooms (caretaker) 
Intirmar;r 
Bathroom 
Third Floor 
Bedrooms - 2 (sleeping quarters tor oook) 
Storage room 
Mess Hall (oft library on first floor) 
Fireplace 
Capacity tor meala - 115 
Barn - 3 floors 
Basement - Storage tor equipment in uae 
Main Floor - Crafts and area tor camp store 
Top E'loor - (sleeping quarters tor kitchen statt) 
Nature Museum - 1 floor 
Small building 
very low oe111ng 
La.r ge :-oom 
Cement floor 
Fire:plao.e 
Nature exhibits - equipment and supplies 
Counselors' Room - 2 floors 
Lower room - storage, ilaundr;y and showers 
Upper room - recreation room tor counselors 
sink and running water 
~--
Fiddlers• Green 
Garden 
Large level area tor games, outdoor dancing and 
other activities 
Large area 
Oampere care for garden 
Plants include: orn, beets, peppers, tomatoes, 
carrots, squash; cucumbers, sreen beans, wax beans, 
swiss chard and asparagus 
Latrines 
Upper campus - 1 double 
Lower campus - 4 double 
Portly' a Pool 
Lawns 
Beginners beach 
Intermediate area 
Ad•anced and diving area 
Front lawn in front of Toad Hall 
Side Lawns running on each side of the camp road 
one side - lengkh of pool 
Other side • length ot house 
Flower Beds 
Front lawn 
Side lawn 
Flowers include: poppies, iris, violets, lilly ot 
the valley and other plants 
Parking Lot 
Area beyond front lawn and Fiddlers• Green 
Athletic Jlield 
Very large area beyond garden 
Presently, level area is used tor archery, sports 
and unit campfire site 
Unleveled area to be developed 
Primitive Pioneer Unit 
Developmental stage - senior unit project 
Roadway from upper campus to lower ca.m:pus 
Attraotively banked with a rich green carpet of 
grass, evergreens and wi.ldt'lowers. The brook starts 
from water flowing over spillway and runs beside the 
road, backs up to a smal·l. swamp, rolls over falls 
and under bridge, winding on through the property. 
r 
V ildwood - Senior Unit - Tents on plat forms 
1 - 12' X 14' 
4 - 14' X 16' 
Rabbits - .6 campers 
Weasels - 6 campers 
Stoats - 6 campers 
li'erret s - 6 campers 
~ild Ducks - 4 counselors 
Willows - Junior Unit - 2 cabins 
Ratty-•· s House - 12 Campers, 1 counselor 
Open Hoad - a campers, 1 counselor 
Hedgerow - Intel·Aaediate Unit itl - 2 cabins .. 1 tent 
Wayfarers' All - ? campers, 1 counselor 
Mole's House - 12 campers, l counselor 
Dulce Domum - 5 campers, 1 counselor 
( 14' x lt>' platt:orm tent) 
Parthenon - 9' x 12' platform tent - 2 counselors 
Badger• s Den - Cab.1n - Director and Head Counselor 
Dungeon Ke.ep - room adjoining Den • storage for athletic 
equipment an~ oampcraft equipment 
Pan Island - Intermediate #2 - 2 oabins 
otter's House ... 6 campers, 1 counselor 
Riverbank - 12 campers, 2 counselors 
Horseslloe Formation - forn1ed by cabins and tents 
Used daily for Colors an<.l Inspection 
Used as play area , also other activities 
Unit Campfire Sites ... 5 outdoor council rings 
General Cruup Council Ring - being developed by oampers 
Wooded Area - surroun.ds campus 
Counselor-in-Tra. inihg Unit - 2 tents - site to be 
developed 
II 
APPENDIX C 
Letter to Prospective Counselors 
Camp Counselor Application Form 
Trinity House Camp Contract Fo~ 
Camper ADPlioation Card 
Intor.mation to parents and Equipment List 
Budget Card 
Health Record Form 
Counselor-ini!4-Tra1ning Information Letter 
Counselor-in-Training Application Form 
Counselor-in-Training QUalification Checklists 
Checklist #l The Counselo.r-in-Training 
Checklist #2 Preparation tor Counseling 
Checklist #3 Professional Attitude 
Instructions and information to specialists and 
counselors il&&isting 1n the counselor-in-
training program 
'l"'RINITY N"El:C:H-lBOUHOO.D HOUSE 
406 tv!ar:ldi.a.n -StreE)t 
East Boston· l~s6a 
Your name has been given to me as a possible applicant 
ror a sUl!lm8%- oa.mp poa1t1on ae a _ \'le 
haw auob a pos1~1on open 1n our camp and woUld be very glad 
t.o ta1k w1th you~ As a t1rat st woUld you pl.eo.se f'1ll out 
th enclosed appl1cat1on form l1st1l~ caretully all your various 
nnd sundry ab111t1es sa a prospective counselor. 
Ours 1s a Red Feather camp serrt~ 85 gtr1a from tour 
Boston settl.ement houses and girls :trom ot't'.ler' refi"er~ agenc·ieso 
ThG ma1n balance of the campers are our own House membet n 'rbey 
are eager n1oe k1da with a .dwU1sh propens1tJ' tar getting ahead 
ot us all. most ot the t!.meo so; as a reaul:tj they otter e. 
constant oha.lltt~e to our minds and bod1 e; and not 1 at ot aU · 
to our sp1r1t8o No matter what the salary you might reo iw -
whsther 1t be low ar h!Bh; your d1viderd will . co att r you 
have been with ~·but two we kmo Yqu wUl knotf that .xgy a,_. 
neaded and thatAY5u do is appreoiated· o 
Our salary scale 1s not too low as I want ll qual1t1ed 
ooune lora that oa.n do a good job. I think most oolleg students. 
do a better job tr they knoW that they are earn1ng a goodly 
part o:r their tuition as well aa reoe1v1ng the 1ntaf61bl good 
expor1enaeo 
We are a member of the American Camping Assoo1at 1on and 
ha'V'~ been inspeoted and passed by t heir board ot exam1ners and rate 
exoellento. Our rating with the health dept. ot N.H. 1s l1kew1 
excellent. And so are the attar tapa snaoka: 
So when you ~111 out the application blank also 1nd1cate 
a time when you can oome and talk w1th me so we can evaluate as.oh 
other and see 1t we both would l1ke to work toget~. 
S1ncerelJ yours; 
~~~-
Os.ttol1ne Orr •": ' 
Hetld\'10l .. ker and DireCJt or or camp 
....... TRINITY t~IGHBORHOOD HOUSE 
___...A~~ COUNSELOR APPLICATION FORM 
Form should be returned ~ 
Miss Co.ro11ne Orr 
'l'r1n1ty Neighborhood House 
406 ¥arid1an Sto 
._.....,..,........ 
East Boston, !-bss., 
~~j9ant will lllease till out oomplete~Y tb9 ~ollow1ng: 
NAME: -------------------------ADDRESS: ______________________________ ~ 
Present occupation: ______________________________ Telo r~·---------------
Date Of' Birth:--------- Height: ______ W.eight: _____ __ 
De.tes available: f'rom ---------- to --------------
tHat salary would you expect? ________ Would you volunteer? ____ ,.. 
r ·· 
fopit1on des!rgda ( check) 
Unit Head 
Nature counselor 
At hlet.1cs 
lfurse 
Junior co1mselor 
waterfront dtrectar 
waterfront assistant 
oab1ri counselor 
dramatics 
music 
cook 
kitchen assistant 
maintenance 
It you have a ohoioe ot speo1alzat1on what 1s 1t? --~-----­
Education: 
lnst1j;ut1on Ad4r!a1 
Emploed expareince: 
Employe: Address Date§ 
other than camp experience : 
(OVER) 
Leader : 
Course 
!Jner can Red Cross or her Auat1g qqurses: 
L11'e Sanng i Year ----- (check) Jlm1or =zoo_...,. 
.~~~~~~~~~' ( volunteer) 
Are yo a former camper? ___ .., ____ Hc·r long? __ _ 
Dat .,..,__ . 
Instru· tor 
Where? 
Interest a exper!enoe, and/or teach1np; knqwledr;a ot the followtm? 
arts and crnt' s 
onm rart nnd 1onear1ng 
dramatic 
mute 
1:ng 
orts 
mm ng 
photograph, 
song lead! 
ato 1 el11 
( check once tor inte st, twice tor teaoh1r~ ab l~t ) 
~1enoe with tollowi~ n~e group~i 
6-... a yrs _ 9-l.l yrso ==·=-==-=-- 12-15 yrat) o 
~~~~~~~~~-Lo~ur~~m=a~sn gualtf_!cat1ons tor toe pos1t1gu? 
I understand that the presentaion o~ a c~rt1t1oa -a aa·isfnctory 
phys_oal examination 1s a prerequ1s1te to the aocepte.noe or posit.1::>tl 
Signature of nppl!en.nts 
Date: 
: ... '.R..~~ . .i.~'1;. - 1 \i.t...!."J'., .~.\..11.1 l,o ,:..;.. ~· ' " ; • 
r.l5 ,~.:;·:i:;::./1.!\~.tl Str· · -'~ 
}!,, ' ' .J!0i: ···t'l:. !.~ 
CAMP PATES: ·.·· ..... . . 
tmJ't. ....... ~~..,... ..... ,...~,~---·'-~ .. ~ · . .. · · ~""·: i; . .zt~ , . 
.......... •• - l 
1~h1e ~t~:;rEk.mr:!.lri.t. is betwe n t he TR I NI1'Y 'N$IGHBCRl ODD BOUSE - ( TR!NI'l:Y IlOUfJE C.: HJ?) 
Co .rroly ~tit.h camp requirements and to f'ulf' :.U.l the dt. t1ea end t~E:;sp.,na1b!: .. it1~P' 
of'i .,= ... """"=--,---...-~------"""---........ at T!inity Hous·e 0 mj.1o 
2, A:r.Tiv 1n camp f'or a pr =canrp er~)ss10'A'l t.:t!H ~=~·"-'·-·=_,..., .. by 6 P~>me 
tll;j. • offoz• any a. a1stame raquh•ed for• t.he opan1:r..g of' camp 
3 o Accept the t1me~off sohedulS~ a:rrnr.~goo with camp d!reot ..or in a.ccoroa:nea t 1 th 
tfiehea of total s t e.f'f e wh1eh guarantees t'W(enty-tour hours f ev r~ff o+ .. her 
· ek rt!'ld ~1% hours on the al.fter~.a.te wee kso 
I~ o Assu.me reapone1b1l1ty as a cabi.n leader and at all timan give f1rst 
cons1ii~.~.·a.t1on to the phy~ical. 11 mental , moral, and sp1r1tW!-l 1'16l:l"az• of 
•1., h-a Ck. rl!pg~rs o 
5 ~ Jtt. t'?nd t-1.11 staff meet1nee. ~ take ps:rt ir1 t he S:ilt1re oe.mp pro· ram 
", ::C.l:lng c attar her serv1.cas at. the Camp D1raeto:tf hene·ver ahe f ; s 
sb(. Oi!l11 'be or halpo .tYa e.t ~11 tin1e& ar1d 1n :?..ll places a orooit..ab r..:~ 
:'-.."" . ~'re e. en. ~~at i ve o! the- cnm:p ,'"'· nd Na1g hborhood House o 
,.. 
1:.' (I F<-e . . ::. iri ... n cm.mp to ase,.st. in clos1l"l.g a11..d e,~.P.~lut.ing sttrn:mar ·•·r<Jrk unt1!. 
It 1 
1' WJ p'3raon r.amed !n t.he ~.gre.9mun1:. i3hal1 reoe1va as eorrq:K·'HH1fl t.io; · tor 
t~.,.:;.,. ael"'V'tceR the i'ollow1ng: 
·. o B~l.. and 7."0(JYJ~ s.t oamp and dUl"1~ p:r.~""c~mp ana p·o t""(l· mp eess1orJ.s o 
b <' Sals.ry- of ~ --~- ,.,.,.......,.,""""",.,. pa.yabl · 2 on or bE :roN July let aul t 1!. 
b" lance at clo~:;t;~;g o'f' c~.mp 
~~ ~ That aecordirJS to 'F'.S<1eral la: · w1t'hoo1dint) tax 1·111 'be w~· i:.hr sld. il 
l.1lt.~Jll. ie.e Soo1a.l 3e.'\:Uri ty o 
Tl'!.1:.t in th~ <::vent of onncellatton of' this acreem-on" by tba empl ... , ps.yme11t. 
of' t.h!:J se.l!J.ry shS~.ll be prfrora·i..et1. to the de.te t.h9.t such en e·ellat1on.· bee...,mea 
a:t"i"'ec t;.1V'~ o 
Social saou:r.-1 ty 1\.ilmber : 
Flea~e) :r•at .. ur:., or1a copy t o""d"irector-== 
NAME ___________________ _ C'emp F8e s 19~ 
ADDRESS 
----------
TRINITY NEIGHBORHOOD HOUSE 
HEALTH RECORD 
NAME----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------ADDRESS _____________ ________________ _____________________ _ 
PARENT OR GUARDIAN.------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------PHONE NO •..... ----------------------------------------------------
SEX.-------------------------------------------------------------- BIRTH DATE.. .. ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------
H ISTO RY OF IMPORT ANT PAST ILLNESS .. -------------------------------------------------- - ----------------------------------------,-----------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---
PAST CONTAGIOUS DISEASES (Check those child has had) : Diphtheria ..... ------------------ ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Gh icken poX-------------------------- M urn ps.. .... ----------------------------- Meas!es .. ------------------------ ------Sca rlet Fever ---------------------------------Whooping Cough. 
HAS BEEN IMMUNIZED A GAl NST: Diphtheria ... -------------------------------------------Sma II pox... ...... -------------------------------------- Other .... -------------------------
PHYSICAL EXAMINATIONS 
AGE AT EXAMINATION 
(years and months) 
WEIGHT 
(pounds) 
HEIGHT 
(inches) 
TEMPERATURE 
(mouth) 
ADDITIONAL 
OR INTERVAL 
HISTORY 
DATE: DATE: 
DATE: 
TRINITY NEIGHBORHOOD HOUSE 
HEALTH RECORD 
NAMI • ::~"~:; 6-~::~:==~~====~~~~=~~ ===~:0_~·~:~;~;~o::===:==:==-==----"-.:;:..~ 
HI STORY OF IMPORT ANT PAST ILLNESS ---------------- --------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------- --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
HAS BEEN IMMUNIZED AGAINST· Diphtheria s 
-------------------------------------------- ma pox .... ----------------------------------------- Other .... ___ _________ 
-
l. 
PHYSICAL EXAMINATIONS DATE: DATE: DATE: 
AGE AT EXAMINATION 
(years and months) 
WEIGHT 
(pounds) 
HEIGHT 
(inches) 
TEMPERATURE 
(mouth) 
, ;;;: 
ADO'ITIONAL 
OR "INTERVAL , . 
. .HISTORY 
-
I 
\ 
TRINITY HOUSE CAl.tP 
·- A~k1ll.Q..On_, N.Hs • 
COUNSEI..OR= Di-TRATIHNG INFORr~TION 
-·~~----"'"'sa~W ... 
,· 
\ 
T".rin'-:t·y Houae Camp is proud of' 1t.s program which has b~en established 
ov~r ~. p-.:~r1od o~ 23 yearo, Now that wo are iell. established 1n our 
o n ea mp e reel. tha t we oan add yet another educational eerv1c t o our 
program(! Namely, the couneelor-in·-tra1n1ng program o We are now ready 
to mov into th1o area 1n order that our campers as they reach the age 
ot sixteen~ may not be deprived of further camp1ngo \ie also f'eel that 
th&r& a,re a. number of campers. on reaching this age. have a ver;r de:f"1n1t 
po·tant1al. as ruture leaders, whether 1t be tor camp or :ror commun1t,-.; We 
re 1 that such a course 1s educations.~ 1n preparing our girls 'tor · 
more a11r1o heel adult lite" The complete oouree will run over a period 
ot two summers a A girl need not sign up rw both summers o ~,.. can~ 
al.moat guarantee a professional camp pAe1t1on at the completion ot t 
course , prov1,ded the applicant passes all course standards ta1rly _ ~1g • 
The :t1rs·t sUJmner 8s course will cover the theory and teohn1qu ,-61" 
ca.mp111g co Al.so the history 11 J')hilosophy , and psychology ot onmp1ng :ror 
t he pa t. as well as the present e .These above mentioned w111 .1 be p sen ted 
1!1 simplified f'orm and will not req\11re too ~ucb serious atud 1 • Also 
t here will be much attention g1wen to learning teobn1qu a a~ skills 1n 
t he various act1v1t1ee 1n any 'given camp program (1Qe~ athl t ce, 
l'lfl.t,m'"Et~ .'jtatertront, drama.t1cs 8 mus1o~ song lead111), oampcratt p1oneering 9 
. •olk dancing il arts and crafts, outdoor cooking , tr1pcra:rt etc ) 
·very gradue.lly the girls w1ll be exposed t.o t1rst lessons 1n group 
progratmn'~ and thGo.r7~ 1n the psychology ot d1ac1pl1ne and handlt;g 
ot oamperso 'rb1e 't1rat y ar will serve mainly aa an introduotor3· 
courme 1n camping and 1n ~&.1n1.ng a prqct.1oed ability 1n the var1o~s 
al\:.1lls ot oamp act.iv1t:Y' o 
The eo · summ r 8e llork will be more d1.f't1oult and Will involve a great 
deal of serious study beyond the elementary atagao Added practice 1n 
ak1ll.s and techniques and pract1cs teste a In _ _!,hie_ ye~r ~he po~ ...... Wioo'~...-­
counselo~ w111 be given acttial praot1c$ in handl1r~ several differ ent 
groups o-r camper 1n a numbe1• or act.iv1t1eso AlSO in this eeoond 
iea.r t he girls will be concentrating on tbtil• ma jor subject o For inst ance 
1t they wish to be watertroht oouneelore , they will spend a much larger 
share o'f tbeit" t1lllfl on t he waterfront o The same w11.1 be true o· all 
other act1v1tiea., By the enc1 o'f this summer 6 s work th' girl should be 
well eq_u1pped to become a junlor counselor 1n any camp ot t.heir oho1oe., 
They will know the "why" ot oamp11".g au well a s 1ts "how" and ••when" 
Counse~1ng 1s not an ' easy job at best, but it can be most unahppy a.nd 
:f'rust.ratlng :f'or the girl who has not learned batt to be a good, counseloro 
We reel that we have a duty to train our young people as leaders tor the 
future and we reel that a camp is the natural place to start a ser1ou 
programo lie hope our parents will understand this program and w11J. 
realize ita value as an eduoat.1onal extens1otl o't their oh1ldrena 11 t"ormal 
aohool1ngo We 11kew1ae reel that our future mothers neWd all the help 
and a.dvlce and GOOD TRAINING that a course of th1a sort can ot"ter . 
We owe th1s to our oamperso D0 you parents owe 1t to your oh1ld? Do you young adulte owe 1t to yourselves to prepare tor life? 
I9.UtfMEli4 .Lm 
[S~~perlod ....: ... Use YOU og Jyg_sment • .f.C)J! 4, 6, 6 weeg 
Short-s! slaokal& playaults etoo c.-. ahanaes at leaat) 
Blou e s » eh1rtB 9 Jeraeya SlafJka tor ool4 4a.rs 
S~eat.er & J'aoke~ 1 pro ~alu!, Shorts .... l Wh1l!l jersey 
ODd rw•ar ... at least 4 ohangea SMakera Shoea 
Ba.thU1g eult., ~ Ralnoi)at, ru~oo1•a or boots (a. mu.at) 
Wal!lh.oloths 11 towel•.~~ soap Toothbru.sh, pasts s aomb , tile 
Flasb.llght, 4t:1nk1gs rR . . Sock• 4 prQ 
Blanket a = must bave'w&"'l on8•(at leaat) 
.~Uti f:tl-a.,p1].low (U YOM vaat tbal - A - _,. ·-···----~ 
MARK AI..J'"' ~)li:I.ONGIBGS :.FLEASE ~ OAMP NOT RESPONSIBlE FOR U•ST CLOTHES OR ARTIOI.ES 
WHICH HAVE NOT BEEN PROPERLY MARKED .. 'I' IE ALL BAGS AND BUNDlES SECURELY P..N,l) 
TAG WITH GIRL9 S NAME AND HOME ADDRESSo ,tm U!Ql\11£3 .f!.ij..§i~ .§ .L2, JiQl. £1il!i, ,~tlli 
IQ.B l!f!tl· 
!J~I.I.D!!: V"l• w1ll be dllghteO ·t.o see our parentr:~ on the tollow1ng Sunde.ye; 
Jul7 10th ...... Jul7 24th =- .Auso "7th ...... Aueo 2l.a~ 
Too Camp 18 proud ot 1te menv.o and requests that no tooO, oaneiy or gum be aen't 
a.t.o the glrlm et camp. ..£tl!er(yl u.11 1a alV&J'I!l enthua1aatloallJ rece 1ved b;r 
the girla.., 
!•!AIL ADIJRESf'l; Tr1nlty House Campp Atkmaon , New Hampshire 
C~~!l!ii41ik41U . .: 4J(J!JIIZ!t!il'l::::r• 
NAr.tE ________________ •. _,_. ______ )URrH DATE ..,_'!!"!MO~~~---~-
t~DDRESS~~-,.--... -*----------.. -w_.... ____ , .......... _. ____ _....XEL & NO o·-....... --·-· -~~·-.. --· _tll1-.u:a!<llr'..-:l .,.~ 
FATHER 8 S NAM~--· -··-·-------------------·-·---·· -·-··-·~----•OCCUFATION ___ oo__________ , ___ ., _______ , ____ ,---=-
MOTHliRn S NMA.E~-.. -·-----·-· ·-· _ .. ..,; OCCUPATION~-----------
~ .. ~ a .2~1!.9J! .!!J'll9Jl.! .t.2.Y. !.!Q 1£ 5£ .12. .1'4YR : (AGES 6 ... 15) 
lQ Juru» 29=JU17 13 __ 2o Jul.J 13..,.·27_, 3o July 27=Aug<J 10 .. _ 4o Auso 10=24-.. 
I ha:vo raad th abovf1 a.pplice.t'"on form and approve it. I ~~ to a~l'tl that the 
·~erma far ea.mr; a~e met 1n tull 1 wet~~k be·tore m1 ch1ld goes to ~SDlih I undtUt"= 
et.and that, mod1oa.l a;nd acc1dent-1na.ura.nce 1e oompulsory and 1a 1nolu~ d tu the 
o~r~.mp fuet)" ('!'he camp assumes no repsoris1b111ty tor 1lln.i'as or tM'Jt'd.a r;.t ... ···th!e 1e 
a lllUet pl~oteot1on tor you child ) 
SIGNED: 
- - ·--.. · fPa.ront or Gua1~d ian . 
Fnnt; l10I..LARS (~5o00) MUST ACCOMPANY THIS Al':PLifJATION Bi:FOI£ ACCEPTANCE" AND 
'tli!.~I., A~FI.~X ':OWARDS THE: T.UIT!O!t FEEo . 110 REFUNDS ON OANCEJ..LATIONS OR IN THE EVENT 
A OHlLI) llJlAVES QJ\]l:JP B.F.b"'Of'iE THE END 01\, PERIOD F·o.R WHICH Sir~ fiOOlJlTi:F~~D (Plc 8 . 
f 2.11 ouiiJ l:"t.'rv:e:~o"'~~ r:li:1.1tJ r~ t;fi.Je.r of:? ~.na Y.'-;JT~tuJrn appl2.cation to l'r1ntt-y H iJ!)hborb.ood 
Ho.~~:.·~l.r, 4~t,;d .t~~:r'1tl1 .. l~"! St"l' E~&i!-'.!t 13{)at.:tlli:.'ao • ·· 
··~---··-··------tliii"'""·-- --Aa 
~' Cb"IC~---
German Meaalea 
Measle a 
Mump 
Searl t, F ,.r 
Whooptns Oous,b. 
Aathm · 
••• ·= 
-
-
-
-
-
~£ f:bJeq\ ~~ 
o 1aon '!1'7 l£.a. 
P'ood Alleru 
Oonvuls1oila 
00148 
--
-
-
-
-
Sleop WalklD.6 
.Bed wet t lnG 
Fa1nt1ng 
zq ls.htmarc a 
Menatruat 1on 
Da1#e .Dtte 
.. _ 
-
----
Ope rat 1on ; ---·-· -·--.. ·-···---Hay F ver 
_. I 
Sore t hroats · 
Stnus trouble 
Bronoblt1a 
:S:ar Infeat.1on 
~ .. · ·---~ 
Dlphtherla_Tetanue Toxoid.., ••.• Va.oo1na~1on_,.. __ _ 
Whoopt.ng Ooughi_An7 Others.. , ·--···" -~· 
Has had ~.nj at 1ona tor : (yr . ) 
An,yth1ng else ot lmportlUlOI ?--------------------
If camper haa been expoHd to .!!l.l. oontaslon up \o Jm!. week b 
4a.te • lU: a._ not lty ua 1mmad 1ati"I7. · 
there any re a son tor prob1b1tln6 afl1 regular phya1oal a.o~lv1t1, cU.V11l6, catc? 
State 1n Ci tall &'£17 neceaa&17 medlcal t~>eatment --· ·-
I hereby give perm1aa1on t o have an an etbat1o admln1ater d to my on1ld und r 
su1table m dloal auperY1e l on, llhoul\5 a aur g1oal emorgeno7 ar·1 · • 
ADDRESS _ _ ___________ ... SIGNATURS _ ________ -· - --(P!:!f'!-ar"""--n"'*!"£!""'1')--'-_, 
---.....-__ ---_ --------·----~:-==~--~~~=~------~~--"=~~-~-~~~ ~-- -----~-------~-~~---~-- ··-
I»ar far 'Ut. 1 
This :tol dc;r ~· been prepared • apeo1all7 tor you and contain a 1ntormat 1on 
wh1oh wt ll contribute mat. rtallJ ~o making your Joungat r 8 a s~a7 at oamp a happ7 
on • I bops you wtll read 1t caretul}J ana follow the tnatruotlona uutl~d~ 
Be sur. that both Oamperua ~~LIOATION and HEALTH REOORD are t1lled out 
oomplot l..f and returned as soon as poss 1ble., 
.f<EG ISTRAr ION AND OA.Mf ~: The Oamp Fes ot 117.50 per week lnclu4 a Boa.r<l au~ 
Room- OompuisorJ Med1~ruN.ranoe, fre-Oamp Ph.:s1oal li:x&IR, Oratt. :i;.tpen!Ms , 
Baggage and Tranaponat.1on ('thla !.nal~•• bus tr1p -to ana from Oamp , oo t~o Wl4 
trom Church. ) · . . 
A d poatt toe ot ts.oo rm&st aocompaDJ tbe applloat.ton. Thla wU.l be applied 
to tlw t.o·tal oamp tee. lD. SUI. 94 211UlfJ.lat&Pn lh1! .bJ1 wl:&J. W, at·waasn1~ 
XOTAL OOSl. FCtR : 
.wq WE§t§. FOUR ~ §J& 1f!US · ilfii~,.m!ll 
135.00 670o00 ll05e00 l140o00 \T\4!.'t~~~\.;.~ ~ 'S' -o o So . o o · ~- o D 10 o o 
No rerun~e w1ll tle made whea oampera l ave camp before the end ot t.he oemp1ng 
per1o4 tor Wb.10h they baVG 8lSJ38d • All fees BJ!11S.. laJ. ~tld 1 !!_elf;& before girl 
lee.v•• t or camp. fOQUI .t«>NEI: Arq a11101mt you w lab. to glve oamper 11 but it. 
ahoula oover her .church oontr1but1one and any other 1no1dentals 0 OendJ• s~ampa 
etat1on ry, eto. may be purchase~ at Camp Store. 
Caroline Orr 
D1.reotor 
APPENDIX D 
Daily Program and Counselor Assignment Chart 
Duty Chart 
Individual Inspection Chart 
Campus Inspection Chart 
Cabin Mail Chart 
Camper Analysis Form. 
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